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RADICAL AMERICA, a bi-monthly journal of U .S .
radicalism . General Editor . Paul Buhle . Cultural
editors . Dan Georgakas, Dave ''!agner, Hank Haslach .
Associates . George Arthur (Seattle), Tom Christoffel
(D .C .), Mark B
Lapping (Pennsylvania), Paul
/s1attick,Jr . (Boston), Don McKelvey (Ann Arbor),
Mark Naison (New York City), Nick Norris (Chicago),
James Pricke'tt (San Diego) .
As usual, the copy deadline for RA did not coincide with the gathering of materials on Black Lib-

eration . Thus Mark Naison°s study of the Southern
'Tenants' Farmers' Union' and several reviews Have
been pushed back to future issues . Also held was
James-O'Brien°,s second installment on the .history
of the New J=ef t . But we are happy to put into print
the contrib- utions made, the credit for which :goes
largely 'to George Rawick who collected most and
conducted the 'interview with John Watson . The poems
`of Sonia Sarichez and Etheridge Knight , published first,
here,, and the reprinted poRm by David Henderson help
to add another dimension,we'th .ink,
our treatment
of the black-movement .

to

Just now there is no financially_ feasible way
for us to expand beyo,nd16O-70 pages--the jump to
professionally-done, ,,foldin g-, collating and stapling would_ be far too expensive, But we hope to make up
the difference by launching a pamphlet series,information,on the first of the'pub:l ications being avai fable
in - our next issue :-- Our initial aims are to,cooperate
with national, SDS
covering certain-,current problems (the French crisis'-and - the E uropean studen~ movement generally .) and make our own unusual, contribution
in such- areas`as art/culture studies and publication
of, significant but,li,ttle-known American theoretical
figures--for' instance, Paul Mattick and C .L .R . James .
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CONTRIBUTORS
DAN GEORGAKAS, editor:of Z, is a rambl,i-ng agitator ;
JAMES= HQOkER i`s Pr6fes,sor of African History at MSU ;
DAVID,HENDERSON'°s poem i s repri nted,wi th the kind
permission of the publ-isAers, Poets Press, from Felix
_of The Silent Forest . ETHERIDGE KNIGHT and SONIA
SANCHEZ are, as Georgakas° review'indicates, among the
fthe
i nes t o ~f,
radical black poets ; GEORGE" RAWICK i s a
Marxist Historian in Detroit,-who teaches at Oakland
University .
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The Historical Roots of Black Liberation
George Rawick
The Black Revolution, particularly in its
latest phase, has challenged all previous interpretations of the history of black people, not only
in the United States but everywhere in the Western
world and in Africa .
No longer is it possible to
write credibly the liberal, integrationist history
which pictures only black contributions to American
society and stresses the victimization of the slaves .
History written under the slogan "Black and White,
Unite and Fight" does not give us grounds on which to
understand the contemporary black movement . Unless
we find the real historical roots of Black Power we
are faced ?with a situation unparalleled in world
history : a massive revolutionary movement which comes
from nowhere and is born fully grown . l
The central focus of the recent discussion of
slavery in the United States has been a discussion of
the slave personality .
What did slavery do to the
development of the human being? One group of social
analysts has refurbished the Sambo image, translating
it from "racial" to "psychological" terms .
Using an
amalgam of Freudian psychology and social-psychological role theory, Stanley Elkins has essentially
argued that slavery "infantilized" the slave personality . Although Elkins allows himself escape
mechanisms from the full implications of this theory,
nevertheless his argument does amount to the claim
that slaves generally did not become full adults .
Others such as Nathan Glazer and Daniel Moynihan have
added another dimension with a complicated discussion
of the so-called matrifocal family . They conclude
that a lack of social circumstances necessary to produce mature adults has been reinforced from slavery
to the present . Black people, in these conceptions,
are inherently maladjusted to American society,

implying that some figure or institution must shape
them up . Thus the theory of the slave and his descendents as Victim .
On the other hand, there has been a continuation of more traditional liberal theory . If the
slaves acted as if they accepted their subordinate
status, it has been argued, they were only feigning
such accommodation--only putting on "the Man ." Like
the first theory, this does violence to the facts and
carries clear ideological implications . While Elkins
and his academic kin have attempted to produce a
sophisticated conservative defense of existing social
relations, the second school's results suggest moderNeither can be related to a revoluate reforms .
tionary theory or practice .
Men do not make revolution for light and transient reasons, but rather only when they can no longer
stand the contradictions in their personalities do
they move in a sharp and decisive fashion . As Hegel,
Marx, Camus and Farnon have well understood, the
victim is the rebel, indeed all rebels are men and
women resolving the classic contradiction laid out by
Rousseau :
"Man is born free and everywhere he is in
chains ." As Hegel demonstrated in the famous dialogue
of master and slave in _Phenomenol ogy of the Mind, the
slave struggles against the master by struggling with
his own internal dilemmas . The social struggle begins,
in an immediate sense, as a struggle within the slave
and only them becomes externalized and objectified .
Therefore, unless the slave is simultaneously Sambo
and revolutionaly, Sambo and Nat Turner, he can be
neither Sambo nor Nat Turner .
He can only be a wooden
man, a theoretical abstraction .
GENOVESE'S WORK
From the perspective of the Movement, the only
work that seriously approaches a sufficiently high
level of discussion is that of Eugene Genovese, who
unites a study of Marxism with a respect for and deep
knowledge of the concrete experiences of the slaves
themselves . Genovese's studies reach far beyond those
of others, but his work has not yet developed into a
fully Marxist history .
I hope to discuss first why I
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believe this is so, and then briefly indicate an
alternative direction . 2
Like C . Wright Mills before him, Genovese concentrates largely on the nature of the ruling class .
To paraphrase some remarks he made at the Smith College
Conference on Negro Slavery in February 1968, we must
be primarily concerned with comparative studies of
the ruling classes produced by Negro slave societies .
This concentration seems to me undialectical, onesided, and needlessly schematic . My counter-thesis
is that the most important problems inherent in the
study of plantation production based on slave labor
can be solved only by an analysis of the class struggle between masters and slaves ; such analysis must
begin with the self-activity of the slaves themselves .
If one writes frcm such a perspective, then all
history is indeed the history of the class struggle :
as E . P . Thompson, Georges Lefebvre, C . L . R . James
and other Marxist historians have brilliantly demonstrated, the defeats are inevitable and necessary
stages in the struggle that leads to their ultimate
triumph .
This view is central to the above mentioned
master/slave dialogue in Hegel, dialogue which forms
the basis of the Marxist dialectic . While Genovese
knows the importance of this discussion in Hegel (and
has quoted it in The _Political Economy of Slavery ),
he shies away from exploring its full implications .
A social passimism combined with what seems to me a
sectarian impatience with history flaws his work .
For example, he sees the American Revolution in the
South essentially as a reactionary slave-owners rebellion . But it is apparent that the Revolution also
represented the success of small farmers, non-slaveowners . Similarly, one could maintain that it was
not until the 1830's that the conflict between
planter and non-planter whites was decisively won by
the former . Moreover, as Genovese understands, the
struggle continued into the 1840's and 1850's with
Hinton Helper's _The Impending _Crisis, published in
1857, as the manifesto of the non-slave-owning whites .
But precisely because Genovese's work is not a
sterile academic enterprise but a personal attempt to
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intervene in the contemporary struggle, he allows his
pessimism to interfere with his search for implications,
presenting the South as a monolith .
Genovese handles the Sambo-rebel problem in a
very brittle way, seeing it essentially as a problem
Sambo could become the
of historical progression .
situations,
and Genovese seeks to
in
certain
rebel
under
which the personality
"the
condition
discover
and a seemingly docile
could
become
inverted
pattern
become
fierce
." He even sugsuddenly
slave could
Jacobins
taken power in 1790
that
had
the
French
gests
have
abolished
slavery in
than
1794,
they
would
rather
the
slaves
from
Domingo
and
therefore
liberated
San
fact,
they
(rather
than,
as
historical
the outside
If so, he comments, "we would
liberating themselves) .
Elkins whose task
reading
a
Haitian
. . .today be
extraordinary
docility of the
be
to
explain
the
would
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."
All
previous
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Genovese
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Domingo
is
relegated
by
liousness in San
a
weak
find
a
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stereotype
and
unimportance :
"We
tradition of rebellion . . .when the island suddenly
exploded in the greatest slave revolution in history,
nothing lay behind it but Sambo and a few hints ."
This conclusion is fundamentally absurd, the
absurdity of sincere but pessimistic radical scholarship . Despite Genovese's stated respect for C .L .R .
James, he seems to be turning the historian upside
down . For the point James is making in The Black
Jacobins --a point which cannot be missed by the careful
reader--is that the oppressed continuously struggle in
forms _of their _own choosing and surprise all mankind
when they transform the day-to-day struggle into monumental revolutionary deeds . The pre-revolutionary
activity was a necessary predecessor to the Haitian
revolt ; and without Gabriel Prosser, Denmark Vessey
and Nat Turner, there could have been no Fredrick
Douglass, Rap Brown, Malcolm X and Eldridge Cleaver .
SAMBO?
This is not to argue that the slave was in no
A man is Sambo precisely when he is
sense Sambo .
at the very point of rebellion he is fearful of being
the rebel . Rebel he must be, but self-confident he is
not . The greatest of all abolitionist leaders,
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the ex-slave Fredrick Douglass, tells repeatedly in
his autobiography that when in the very act of fleeing, he was not only afraid--he also felt he was
doing something wrong . Everything seemed to tell him
that he was incapable of being a freeman ; but at the
same time, everything told him he must be a freeman .
Unless we understand the contradictory nature of the
human personality in class societies, we can never
portray reality .
One never knows whether the victim
or the rebel will manifest himself again, but then
again one need never know .
It does not matter .
In
real life, men engage and then they see . The man of
courage is not afraid to act, not because he is certain he will not be the coward, but only because he
knows that, if he does not act, he most certainly will
be the coward .
The Sambo image is used often to give a facile
explanation for the fact that there were very few
slave revolts in North America . Because men were
Sambo--and to be Sambo in this view, as we have shown,
has meant that one could not be simultaneously the
rebel--there were no successful slave revolts . This
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is an example of finding a very complicated, cumbersome
solution when a more simple and direct explanation is
at hand . Slaves from the Caribbean and Brazil, areas
where the Sambo image and reality were as present as in
North America, engaged in great and at times successful
slave revolts . No talk of Sambo and infantilization
need be brought into account for the failure of largescale slave revolts in North America . The matter was
really much simpler . Slaves in N~,rth America were in
every respect far outnumbered by the whites, who in
any area could successfully hold off an attack until
help came from elsewhere .
The slave revolt was not the usual method of
direct action on the part of slaves in the United
States because it was obvious that such a small,
isolated minority could not successfully struggle this
way . Rather the slaves usually chose other, more
suitable tactics . While the slaves did not engage,
particularly after the defeat of Nat Turner in 1831,
in large revolts, they did struggle in a most conscious
fashion and in a most successful manner through the
Underground Railroad, strikes, and acts of individual
withholding of or destruction of production . Most
important, they fashioned their own independent
community through which men and women and their children could find the cultural defenses against their
oppressors .
The black community was the center of life for
the slaves .
It gave them, marked off from the rest of
society, an independent base . The slave did not suffer
from rootlessness - he belonged to the slave community
and even if he were sold down the river, would usually
be able to find himself in a new community much like
his previous one, in which there would be people who
shared a common destiny and would help him find a new
life .
SLAVE SELF-ACTIVITY
The slave labored from sunup to sundown and
sometimes beyond . This labor, which dominated part of
the slave's existence, has often been described but
never in terms of its relationship to the slave

community nor to what the slave did from sundown to
sunup . Under slavery, as under any other social
system, the lowest of the low were not totally
dominated by the system and the master class . They
found ways of alleviating the worst of the system and
at times of dominating the masters . What slaves
accomplished was the creation of a unified Negro
community in which class differences within the community, while not totally eradicated, were much less
significant than the ties of blackness in a white
man's world .
While slaves were oppressed and exploited under
slavery, they fought back in a day-by-day struggle
which did not lead directly to liberation, but which
in fact prevented that "infantilization" of personality that many historians insist took place . While
there was, of course, an impact upon the slave personality of the institution, "infantilization" hardly
In fact, what must be seen is the fact
describes it .
On the one
that the result was quite contradictory .
one
deserved to
a
sense
that
and
hand, submissiveness
of anger
a
great
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the
other,
be a slave ; but on
this
anger
to
express
competence
and a great deal of
had
obpersonality
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the
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jective results in
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The metaphors of static psychology such as
"infantilization" are most dangerous ones for they
In any society
claim too much for conditioning .
hierarchy, most
social
based upon exploitation and
society
display extreme
people at all levels of the
"highest
of the
ambivalence of personality . This
social
produces
high and lowest of the low" syndrome
.
(Erik
greatness as well as social incompetence
Erikson, for example, in The Young _Man Luther, describes the religious revolutionary Martin Luther as
a man who felt himself to be both a subservient
worthless child and a man chosen by God the Father
to do His work . Only in fighting his heavenly
Father's enemies would the child become a man .
Those who have raised the issue of the "infantilization" of the slave personality do so in connection
with the argument that the Africans in being taken to
the New World were "deculturalized" and that the only
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culture put in its place was the white man's culture .
On this basis, no African culture and no new culture
could really matter ; thus cultural dependency, wardship, infantilization . The Negro in the United States,
they argue, had no culture of his own and was simply a
very deprived member of the majority culture .
This school of slavery historiography is dependent upon the curious notion that "personality" and
"culture" are like old clothes that can be discarded
easily . However, one can never remove culture, although one can transform it . The ability of men to
learn the simplest tasks is dependent upon the utilization of the existing cultural apparatus .
New
cultures emerge out of the older cultures gradually,
never completely destroying'the traces of the past .
Revolutions, at their best, do not obliterate past
society but liberate that which is alive from its
domination by social classes no longer able to utilize
the achievements of mankind for human purposes . In
short, culture is a profoundly historical reality and
not an ahistorical abstraction .
AFRO-AMERICAN CULTURE
The process whereby the African changed in order
to meet the new environment was dependent upon his
African culture . While slavery altered social patterns, it did not wholly obliterate African culture .
The Br'er Rabbit stories of North America are not as
Joel Chandler Harris in his racist wisdom imagined
them to be . They are not childlike tales for toddlers .
They contain the insight of a people and express a
most sophisticated view of human life .
There are a variety of myths and folktales from
Negro populations in Africa and the New World in which
a relatively weak creature succeeds in at least sur
viving in his competition with the greater beasts . At
times he even wins, but he never really loses . He is
absurd, but he is filled with life and he keeps struggling with his destiny .
In West Africa he is often
called Legba and is portrayed as a spider or a rabbit
or at times as a little black man . He survives by
his wits and manages to live in competition with his
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more powerful neighbors . He appears in Brazil and as
Papa Legba in Haitian voodoo . Elsewhere in the Caribbean we have Anansi, the spider trickster, who defeats Lion, Tiger, and Snake in great contests of wits .
Sometimes in the Caribbean he becomes Br'er
Rabbit, the form in which he is known in North
America .
In all cases we have a creature whose life
situation is very much like that of slaves . He survives, even occasionally triumphs, over the more
powerful beasts ; and whatever he does, he gains the
In fact, he
sympathy of the non-powerful everywhere .
always seems to have a greater share of the classic
human virtues than the Great Beasts .
In myth and folklore the slave not only acted
out his desires, He accomplished much more than that .
In his laughter and pleasure at the exploits of
Legba, Anansi, and Br'er Rabbit he created for himself, out of his own being, that necessary selfconfidence denied to him by so much of his environment .
We get another example, a most crucial one, of
the relationship of the slave community to the slave
struggle in the slave religion . The religion of the
slaves not only provided a link with the most modern
of naturalistic and humanistic philosophy, but also
with the concrete day-by-day struggles of the slaves
Slave revolts themselves were often rethemselves .
lated to what has been called in several accounts the
"African cult meeting" . We have an overwhelming
amount of evidence of regular late night or early
morning "sings" and religious meetings held either in
the slave quarters or in nearby swamps or river banks .
But, above all, for the period from the defeat
of the rebellion of Nat Turner's rebellion in 1831 to
the Civil War, the African cult and its related com
munity provided the basis for social life of the
slaves .
In these thirty years the Negro slaves
retrenched, struggled to maintain a coherent culture,
infused human dignity and human possibility into the
day-by-day life of the slave, and above all built the
Underground Railroad . The real Uncle Tom of Harriet
Beecher Stowe's book was the leader of the slaves on
the plantation precisely because he was more
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courageous than all the other slaves as well as wise in
the ways of protecting his people in their isolation .
Also, Negro spirituals were the legitimate and necessary manifestations of this period . The slave personality was kept whole by the conscious and deep-seated
realities of the Afro-American culture as expressed in
the day-by-day and night-by-night life of the slave
quarters . While the struggle was neither dramatic nor
heroic in an epic way, it was real and successful .
Through the instrumentality of the African cult,
a concrete expression of a philosophy most adequate to
the task at hand, the Afro-American slave prepared the
ground and built the community out of which could come
the struggles of the abolitionist movement . Abolitionism was at all times dominated by Afro-Americans,
not by whites . Every abolitionist newspaper depended
upon the support of Negro freedmen for its continuation . And these black freedmen received their impetus
from the struggles of their brothers and sisters in
slavery . Rather than stemming from the New England
Brahmin conscience, abolitionism grew from, and
carried, the necessity of black liberation whatever the
cost . And in liberating the black community abolitionism transformed American society; it took the lead
in creating a new America .
Although it will seem outrageous for those who
think of movements as primarily organizations, offices,
finances, printing presses and newspapers, writers and
petitions, the heart of abolitionism was the slave
community itself . The Underground Railroad, the efforts
of the slaves for their own liberation, and their
struggles' impact on Northern Whites and slave blacks
--these were the movement's indispensible core .
In
the South, it gave the slaves the hope that enabled
them to engage in the daily struggles that won for
them that amount of breathing space which made more
than mere continued existence possible .
With the defeat of Nat Turner's rebellion the
slaves turned more and more to building their day-byday resistance :
to the Underground Railroad, to
individual acts of resistance, to slave strikes .
There were countless strikes among the slaves, strikes
that were often successful . A group of slaves would

after some particular incident of brutality on the
part of master or overseer take off for the swamps
where they would hide out .
After a period they would
send in a representative to arrange for a conference
at which there would be -"Collective bargaining" .
Sometimes they lost, of course, and to lose meant to
be whipped and at times even more severely punished .
But nevertheless the strikes went on .
Resistance of the slaves had its results .
While the corruption of the master class and other
whites in Southern society has often been commented
upon, the linkage with the activities of the slaves
has never been made . The slaves themselves created
the conditions for the inner corruption of the Master
Class . While the rulers portrayed the institution of
slavery as beneficent, the constant rebellion of the
slaves made them know they lied . And when there is no
way in which men can believe in the fundamental
morality of a social system, even one they profit by,
that system begins to die because the masters lose
their ability to defend it . The slaves, in the struggle to the death with the rulers, repudiate the
latter's claim of moral justification, demonstrate to
all the bad faith of the masters .
(Seen from this
vantage point, Twain's Huckleberry Finn depicts the
superiority of the moral claims of the runaway slave,
Jim, to those of the masters based on property rights .
BLACK CIVILIZATION AND WHITE
The southern slave owner was denuded of civilization by the very system he fostered .
Instead of
the southern plantation owner and the classes close to
him being made up of the knights in armor of racist
folklore, slavery produced a society in the American
South dominated by a class who lived in corruption and
within an atmosphere worthy of the Marquis de Sade .
The picture of the life of the master drawn by the
master class during slavery and by the romanticizers
after slavery clashes sharply with the portrait drawn
by the slaves themselves .
In the few ways in which some genuine civilization and humanistic culture came through in the lives
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of the masters, it was the result of the humanizing
and civilizing influence of slaves .
Slave women provided some degree of a full humanity for the masters
of whom they were concubines ; they provided some
genuine love and training for the young masters and
mistresses ; the slave children helped and taught the
slave owners' sons and daughters .
In almost every
other way the slave owner was a cruel man who whipped
horses, slaves, and women, gambled and drank hard, and
was quick with the Bowie knife and the gun against any
real or fancied opponent . The white women were not
the delicate ladies of the southern myth . The slaves
almost universally reported that the women enjoyed
whipping slaves more than did the men, that they often
took out on their slaves their anger at their husbands,
particularly when these men spent more time with their
slave women than with their wives . The myth of the
gracious South dies hard, but die it must . The slaves
as they report their experiences turn upon its head
the image of mint julep and magnolia .

2.

It should be mentioned that the study upon which
this article is based was begun before the slogan
"Black Power" was born; it has a basis that precedes slogans and ideologies in the same sense
that the concrete expression of Black Power in
the independent black community preceded any
internal ideological discussion . Nonetheless,
the contemporary black struggle has clarified and
illuminated many matters, rendering the discussion
a very different one than the one 'begun nearly a
decade ago .
The full defense of my point of view is developed
in my forthcoming multi-volumed work, The American
Slave : From Sundown to Sunup whose volumes will
begin to appear in the spring of 1969 under the
imprint of Greenwood Press . The full ten to
fourteen volume work will contain a one-volume
introduction by myself followed by many volumes of
annotated and edited slave autobiographies and
narratives in which thousands of slaves and former
slaves tell their own stories, which have either
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never been published or have been out of print for
It is a telling commentary about
over a century .
American racism that no attempt previously has been
made to develop a substantive history of American
slavery based upon the records and artifacts left
by the former slaves ; indeed, most historians
concluded that the material for such work did not
exist .
It is hoped that this work will be a
challenge to others to revise history, based on
even more careful and detailed studies of men's
self-activity .

When you seize Columbia, when you
seize Paris, take
the media, tell the people what you're doing
what you're up to and why and how you mean
to do it, how they can help, keep the news
coming, steady, you have 70 years
of media conditioning to combat, it is a wall
you must get through, somehow, to reach
the instinctive man, w'jo is struggling like a plant
for light, for air
when you seize a town, a campus, get ho1-d -o-f the
power stations, the water, the transportation,
forget to negotiate, forget how
to negotiate, don't wait for De Gaulle or Kirk
to abdicate, they won't, you are not
"demonstrating" you are fighting
a war, fight to win, don't wait for Johnson or
Humphrey or Rockefeller, to agree to your terms
take what you need, "it's free
because it's yours"
Diane DiPrima

May, 1968
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Africa for Afro-Americans: Padmore and the Black Press
J. R . Hooker

One of the more striking testimonies to the
current insistence that all black men share a heritage,
whether or not they live in America, is the amount of
African material in the black press . While Africa
always has been with us, it always has been truer of
the black than of the white American press . But,
coverage frequently has reflected the same attitudes
in both BASP and WASP papers . Being put in the white
man's box meant that blacks read of savages who ate
missionaries and opposed civilizing influences, or
they were regaled with accounts of European heroism
in feverish climes . Africans were presumed to be inferior, different, very far away . True, the ancestors
of many Americans might have come from Africa, but
that was a long while ago and under shameful conditions .
There is, of course, a history of solid
journalism; exemplified by _The Crisis during DuBois'
editorship, which carried a tremendous amount of
African material
But, with this exception, and a few
others to be mentioned below, until very recently when
Muhammed Speaks and Freedomw_ays achieved rational
coverage, the Africa portrayed in the black press was
the white man's Africa .
I have suggested elsewhere)
that Africa was seen either as an embarrassment, as a
place to exploit, as a symbol of white injustice or as
a place to redeem (in the Christian sense) .
This has pretty much changed, so that 'Coday's
reader of the slick Luce-like weeklies stands a better
than even chance of seeing something solid on African
art, history or government, and is likely to recognize
individual African leaders - especially those like
Mboya or Nkrumah who have an American connection . And
if any one man is to be credited with alerting black
Americans to the significance of Africa during the lean
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years between Marcus Garvey and Malcolm X (always
apart, that is, from Dr . DuBois), it is George Padmore
(1902-59), the American-educated Trinidadian race
specialist for the Communist International, who is
better known as "the father of African emancipation ." 2
PADMORE
A journalist since his 'teens, on an English
paper at home and with the student publications of
Fisk and Howard, Padmore was by the early 1930s the
communist world's greatest authority on race matters .
But, when he reluctantly concluded that the Stalinists
were insincere, acting in short as white men, he quit,
and in association with other expatriate blacks
adrift in London tried to bring blacks on both sides
of the Atlantic into common cause . To this end he
organized first the International African Service
Bureau (1937) and then the Pan-African Federation
(1944) . The role of black Americans, though taken
for granted, was considerably altered however .
Whereas, previously Americans had dominated such
scenes ( e .g . the first five pan-African conferences)
and emphasized the American situation, it was Padmore's notion that Africa's time had come . For the
immediate future, he argued, all black men should
devote their attention and energies to the attainment
of African liberation . So for the first time outside
the pages of The Crisis anti-colonial and antiimperial articles began to appear in the black press
under Padmore's byline .
Overwhelmingly his copy concerned Africa . He did not ignore the rest of the
world; indeed, his material on southeast Asia and the
West Indies remains strikingly topical, but most of
his prose was devoted to African affairs .
He broke into American journalism through the
good offices of a former tutor at Howard, Dr . Metz
Lochard, who by the later 1930s was working cn the
Chicago Defender . Padmore already was in touch
with DuBois and had written for The Crisis as early
as 1935, at the time of the Italo-Ethiopian crisis,
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but these had been isolated contributions . Now in
1938 he became European correspondent for The Defender,
which began to carry considerable copy . Much of his
material also began to appear in the Baltimore AfroIn this way the
American and the Pittsburgh Courier .
black press came to carry more African material than
Indeed, once
its far larger white counterpart .
Padmore joined The Defender 's staff, the black press
held a near-monopoly on such matter . Whether it was
a question of labor conditions in the South African
gold fields, increased taxes in Rhodesia, press
censorship in the Gold Coast or land alienation in
Kenya, Padmore was willing to write it up . Moreover,
he was alone among the journalists of his time in
preparing background pieces, writing essays rather
than articles . And while some of his more solemn
offerings look a trifle incongruous juxtaposed to the
flamboyant productions of his American colleagues,
there is no doubt that his readership had at its disposal as much solid material as was available in
America . For example, they could judge the importance
of Kwame Nkrumah long before he attracted the white
world's attention .
Padmore was not uniformly appreciated for his
self-imposed efforts . His denunciations of French and
British imperialism and revelations of Belgian in
justice were welcome fare to his employers, but the
philosophy which underlay his themes was unpalatable .
First of all, he was uncompromising in his defense of
African ways (at least in public) . Then, too, he was
distrustful of American intentions, as well as anticapitalist and at least by implication anti-white .
None of this could be expected to endear him to the
black establishment whose attitude he deplored and
whose checks he cashed .
PADMORE AND GARVEY
In writing this way he contributed, without
using the phrase, to a definition of black power .
Though as a communist he had attacked and ridiculed
Marcus Garvey's program, he nevertheless came to
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recognize Garvey's substantial contribution to the
cause of black dignity . However, where Garvey had
promoted black capitalist ventures, Padmore stressed
what has come to be called African socialism .3 Both
agreed that the elevation of black men was a black
responsibility and that the very system of race relations under present capitalist conditions guaranteed
the perpetuation of black degredation .
It did not
follow that all whites were bad or that any whites had
to remain that way, merely that till now many had
been bad and all had shared in the benefits of exploitation . White men were not congenitally untrustworthy, but the world certainly inclined them in that
direction .
Padmore did not seek to place black feet on
white necks, but he did insist that where black feet
prevailed, they should dance to their own music and
wear their own shoes . To the extent that all nonwhites suffered from white exploitation, Padmore
belonged to the third world, but this concept would
lose significance under conditions of global socialism .
(It is impossible to prove, but permissible to suggest that some of Padmore's ideas wore off on Frantz
Fanon during their brief intimacy in Accra in 1959 .)
Padmcre, then, was ecumenical over the long haul,
inclined to be impatient with the notion of negritude
and scornful of what he termed the fascist notion of
racial distinctions . Though he frequently reminded
people that he was the grandson of a slave, the
point was made for historical purposes (and of course
to create unease in his auditors), not to explain his
psychological posture .
It could be argued that in all this he was being
West Indian, thereby revealing a world view far more
comprehensive than his black counterparts in America
could be expected to possess . There is much truth
in the proposition that no matter what else the
colonial regimes have done in the Caribbean - and the
catalogue of injustices is formidable - they have
produced men such as C .L .R . James, Eric Williams,
Marcus Garvey, Henry Sylvester-Williams, Arthur
Lewis, Aime Cesaire, Frantz Fanon and George Padmore .
Indeed, Stokley Carmichael is best interpreted in
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this light . The last, the most terrible indictment
which can be laid against white America is that the
system creates black men who are, if possible, even
more parochial than their white fellow countrymen .
For generations in black America the past was a dark
tunnel, while the future could be imagined as a projection of the hopeless present .
Not so for the West
Indian boy with brains . He possessed a history,
almost unimaginably harsh, to be sure, but nevertheless a history linking him to the whole of the
British Empire, which for a century meant the whole
of this earth .
It is this infusion of self-confidence into the leadership of black American movements
by West Indians (tension-prcducing at the best of
times) which must be grasped if their full dimensions are to be understood .
By framing his questions
against the widest possible background, Padmore was
fulfilling a conventional Caribbean role : on the one
hand working out his own destiny in exile ; on the
other enlarging the understanding of men who systematically had been denied the chance to measure their
own woes on a global scale .
AFRO-AMERICAN NATIONALISM
Finally, however, Padmore made conventional an
idea long espoused by DuBois . Africa, if free,
could redress the wrongs endured by those of African
descent . Not perhaps through the sword of vengeance,
but certainly by a moral pressure which the
imperialists would find it impossible to ignore .
Thus, when _
The Black Panther (4 May 1968) prints a
letter of support from the African National Congress,
the impotence of this exiled nationalist body does not
matter . What counts is the feeling that southern
Africans are aware of and determined to change conditions in northern California .
(Robert Kennedy's
quickness to preceive the enlarged horizons of black
Americans led him to make his South African trip .
I
doubt if very many other American politicians then
understood the way in which the US and South Africa
are linked in the minds of black intellectuals .)
Today, then, even in the black bourgeois press
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Africa is accorded respect, and its affairs are
treated seriously (see Tan, Ebony and the Negro
Digest .) To this extent, Padmore's ghost must feel
vindicated . But, where his influence really has
scored is in the newer radical press where the
ideas of Nkrumah, whom he publicized tirelessly
for 12 years, find their most congenial abode .
Africa must unite, Padmore constantly asserted,
but this was in aid of a greater cause - black
dignity - by which he would have understood the
phrase black power .

2.
3.

See my article "The Negro American Press and
Africa in the 1930s" in the Can adian Journal of
African Studies (1967) .
George Padmore's
See my Black Revolutionary :
unism
to
Pan-Afri
canism London
Path from Comm
Tiff, ig67~- _
His best exposition of this concept is printed
as an appendix in W . H . Friedland and C . G .
Rosberg, eds ., African Socialism (Stanford,
1964) .
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Document : C.L .R . James on the Origins

Editor's Note :
Born in Trinidad in 1901, C .L .R .
after
being
educated and teaching in his
James,
country,
went
to England in 1932 .
Here he benative
involved
in
both
the
struggle
for
national
came
emancipation of the West Indies and Africa and in
the revolutionary socialist movement . He was, along
with George Padmore, one of a handful who organized
the International Africa Bureau, a small agitation.al group which became a center of African revolution .
In 1938 his History _of _the Ne~~ro Revolt, the
first significant study of sha ^_revolts, was~published ; later in the same year, _Th_e _Black Jacobins ,
TTo_us sa
saint
nt _L'Ouverture and the San cmingo Revolution,
best known of his works, appeared . -Soon he came to
United States on a speaking tour, and remained until
1953, involved in basic theoretical work, political
struggle, and even for a time as an organizer of
tenant farmers and share croppers in southern
Missouri .
At the height of McCarthyism he was deported from the United States . From 1957 to 1961 he
was Secretary of the West Indian Federal Labor Party
and the editor of the official newspaper, The Nation .
In 1 ;61 he broke with the Party's leadership and since
that time has engaged in literary and political
activities in England and the West Indies .
In
January of 1908 he was a delegate to the cultural
Congress in Havana .
The following portion of a speech delivered in
Detroit in January, 1967, is printed as a document of
the internationalism of the black struggle and a
reminiscence of an important but too little-known
figure .

W . E . B . DuBois wrote about Africa for a
long time, and he set himself to make not only Africa,
but Western Civilization understand that the enslave
ment of the African people was not only a disgrace
but a burden to Western Civilization itself . He held
a series of Pan-African conferences . I hear people
say that DuBois was a great Race leader . That was
At the time DuBois was holding
only part of it .
Pan-African
conferences, there were secretaries
these
the
United
States, there were journalists,
of state in
writers,
there
were travelers--not one of
there were
Africa
meant and would mean in
them understood what
DuBois stood alone .
It is true
the years to come .
he was helping the Negro people, the African people,
but it was not an African task . He was not an
African leader .
In that respect as well as in the
writing of history, he was one of the foremost
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Americans of his time . And in regard to what he was
saying about Africa he was one of the foremost men
'among politicians, economists, sociologists and the
others who were dealing with world civilization at
the time and not confining themselves to the narrow
limitation of one country . In 1935 DuBois wrote
Black Reconstruction , a history of the Negro in the
Civil War and its aftermath with general remarks
about the Civil War, and what happened in the states
Negroes governed or took part in governing after the
Civil War . DuBois not only told that story ; he
broi-,ght into it many important matters -- the French
Revolution, the American Revolution, the Paris
Commune, the Treaty of Versailles, the condition of
the Communist International--and he knitted all of
these into a structure in which he placed the contribution of the Negro people to their own emancipation .
It is one of the greatest history books ever
written . . . .
The world needed the work of DuBois at the
time . It was what was required . The beginning of
the twentieth century saw the beginning of the neces
sity of involving not only Negro people in Western
Civilization, but also the African people in the
world that was being born . DuBois saw the importance of history, economics, sociology, etc ., and saw
that without an understanding of the role of the
Negro people it was impossible to get a clear and
consistent and comprehensive view of American civilization as a whole . And that I believe was the
cause of his strength and the remarkable range of his
accomplishments .
I insist that to call him only a
Negro leader is to do him an injustice ; it is to do
an injustice to the Negro people, to strike a great
blow against clear view of Western Civilization as a
whole .
GARVEY
Next, I want to speak of Marcus Garvey, who
marks a new stage . What DuBois did in regard to the
Pan-African movement, in educating intellectuals,
journalists and persons who were interested in Africa,
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Garvey took up . He did not get it from DuBois .
Garvey found his task because the West Indies were
in a certain situation, and being a black man and
limited by this, Garvey felt it necessary to clear
a space . And in clearing a space for himself and
the Negro people of the West Indies, he cleared up
a lot of litter about the history and development
of the African people .
Marcus Garvey was not a scholarly man, he was
careless in the things he said . He used to say
"400 million Negroes"--multiplying the number by two .
That is okay with me ; he could have multiplied by
three as far as I am concerned . He was saying something that had to be said .
He had picked it up from
various books he had read, but I don't think it was
so much a matter of scholarship with him . DuBois
had been writing scholarship about Africa for many
years . Garvey said :
the Negro was born free, but is
everywhere in chains, and he must break the chains to
recapture a lost freedom .
It was a conception, it
was a necessity he saw ; there was an encumbered space
that had to be cleared up, and he did so with great
vigor .
Marcus Garvey at his height functioned from
about 1917 to about 1923 . When he was finished, the
Negro people and the people of Africa were an inte
gral part of world history, where they have remained
ever since . This despite the mistakes he made .
Garvey mobilized, he put forward schemes that
were not very good . Many men have done that . But
what Garvey did was to make people understand that
the African people had to be incorporated into the
future, that they had had a civilization in the past .
Garvey did not have the historical knowledge for
speaking about Africa's ancient civilizations (which
have since been established by scholars), but he
felt it was right, that it was needed . Garvey,
without scholarship, felt an empty space in the
history of the Negro peoples, and according to his
limited historical ability, he filled it in the best
way he could .
In doing so he accomplished, in my
opinion, the greatest propaganda feat of the
twentieth century . . . .
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PADMORE
And now I go quite rapidly to George Padmore .
I have to spend a little time here . You know, when I
was a boy I lived in Trinidad . My parents were
Trinidadian . We knew nothing about Africa except what
we had learned from the British . And what they
taught us was what they themselves believed about
Africa except what we had learned from the British .
And what they taught us was what they themselves believed about Africa--or perhaps what they wanted us to
believe .
I knew a boy in Trinidad named Malcolm Nurse,
who later became George Padmore . I knew his family,
he knew mine . He used to go to Arima (Trinidad) as a
boy of 10 or 11 where my father used to teach and
spend his vacation . During July and August, morning
after morning, Malcolm and I used to go to the Arima
River to bathe . At the bottom of the hill, which at
the top was an ice factory, we'd go walking up the
river about a mile -to the Blue Basin and swim . We
hadn't the faintest idea .that the time would come when
we would be heading movements in Europe and America
for the emancipation of the African people . You
never know where you will be and what will happen to
you . Well, we remained great friends . In about
1922 he went to the United States and joined the
Communist Party . I think he was profoundly influI know I was . Because Garvey used
enced by Garvey .
to publish a paper called the Negro World , the
Trinidad government forbade it coming into the
country, but I managed to buy my copy every Saturday
morning down St . Vincent Street in Port of Spain .
I'm pretty sure George used to read it, too .
Well, Padmore went to England, to America .
Then in 1928 the Communist Party made him head of the
I do
Negro department of the Third International .
not think any other Negro had such a position of
power and influence in the International . George
really was one of the Communist leaders, and he did
tremendous work organizing Negroes, stimulating
Negroes, writing in Negro journals, writing books,
etc ., and all with the power and authority of Moscow .
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I used to see him . In those days I was a
Trotskyist, but we remained good friends and never
He was a remarkable
quarelled about our differences .
respects
.
One
day
in
1935, I remember
man in many
a
knock
at
the
door of my flat in
it well, there was
I said,
it
and
there
was
George .
London .
I opened
have
left
wrong?"
He
said,
I
"George, is something
startled
.
He
supthose people, you know ." I was
ported Moscow, I was against them, and he had left
them .
So I said, Well, come in, sit down ." I said,
"What is it?" He said, "They are changing their
policy ." And George told me that they had new told
him they were going to make friends with the democratic imperialists, Britain, France and the United
States ; and that future pro-Negro propaganda should
be directed against Germany, Japan and Italy, and
played quite softly in regard to the "democracies ."
Padmore said, "But that is impossible ." He said,
"Germany and Japan have no colonies in Africa, so
how can I say that the Negroes in Africa must be
emancipated, but they have friends in the democratic
imperialists of France and England?" They say, "Well,
that is the line ." He said, "Well, that may be your
line, but that is a mess," and packed up and left .
There was something else very important about
him .
Padmore remained a leader of the people who
had joined him when he worked as a leader of the
Communist Party, and no attempt of the Communist
I think he was one of
Party to change them ever did .
of
the
Communist Interfew
who
were
members
the
national, left it, and retained his influence over
the people he had built up while under their aegis .
At the time I was chairman of an organization
in London, "The International African Friends of
Ethopia ." George joined the organization and when
it came to an end, formed the International African
Bureau .
Padmore was chairman of that, and I was
editor of the paper, International African Opinion .
The Bureau was at that time the only political
organization devoted to the emancipation of the
African people . A more tireless leader than George
anyone who came from
would be hard to imagine :
Africa, whether as a member of the government or to
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escape persecution by the British police, found his
way to Padmore's house and received Padmore's advice .
In New York I met a man called Francis
Nkrumah . I used to call him Francis in those days,
we all did . We became very friendly, and when he
said he was going to London, I wrote a letter to
Padmore saying, "George, this young man is coming to
you . He is not very bright, but nevertheless do what
you can for him because he's determined to throw the
Europeans out of Africa ." I am not disturbed about
saying he was not very bright ; he used to talk a lot
about imperialism and Leninism and export of capital,
and he used to talk a lot of nonsense . But he went
to England ; Padmore met him at Victoria Station . And
In 1945 there was a
he began to work with Padmore .
Pan-African
the
Fifth
conference in Manchester,
Nkrumah de.
Kwame
Congress, organized by Padmore
an absolute
which
was
livered a speech on imperialism
there
was
to be
masterpiece . He had learned all
learned from Padmore .
From that conference in Manchester in 1945
Padmore got Dr . DuBois to come from the United States
and be the chairman because of the work DuBois had
done on Pan-Africanism from the time before Padmore
had been born .
That was quite an event, in 1945 ; a little
later something happened . Kwane Nkrumah was invited
to Ghana to work, the Gold Coast it was called then .
The story runs that he didn't want to go particularly,
because he was busy organizing in London and Europe .
Padmore insisted that he should go . Francis went,
and led the revolution, and while that was going on
in the west of Africa, the Mau Mau were carrying on
their activities in the east, and I want you to understand that we had no idea that the things which we
were fighting for would come with such rapidity .
Naturally we backed Nkrumah, and Padmore worked with
him to the end ; I did what I could also . But we
had not the faintest idea that after it had taken
place in Ghana, before ten years had passed, seveneighths of Africa would be independent . That demondo your
strates an important political lesson :
business, do you work, and trust that things will
come your way if you have an idea that is ready to work .
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You know, in those days they must have
thought Padmore and the rest of us (Jomo Kenyatta
was a member, Nkrumah became a member, but most of
us were West Indians at the time) were well-meaning
but illiterate people talking about the independence of Africa, Pan-Africa, a lot of nonsense .
But it turns out that we were right and they, the
learned ones, were wrong . We were able to see it
because we were members of an oppressed group of
people and knew what was in front of us had to be
cleared up . That is what made DuBois and Garvey the
historical figures that they were . Now Padmore
went to Ghana when it was established, working with
Nkrumah, organizing the first Conference of
Independent African States and the first Conference
of African Freedom Fighters . He worked in Ghana
until he died, and I was then in the West Indies .
Three or four days after I heard the news came a
bundle of pamphlets and documents about a conference from Padmore, saying "We have finished and I
sent this to you ."
FANON
Finally, I wish to discuss Franz Fanon .
I
want you to follow the general trend . First,
DuBois the scholar . A wide range of matters con
cerning Africa -- he dealt with each of them and
laid down lines which are valuable to this day .
DuBois introduced Africa to the intellectuals .
Then came Garvey, who translated a view of Africa
into public property :
that was a stage in the
development of the consciousness of the world .
The next, Padmore, who became a political organizer,
was a man very different from Garvey and from
DuBois, but an organizer of the first class . And
the last one, Fanon, from Martinique, French West
Indies, went to France and studied psychiatry .
Fanon then went to Algeria and joined the Algerian
Revolution . While Padmore organized various people
to prepare for the Revolution in Africa., Fanon went
himself ; he went to Algeria, and as a doctor and a
revolutionary he played a tremendous role .
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Before he died, he left a book that has recently been
In this
translated, called _Les D_amnes_ de la Terre .
and
DuBois,
Garvey
book Fanon went a stage beyond
Padmore .
In the nationalist revolution of
Fanon said :
the twentieth century, the people must be against not
only the imperialists . Some of the people's leaders
who come forward to lead the revolution have nowhere
to lead the people, and the revolution must be as
fiercely against them as against the imperialists .
He said that some of the writers, having learned all
they could from Western civilization, will join the
revolution, but bring nothing positive and corrupt the
revolutionary movement . The intellectuals will have
to learn that they must dig deep among the mass of the
population to find the elements of a truly national
culture .
While one can find many mistakes in Fanon's
his
greatness lays in this total devotion to
work,
revolution,
to wiping away everything but the mass
the
population,
to creating a new and revoluof the
nationalism
. Nothing else will do . And the
tionary
way,
a hymn to the idea of revolubook is, in its
Europeans have to read the
says
that
Sartre
tion .
which civilization now is,
the
state
in
book because
damnes de la terre"-part
of
"les
demands on the
but all who suffer the
colonial
peoples
not only the
what
Western Civilization
weight and bitterness of
totality
of revolution
has done--must feel all this
Fanon
felt
it .
and of what government is as
conception,
a
certain
Fanon was swept away by
bound
to corrupt
the necessity to finish off what is
and pervert the development of a colonial population .
And the value of the book is not only what it says to
colonials .
It is recognized more and more by
Europeans that something of this spirit is needed to
rid from Western Civilization the problems and burdens
that are pressing down humanity as a whole!
Now I think that this is the final stage which
I don't know where we will
we have reached so far .
is
a consistent sequence that
tomorrow
.
That
reach
of the development of the
the
history
tells not only
history of the
but
the
Black intellectuals,
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development of ideas which are of the greatest value
to civilization as a whole . Fanon calls his book
_Les Damnes _de _la Terre ; it is translated as the
"Wretched of the Earth," but I prefer "The Condemned
of the World ." I want to end by saying this : the
work done by Black intellectuals, stimulated by the
needs of the Black people, had better be understood
by the condemned of the earth whether they're in
Africa, the United States or Europe . Because if the
condemned of the earth do not understand their pasts
and know the responsibilities that lie upon them in
the future, all on the earth will be condemned . That
is the kind of world we live in .
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Black Editor : An Interview
with John
The following is from an interview
Voice
, Detroit's
Watson, the editor of the Inner City
has
had a wide
black revolutionary newspaper . Watson
aspects
various
experience in the movement, both in
auto
black
as a
of the black student movement and
editor
In addition to being
and newspaper worker .
, Watson is now the editor of
Voice
of the Inner City
the South End .
the Wayne State University newspaper,

Q.

City Voice ?
What were the origins of the Inner
experience?
its
has
been
What
What are its aims?

to
A . The Inner City Voice was created in response
had
militants
black
that
certain adverse conditions
a whole, condifound in Detroit and in the country as
of a permanent
development
tions stopping the further
black
among
movement
and powerful revolutionary
a rise
has
been
there
In the last ten years
people .
students,
particularly
in consciousness among blacks,
climate .
that created an entirely different political
major
The
hangups
.
But this has serious drawbacks and
.
As
movement
one is the general instability of the
in
involved
far back as 1960 or 1959 there were people
oriented,
various organizations that were single issue
a sit-in
they had some particular object such as
movement,
campaign, police brutality, war, the peace
their own -etc . These organizations had a life of
lots of people
internal organizational activity, with
But they
doing concrete work against the system .
fall apart .
would
they
themselves,
could not sustain
organization .
Then there would be a new upsurge, a new
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There was a wave like character of the movement, it
had its ebb and flow, and because it had single
issues it had no clear ideology . There was everything
from bourgeois integrationists to black nationalists
to Marxist-Leninists . But the movement could not
keep up with either these single purpose organizations or with the general movement of the black
community . Before the July Insurrection we had an
advanced community but no organization or leadership
as advanced . Therefore, there was no organizational continuity . That is one of the lessons that
the July Insurrection reinforced .
How to build a party, a black Bolshevik Party?
How to organize black workers coordinate the
activities of black students, how to break away from
the old radical organizations? As students of
history we went back to see how people did these
kinds of things, how in particular they attained
relative permanence . We had studied the history of
the Russian Bolsheviks and found a specific pamphlet
by Lenin called "Where to Begin", written in 1903,
before he wrote "What is to be Done?," where he
described the role a newspaper could play . A newspaper was the focus of a permanent organization, it
could provide a bridge between the peaks of activity .
It creates an organization and organizes the division
of labor among revolutionaries . Revolutionaries do
something, not just a meeting on Sunday, making
It creates the
speeches and passing resolutions .
division
of
labor
needed
not
just for the
kind of
for
a
revolutionary
organizaticn
.
newspaper but
set
out
to
perform
It was these tasks that we
through the creation of the Inner City Voice . The
people who created it were Marxist-Leninists, revolu
tionary socialists, or at least thought of themselves
in this way . We wanted to build an organization of
black workers, of black students, both in high
schools and colleges, and ultimately to create a
black Marxist-Leninist Party, flowing from the
newspaper .
This was no easy task - we draw all our resources from the black community . And there was no
experience among us in terms of publishing, we had
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no experience insofar as conducting a business operation, we had no money . When we first began we went
around to a lot of people . Lenin's idea about a newspaper seemed so logical to us but unfortunately many
people didn't see it . Only some young black radicals
did . We had only to face the question of going ahead
and creating that kind of paper . We had a lot to
learn . We had an organization that operated day-to-day
rather than week-to-week and meeting-to-meeting . And
that kind of activity got us involved in all the
problems of people working closely together on a dayby-day basis . We had to solve this .

We started work in May of 1967 . We worked
through the July Insurrection and came out finally in
September . There was a great deal of criticism of the
paper, we had too many typos, the articles had errors,
etc ., etc ., but the important thing is that each issue
has improved from the experience of the last issue .
We had to make our own experience, typos and all .
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When we first began there was the question
about whether we were a vague black nationalist
organization or a Marxist-Leninist organization .
The revolutionaries won despite the fact that because
we have not yet written out a program, many essentially reformist people came around to play off the
rhetoric of the movement .
The Inner City Voice has proven many things .
It is a very`popular paper . We have been printing
10,000 copies each recent issue and these have been
almost all sold . We are popular despite the sporadic
nature of production - we have only been coming out
about once a month . Even the most reformist cannot
attack us because we have created an independent
base in the black community .
No one can redbait us
-- a lot of people read the paper and we can attack
and hurt those who call us "Black Power Communists ."
The power of the black left has been able to increase
through the Inner City Voi ce .
We are well received in the black community .
Most of our problems are financial . The organization of circulation is very diffuse .
It is diffi
cult to get back full value from sales . But we have
managed to survive . And more than that . Since the
initiation of the Voice , several other things have
happened . All of them, including the development
of the Voice ,. are part of an objective development
around which groups could coalesce . And this has
been so because the first problem has been solved :
despite the ebb and flow of activity, we have a
permanent organization .
Around the Voice there is a conglomeration of
activity . We have our office in a large building
with our own coffee house and with our own school,
teaching black history and now courses in MarxismLeninism . The coffee house is very popular with the
community . Also housed in the same building is the
new publication, the Black Student Voi ce, which
coordinates the activities of the spontaneous groups
that have been formed in inner city schools . We are
involved with organizing workers . At the Dodge Main
plant in Hamtramack, 60-700 of the workers are black .
(continued on page 36)

Michael Kalmen
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Some of the Inner City Voice people were working there
and were deeply involved in a wildcat strike . Out of
this came the Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement and
now a weekly paper, DRUM . This is a very important
development because this_is the first time recently
that black radicals, any radicals for that matter in
the country, have organized workers .
What we know is that black workers have the
to
close down the American economy . Only
power
can
end the war and black workers will be and
workers
Only the working class can carry
the
lead
.
are in
revolution
. Ultimately we must see all
the
through
segments united around the working class in a revolutionary party - workers, students, intellectuals,
community organizations .
The newspaper is moving in this direction .
The Inner City Voice has gone far to accomplish what
It has been the
Lenin described in "Where to Begin" .
a
it
provided
organization,
focus of a permanent
organized
.
It
has
peaks
of
activity
bridge between
the division of labor among black revolutionaries and
created a network throughout the community .
Q.
Stokley Carmichael in a speech to the Black
Panther conference in Oakland some months ago said
that socialism and communism were not for black people,
despite the fact that he had been going all over the
world, including to the OLAS conference in Havana,
speaking for socialism . What is your reaction to all
of this?
A . Our position on this is that it is bullshit . To
say socialism or communism is irrelevent is foolish
and we oppose this . We know, of course, that you
don't go around to the ghetto community and tell them
with every breath that socialism is the answer . You
But in a public
organize around concrete issues .
debate in which this subject comes up, we oppose
Stokley . There are a number of different kinds of
I don't know exactly where
black nationalists .
are black capitalists, there
stands
.
There
Stokley
there
are black community organizaare black mystics,
are
those
with no ideology, there
tion types, there
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back here and makes statements like the one at the
Black Panther rally . We note that Huey Newton, the
Black Panther leader, from jail said that blacks must
be socialists . Not an abstraction which you preach
at people but a concrete ideology which directs what
you do .
A lot of black nationalists go around and say
we need a new ideology because the experiences of
black folk are different . But these people have
never studied history, not even the history of black
people in this country . They talk of a new ideology,
out of the sky, rather than looking to MarxismLeninism . Not that the Marxism of the past had all
the answers . But we know that Marxism is a particular method and that it is a newer and more
inherently revolutionary method of gaining black
freedom than haphazard analysis . Of course, there
should be discussion in the movement but this is our
point of view .
There are all sorts of people who say that
what we need is black unity . But the thing is that
the real world doesn't operate that way . There are
real differences in the black community and some of
them are class or at least semi-class based . We are
We have to
one contending force in that community .
a
diluted
reformist
program
based on
put forward not
but
and
win
that
a false unity,
our point of view
.
struggle . We cannot unify with everybody
That's
bullshit .
Certain programs we can support wholeheartedly, certain programs we can support tactically
and certain programs we can't have anything to do
with at all . We can coexist with cultural nationalists but we are black Marxist-Leninists and therefore when Stokley is attacking socialism he is
attacking us . How can socialism be irrelevant? We
don't understand that .
Sunday, 7 July 1968
Detroit, Michigan

Boston Road Blues
Boston Road is as wide as a boulevard
but lacks the classic grandeur of verdure
Tenements and bleacher-like stoops
line the cobblestone expanse through Mid-Bronx
the cars & trucks sound faster then they go
often
cobbled stone runs up into pink brick
of the Housing Authority's stadium
ride a speeding BonneviIle
along this main street
and you will see the Negroes waiting on either side
on stoops on dinette and aluminum beach chairs
like the retired
bop cap and sneakered Jews
of the Grand Concourse
at 149th st Boston Road passes perpendicular
under th,e El
then the Shadow Box Cabaret, Freddy's, the Oasis,
Sylvia's Blue Morocco, Paradise Club, Goodson's
on to Crotona Park
where one summer of the fifth decade
the burning Enchanters bopped dowry
on the Crowns, the Bathgate Avenue Stompers,
and the Scorpions from PR
in rapid fury & succession
and now
where the same adolescents
play softball for the Youth Board .

4o
and the inlet to Public School 55
the swinging "Cadillacs" always took
Earl at the fishtail wheel
responding to 'hey Speedo' when in reality
his real name was Mister Earl
singing as he was
his teeth jumbled & contorted
the Cadillacs personnel tall and short
sundry and aloof
gleaming bemused hair
the only top to the convertible
the only road map to the sun .
parked in front of all-girl Jane Addams
their marijuana their argot their ornate auto
routed by a militant lady principal . . .
All the quartets sang louder
when the Cadi I lacs cruised Brook AvenueP .S . 55 is to integrated this Autumn
the Cadi I locs have passed (Earl now with the Coasters)
and the Housing Authority has arrived
as influential as Jesus
as gigantic as the Tennessee Valley Authority .
1501 Boston Road is Bronx C . O. R . E .
(stompers haven risen to politics)
Herb Callender
Isiah Brunson
knife riding
shit talking
genius pacifistThe road swirls until ghetto limits
where
above two hundred street
it becomes tar smooth
single similar double
caucasian family homes
and Boston Road become Boston Post Road .
II
When I was a singer
I stayed on Boston Road

among the cabarets & the singers : the Dells,
the Mellotones, the CadiIlacs .,
our quartet calling ourselves Starsteppers
(perhaps to insure a goal
other than a ghetto)
evinced no concept of space save
where the cobblestone Road
and the bleachers-on-residence tampered to a point
where The Road became post-itself,
by twilight the clubs released their exotic lures
Sylvia's Blue Morocco sheds blue light both neon & real
on sidewalk and cobblestones between Shabazz Beauty Parlor
& Denzi I's Fabulous candystore
Velvet Blue drapes hang ceiling to floor
and all to be seen inside is the spotlighted face
of the singer the dim blue faces of the music
the soloist the master of ceremonies -heads
truncated in blackness
puppeted by galloping Hessians from Scarsdale
And Freddy's white enamel front white lights
all outward
upward
harlem jazz exude bandstand tall
mixing
with moth & mosquito insect-serendipity
all white light reflected spill over bleacher sitters
parked car residers, vigillers, standee's dispersed
and reassembled .
The tenements soar skyward
half white light half black dwindling to sky
stars dismissed by energy of mortals,
& for a moment Club 845 the combo in the window (display)
sunday combination cocktail sips jam sessions
for bored number players 4pm to 8pm
after church and before chicken .

III
We Starsteppers

wore the same type cord suit blue
and as a rhythm 'n' blues singer my PAT BOONE endorsed
one afforded uniform discomfort as just reward
for being in a hurry in an 125th Street clothing store
(probably thinking the street was in Harlem)
and contributing to the corny man (:Patrick Alphonse Boone
Columbia University 1959)
who stole Little Richard's tunes
& parodied them into a fortune .
Little Richard receiving lyricist royalties
but no TV show
no life insurance & old age compensation
only a backwater church Southern
the God
the Holy Ghost
the Son
of a pagan country .
The Starstepper organization carried four singers
three managers and a lopsided Cadillac
Let's take a cocktail sip
and talk of the crippled '55 Caddy in 1960
-the epoch of reformBuddy, our main manager, wrote and recorded a song
called "SCHBOOM"
then the Crewcuts swept away the bread
the Man couldn't use a colored group on TV 1954
Buddy got the writer's royalties
/tho
and I would suppose that Sunset Boulevard
in a brand new white caddy convertible
things travel quickly
as that colored group did in L .A .
singing the Crewcuts song .
Spenser-yet another manager-

torpedo-head lank lipped

sold "Let the Little Girl Dance"
for one hundred bills
Fat Billy Bland & three young colored girls took over
and Spenser
because he had a hit record (moneywise not his)
sported his long red conk all over Tin Pan Alley
haranguing the Bri ll Building
and shit
borrowing the singled axled Cadillac
by day
to return at night
hair out of gas
car out of gas
spent
IV
So
after record hops (anywhere and everyone)
community center and house party gigs
background harmony (of our own invention) for
BIG TIME RECORD COMPANY
ten dollars a day
steady gigging Goodson's (gay) Little Club
on Boston- Road-by-RandoIph
(The clientele loved fresh young talented
they said / Goodson too)
We recorded Broadway in a white Cadillac
High School boys & old hustlers
Handkerchiefs Sabu over Pozner-fresh conk
black and red
Then one day I told Goodson, sir
the Starsteppers have a recording out now
and we are not accepting anymore clubdates
on Boston Road, our managers have instructed me
to to I I you .
ZAP 1

Outside the "Little" club on the Road that last night
I watched the tiny attracter light
swing its eerie strobic beam twenty times yellow
a minute
to the street stones of steep 167th
across
Boston Road
the island in front of A&P
long
through the trees
catching the tenements high
to re/wing
then diffused and broken runs
the tiny canopy of Goodson's Little Club
then down 167th again
(which in the Bronx has a common level of understanding)
take Sunset Boulevard
to give a sense of dimension
Later
the higher forms of publicity
our managers had subsequently informed
Mr . Goodson of
consisted of giving all available copies
of our hit record to friends
occasional pilgrimages downtown
for pep talks about word-of-mouth
waiting days
waiting nights
New Jersey Stations
New York Radio stations
(WVNJ played it at six one morning)
JOCKO MURRAY THE K ALLEN FREED CLAY COLE
DR JIVE BRUCE THE MOOSE announcing to their
boys & girls the new boss hit by the starsteppers
the flip side that you'll wig over
"You're Gone"
"The First Sign of Love"
We were told
it often takes months up to a year
for a record to be picked up on
sometimes they start big on the Coast
we waited

six months
a year
reading CASHBOX weekly
we waited (never to Goodson again)
we waited
and after a while
started singing to ourselves once more .

David Henderson

New Perspectives on American Radicalism

Paul Buhle

Only the naive or the willfully blind can
believe that the Left has not failed in America . A
successful radical struggle forcing U .S . withdrawal
from Vietnam (and there is every reason to believe it
is the victory of the Vietnamese, and not our own
feeble protests, that can accomplish this end) would
be a striking exception to American history . The
gains in unionization of industrial workers have
arrived alongside a massive dessecation and fragmentation of American culture and an ever-increasing
American imperialism . As life at home mirrors a
subtle social manipulation, and our government's
foreign policy teeters always on the edge of nuclear
attack on People's China, the positivist notion that
socialism can be gained by accretion, or gradual
transformation, becomes a ghastly irony .
It is time
for a major reassessment of our traditions and the
basis on which we stand .
To a student of intellectual history, the most
glaring defect of American radicalism has been its
failure in analytical terms, the almost total in
ability of radicals to grasp rudimentary problems of
revolutionary development .
It is significant that of
the few countrymen who have made anything approaching independent contributions to Marxist theory-Daniel DeLeon, L . C . Fraina/Lewis Corey, Paul Baran,
Paul Sweezy, Herbert Marcuse and C .L .R . Ja;,.es-only two were American educated (and even in those
cases, a major European influence could be argued) .
The explanation cannot be that Marxism has been
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"foreign" to American conditions, but rather that
American radicals have been foreign to Marxism .
One key is the wide acceptance of a petrified
version of Marxism developed during the Second
International and challenged but only temporarily
defeated by Leninism .
As early as the 1890's, the
implications of this acceptance were clear . Daniel
DeLeon, widely known at the time as the most
orthodox of Marxists, freely admitted that he gained
his first taste for Marxism from Lewis Henry Morgan,
the anthropologist, and just as DeLeon continued to
call his methodology the "Marx-Morgan System," he
sprinkled his famous speeches with continual
analogies between man and nature, modern history
with the pre-ancient history that Morgan described .
The one Marxist classic which seems to have made a
great impression on DeLeon was not Capital but
rather Engels' _A nti-Duhring , the very work which
developed the notion of a "dialectic of nature," in
which the history of man could be interpreted as
mechanical and pre-determined . )
Concommitant with the use of a stultified
Marxism which ''explained'the world in static terms
was, in DeLeon and his successors in American
socialism, a crude adaptation to American traditions and history .
In the early days of his
Socialist Labor Party leadership, DeLeon continually
asserted that the SLP was the "third third party"
of American history (hence, following the parties of
Jefferson and Lincoln), that the socialists were
the abolitionists of wage slavery just as the
abolitionists of earlier years helped banish black
slavery .
It seems clear that Marxism to DeLeon
meant not a dialectical approach to human events,
but a system which allowed in theory a nineteenthcentury assurance that Science resided with the
socialist movement, and in practice a crude
materialism which was, in fact, a characteristic
throwback to the ideology of the bourgeois revolutions, 2 for DeLeon continued to hold in practice
that the mass ofwage-earners responded only to
their immediate material needs .
In retrospect his
actions seem pragmatic, but tempered by a shrewd
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consciousness of the implications of the proletariat's
relative economic position in society . 3 DeLeon's
failure to build a leading socialist party reflected
that not he, but Debsian socialism, was the successor
to the American reform tradition .
DEBSIAN SCCIALISM
In recent years the Debsian socialist movement
has, for very good reasons, been debated in the
sharpest terms . The Socialist Party at its height had
a major press all across the country and grassroots
of socialist belief that no party has approached
since, and therefore its successes and failures must
weigh heavily on those who look toward the creation
of a new revolutionary movement . The central point
in the discussion of radical historians has been the
rapid transformation of the Socialist Party from a
party of largely American-born skilled workers,
farmers and others in 1912 to a party of largely 4
foreign-born industrial unskilled workers in 1919 .
One solution to this puzzle has always been obvious,
and was stressed b 7T the old socialist leader James
the pre-World War I
Maurer three decades ago :
dramatically,
almost totally difcivilization was
ways
. The mass slaughter
ferent from our own in some
camps
and ovens, the
of world war, the concentration
into
a
saleable comextent of perversion of culture
modity, were scarcely imagineable in those times .
There was, perhaps, good reason to believe that
capitalism had gone through its heroic period in the
world and was "logically" due to disappear rapidly .
More important than a timetable for the arrival of
socialism was the linear mentality of the socialists
themselves, who believed with historically understandable optimism that things were getting better and
better, that socialism was the logical fulfillment of
the American Dream . The war, the Wilson administration's ap-,peals, the repression in America, the coming
of the Bolshevik revolution shattered the ideological
basis for a world-view ; and in the wake of those events,
the American socialist movement was left a shambles .
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Foreign-born workers, with fewer illusions and perhaps less to lose, took up the slack only so long as
European revolutions seemed in the offing .
Significantly, in the last years of Debsian
socialism there were those who reached out for a
new understanding .
Louis C . Fraina began to
analyze capitalism as a system, picturing Progressivism as essentially a regulative device for
monopoly's interests, viewing philosophy as a servant
of the system, studying Futurism, the poetry of
Robert Frost, and even jazz dancing as symbols of
the cultural stage through which Americans were
passing .s In 1917-1918 Fraina tried to develop a
new strategy for revolution in the U .S ., piecing
together syndicalist, Bolshevik and left-socialist
theories into the notion of "mass action," which
sought to return the motor of the revolution to the
industrial masses .
Similarly, the talented editors
and contributors to the Masses and the Liberator
developed new dimensions for the political cartoon,
a rudimentary social criticism of American mores
(with a vague but real grasp of the generaticnal
revolt), and an alliance with the most creative elements of the artisti9 community which the Left has
never fully revived .
Of course, neither Fraina nor
the Masses editors went far, and their cultural insights were due more to an insightful socialist
humanism than a conscious use of Marxist methodology ;
but the poverty of American radicalism can be
measured by the failure of the Left to advance further
analytically until the 1960's .
Most of ail the failure of Americal socialism
in the 1920's was that it could not outgrow the
basis of its strength, its links to American re
formism . Liberalism on the one side, and the
Bolshevism of the Third International on the other,
proved poles irresistable to the weakness of the
American movements . The most profound cultural
criticism of America in the decade was perhaps provided neither by the New era liberals or the blindly
groping communist movement, but by T . S . Eliot and
Ezra Pound who attempted to grasp American culture
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as a total entity and sought a monolithic rejection
of its modern tenets .
In time the Marxian critique of America became
an undialectical account of capitalist economics and
its "inevitable" crash, along with a side-dish of
tasty fictional sentimentalism provided by the proletarian artists for those who could not easily absorb
It was not an accident
a turgid row of statistics .
for
mass consumption
that DeLeon had translated
Ferdinand Lasalle's Franz _Von Sickingen , condemned by
Marx for historical inaccuracy, or Eugene Sue's proletarian vignettes whose fraudulent glorification of
the common people was anathema to the leader of the
Similarly, it was a distinct
First International .
symbol of the quality of American Marxism (and not
merely "Stalinism") that good authors in the 1930's
distorted their art for the sake of a political
cause . For in both cases, as throughout most of
American Marxist history, "culture" was viewed not as
a critical social mechanism, but as a product of
certain specialized types (as personally fragmented as
the tough-talking party bureaucrats) whose role was to
inspire and not to teach .?
THE 1930's
In a political sense, the 1930's activities
represent the watershed--but also the fulfillment-of a phase of American radicalism . The Depression
descended at a time when the Left was at its weakest,
most fragmented stage ; the Socialist Party was a
decayed body, the Communist Party a bureaucratized
sect . The first half of the decade was spent in a
desperate but futile attempt to break from the pattern .
Communist Party internal life became increasingly
rigidified and intolerant of political deviations-Earl Browder commented proudly in 1935 that the Party
burned out factionalism "with a hot iron"--and while
the Communists sought to gain hegemony over all
sectors of a leftward-moving public, it mostly succeeded in alienating its allies . But whatever its
failings, it organized people most effectively and
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very early established an almost total, unbreakable
hegemony on radicalized workers . The Socialists'
leadership shifted, by the middle of the 1930's, from
the Old Guard, social-democratic chiefs to a new
group of middle-class editors, churchmen and
pacifists, allied with the municipal socialists who
still retained some local power in places like
Milwaukee, Reading (Pennsylvania) and Bridgeport
(Connecticut) ; but the attempt to revitalize and
revolutionize the party was a distinct failure . In
neither case did really new attempts to assess
American life emerge :
old Marxists repeated ad
nauseum the inevitable economic breakdown of
capitalism, and young followers flocked to factories
to proclaim the messianism of the industrial proletariat, to compuses to fight for a liberal-radical
"no war" pledge .
The irony was that the radicals, far from a
vanguard, were the followers of events in America .
While the Communist Party tightened its hold upon
its followers and the sects, along with the
Socialists, struggled for a reorientation that never
took shape, the labor movement was preparing itself
(albeit with the rank-and-file help of radicals) for
a new leap . The General Strike in San Francisco,
the victorious battles of workers in Minneapolis and
Toledo were not signs of a coming revolution but
indications of the workers' determination for
unionization . Over the next fifteen years, the power
of American liberal capitalism was once more
vividly demonstrated :
the industrial union idea,
popularized by radicals like DeLeon and the I .W .W .,
became the most effective means ever developed to
discipline workers in the industrial plants and
integrate a whole stratum of Americans into the
system . The irony was that the socialists and
ccmmunists of the 1930's scarcely dreamed of the
results of their labor .
No doubt the situation was so tempting that
new leftists today would have difficulty being
wiser . For many young radicals then, and especially
intellectuals, working in a plant to organize the
proletariat was a means of destroying their own
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identity, of communing with a group which seemed more
real and powerful than their cwn . For others, walking
picket lines and boycotting goods was a direct continuation of the Progressive tradition of paternalism
toward the lower classes, a manifestation of middleclass guilt . For still others, who came out of the
working class, it was a career-fulfillment at the
same time as a radical promise (just as, for an
earlier generation of skilled foreign-born workers,
the American Federation of Labor was both a vehicle
for social mobility and a place where a certain kind
of socialism could be advocated) . When millions of
American workers seemed to need only a union to
salvage their humanity and put food on their tables,
the role of radical organizations was simple :
organize now, talk later .
Thus by the late 1930's, radicals had fulfilled their mission of introducing a countervailing
but non-revolutionary force which aided the anti
revolutionary pluralism of the New Deal coalition .
The Popular Front, which non-Communist party radicals
have always believed "sold out" the Revolution, was
In its
only a symbol of what already existed .
writing, in its style of politics, in its general
orientation, the Popular Front was nothing so much
as a _reassertion of the American reform tradition
(real or imagined. James Weinstein and Martin
Sklar have pointed out that Communist Party policies
in the 1930's were foreign imports, having nothing
to do with bringing socialism to America .9 But that
is only half the equation . The "foreign" inspired
alliance of liberals and radicals was also the fruition of the dreams of liberal-radical American
intellectuals and of industrial workers who believed
in American culture : the best of both worlds, the
security of the American tradition and the militancy of anti-fascism . The Communist Party, which
by 1938 entirely dominated the American Left, was a
true replica of its vision that "Socialism is
Twentieth-Century Americanism ."
Its positivism was
total, its notion of achieving socialism a classical
bit of nineteenth century optimism based upon the
supposedly revolutionary traditions laid down by the
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Founding Fathers and renewed by Andrew Jackson and
Abraham Lincoln .
If the New Masses , therefore,
blew hot and cold on Roosevelt, depending upon
whether he was sending strikebreakers to Flint,
Michigan or fighting the Supreme Court, it was not
"communist jesuitism" but the incapability of a
consistent analysis bearing down upon the Party .
Desperate to find an American heritage for their
"revolutionary" politics, the Communists helped to
prevent a realistic analysis of history and a set
of strategy/tactics for mid-century America .
The 1940's and 1950's were post-fulfillment
for the Left generations active in the 1930's . The
CIO was "radical" primarily in the sense that
socialists and communists had power in the unions'
leadership circles (or personal influence among the
workers) and not in the sense that rank-and-filers
became committed revolutionaries . The strikes during
the war, and especially 1945-46, indicated a persistent militancy, but the radicals by every indication rode the crest of the wave, making gains
insignificant to their losses from the previous
decade . For the Revolution was over . The dreams of
most Leftists in the 1930's had been based on (1) the
proposition that the American economy could not
recover ; and (2) the belief that the Soviet Union
was building a socialist democracy . The Wartime
prosperity and the disillusionment in Stalinism
(the Moscow Trials, Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact,
adherance to the "no-strike" pledge) destroyed the
basis for radical faith, as the coming of World War I
had destroyed the basis for Debsian Socialist
optimism . Given the continued economic growth after
World War II, it was probably inevitable that
radical union leadership would be stultified and
become opportunistic ; the witchhunts and successful
"Red Purges" indicated primarily that most leaders
knew which way the wind was blowing .
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ObT WITH THE OLD
Similarly, the intellectuals and middle-class
elements of radicalism crumbled under the new conditions . As Kolko has phrased it, the socialists and
communists by 1945 hoped to succeed with the middleclass as they had failed with the workers . From
both movements, the promise was essentially :
socialism can give economic order to America, end
depressions and war, and eliminate exploitation
(racial, class, national) . The Communists added
that a first step from monopoly control, the
Progressive program of Henry Wallace, would cool the
war tensions and renew the New Deal alliances . But
socialists and communists made their offers from
positions of weakness, and their promises were so
close to those of orthodox Liberals that it must have
seemed the latter could fulfill the practical ones,
anyway . The growing anti-Communism (which the
socialists helped promote) was close to a fundamental
anti-radicalism, and by 1950 the international
spectre of Soviet "totalitarianism" (a term which was,
ahistorically, used on Nazism and Communism alike)
brought an almost-total American unity . Finally,
those who dissented were silenced by various forms of
persecution . By the mid-1950's the largest remaining
segment of the Left had the Guardian ; other grouplets
had sectarian organs, or an emotional stake in one of
the new journals ( Dissent , American Socialist ,
_Monthly Review , or Studies On the Left whose
appearance in 1959 welcomed the end of the decade)
which were the most hopeful signs of a future reawakening .
The 1950's were for the Left a remarkably
fruitful period of depression, ultimately more productive than either the 1920's or the 1940's despite
the utterly low level of activity . The final death
of the old tendencies as significant forces even over
the Left freed new energies and created new possibilities for development . The black movement, so
long shunted aside or misused by the white Left,
came to stage center and dominated the open
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activities of American radicalism . Characteristically, the movement at first assumed form reminiscent of the Popular Front : an appeal for amelioration within capitalism until the Judgment Day
(analogous to white radicals' vision of socialism)
far off . But much more than the Popular Front the
indigenous radicalism of the blacks was their own
product, thus capable of transforming itself . Concommitantly, the figure Mailer called the "White
Negro," the hipster, appeared and attempted to
reject American culture as a totality .
IN WITH THE NEW
By the coming of the 1960's, the forms which
emerged were not so nearly bound by the past . The
"End of Ideology" doctrine of the mid-1950's had its
grain of truth : the old mechanistic Marxist notions
_did not _explain _re ality for most of the American
people . Marxists could explain in the crudest terms
why "underdeveloped" countries were exploited, why
blacks in America were underprivileged--but they
could not explain the growing sense of emptiness
among the well-clothed and well-fed Americans, the
deeply cultural crisis that swept across America .
Certainly, the early new leftists had no better
ideas ; but they were not bound to repeat the
stories of impending economic disaster, or the
various versions of what the Soviet Union was (or
was not) . They had the potentiality (if by no
means the certainty) of sensing and analyzing the
ways in which people's lives had been changed under
modern capitalism and ultimately reworking the halftruths of American mythology into a new Marxist
synthesis .
Most of all, the failure of the various
"Old Lefts" in the 1890's, 1910's and 1930's was a
failure to grasp the American reality and reformulate
an analysis to transform it . The notions they
possessed of Marxism have made that methodology, in
popular eyes, synonymous with the crudest
materialism of ascribing people's motives to their
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immediate economic interests . When the notion of
"culture" was dealt with at all, it was broken down
mechanistically into class components with one (high)
culture for the ruling class and another for the
toilers . Rarely if ever was culture seen as a
mediation between immediate economic concerns and
ideology, seen as the way in which people adjust
their understanding to live their lives within a
system . Still less rarely was the possibility of a
mass cultural bourgeoisification recognized ; the role
of advertising and the mass media in penetrating the
consciousness, in making a group of people into a
mass , were apparently never considered . 10 Cne
result of this analytical failure was an inability
to recognize the possibility that the most militant
of union struggles may have been non-revolutionary in
nature, a striving for an updating of the Social
Contract (with rights for the owners and workers, in
a corrmon scheme of development) . Another has been
the fluctuation of the Left between an ultra-militant rhetoric (often in the periods of the greatest
weakness) and as adaptation to the most unradical of
conditions and relationships . A ain, the liberal
historians of radicalism have captured a half-truth :
the inapplicability of mechanistic Marxism to the
problems of modern America (and indeed any developed
capitalist country) doomed the movements to bobbing
on the seas of American development, intermittently
deluded by the numbers gathered around their reform
struggles .
Cne would, ideally, be able to relate this
failure of Marxists to some form of positivism inherent in the American culture . Unfortunately the
links between intellectual analysis and social
history, especially over two centuries, are difficult to establish . At least one thing is clear :
radicals have failed to oppose the perverse logic of
a culture which, in the twentieth century, has
assumed a deadly potentiality to all the people of
the world . The drive for profits of corporations
which do not depend upon certain individuals for
their perpetuation and expansion, the thrust of
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foreign domination which by its own logical development creates weapons which threaten the destruction
of all civilization--these are the products of
American society today . This is what Marcuse means
when he says that the death camps of Dachau are the
symbol of our civilization : there can be no simple
reconciliation with the old radical notion that
American society possessed healthy, democratic
culture which only the militarists and corporation
presidents temporarily polluted . The worst of the
New Left's heritage is the Old Left's failure to
break decisively with that culture, to willingly
throw aside old illusions about traditions and
groups
and begin to propose alternatives .
For an account of DeLeon's activities and
theories
in the 1890's, see Paul Buhle, "The Struggle for
Socialism in America : the 1890's," PL, JulyAugust, 1967 . The notion that Engels inadvertantly
helped lay the basis for mechanistic Marxism is
demonstrated in Donald C . Hedges, "Engels'
Contribution to Marxism," _Soc ialist Register, 1965 .
2 What are the implications of this? In some
countries (e .g ., Germany) the retrogression to
mechanistic materialism could be credited to the
incompletion of the bourgeoisie revolution . In
America, it can be explained partially by the
German dominance of American socialist ideology-especially through Kautsky--and the difficulty of
Marxism penetrating a cohesive positivism very
strong in America by the turn of the century .
3 . DeLeon held that the economic position of the
proletariat made its ascendence to revolution
more difficult than that of the brougeoisie,
because while bourgeois economic power continued
to
grow and drag along its ideology, the proletariat
was perpetually weak and more susceptable to
lures--and to capitalist ideological formations .
See the brilliant Two Pages From Roman History ,
which Lenin sought to print in Russian around 1922 .
4 . One recent debate has been between Paul
Buhle and
James Weinstein,'The Meaning of Debsian
Socialism,"
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Radical America, January-February, 1968 .
5 . Fraina's role, so long ignored, is now being reexamined . See especially a forthcoming collection
of Fraina's aesthetic works, edited with an intro
duction by Lee Baxandall .
6 . See Echoes of Revolt , an anthology of the Masses ,
which despite its weaknesses makes available a
wealth of original material which new leftists can
study for technique, style, etc .
7 . A brilliant interpretation of the cultural problem
is contained in the various essays of T . W .
Adorno, Prisms (London : 1967), the first collection
of essays in English by that author .
8 . I do not mean to imply that radicals should not
have helped industrial union organization, but
that the problems arising from it may well have
been insuperable for a sustaining radicalism .
9 . Weinstein and Sklar, "Socialism and the New Left,"
Studies On the Left , March-April, 1966 .
10 . Gabriel Kolko, "The Decline of American
Radicalism," Studies On the Left , Sept .-Oct ., 1966 .
This invaluable article has now been reprinted
as a REP pamphlet .
11 . See Adorno, Prisms , and Herbert Marcuse, "The
Affirmative Nature of Culture," in Negations,
for an explication of this difficult concept .
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The Poets
Dan Georgakas

Poems from Prison by Etheridge Knight, Broadside
Press, .
Think Black & Black Pride by Don Lee, Broadside
Press,
1 each .
Cities Burning by Dudley Randall, Broadside Press,
Broadside Press, 12651 Old Mill Place, Detroit
Michigan, 48238 .
The Black Revolution is unleashing creative
forces that have been deformed and bound for
centuries . The poetry that is beginning to emerge
from the Black Power phase shows how much we all
have to gain . One of the new voices belongs to
Etheridge Knight who says of himself, "I died in
Korea from a shrapnel wound and narcotics resurrected me .
I died in 1960 from a prison sentence
and poetry brought me back to life ."
Knight's work will not please the literary
profs or the loveniks . His most moving poem is for
Hard Rock, "known not to take no shit from nobody ."
Hard Rock is the tough nigger con who cannot be stopped by anything less than a lobotomy . The other
prisoners are heartbroken to see their "Destroyer"
crushed. Only the myth of Hard Rock lives, "the
jewel of a myth that Hard Rock once bit/A screw on
the thumb and poisoned him with syphlitic spit ."
In Knight's poems on Malcolm, in his harshly
chisled haiku, and in the moving Idea _of Ancestry,
the revolution smashes through prison walls and
comes out enriched . Knight's work is somewhat
uneven . This is most evident when he indulges a
taste for the kind of stuff found in textbooks or
attempts to define his people with European
mythology . At those times his voice becomes
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self conscious and he loses the power that marks this
section of one of his Malcolm poems :
You rocked too many boats, man .
Pulled too many coats, man .
Saw through the jive .
You reached the wild guys
(And that
Like me . You and Bird .
Lil LeRoi cat .)
LEE
Those who suspect an irrational reverse racist
(hideous white term) beneath every natural might
benefit from Don Lee's introduction to his first book
of poems, "I was born into slavery in Feb . of 1942 .
In the spring of that same year 110,000 persons of
Japanese descent were placed in protective custody by
the white people of the United States ." One of the
concerns of poets like Lee is that blacks never submit to that kind of treatment, much less the treatment accorded to Jews by the Nazis . Thus his
attacks on William Faulkner, Louis Lomax, Frank
Yerby, and Ralph Ellison are not a literary game but
a matter of survival . The bouquets for Du Bois,
Turner, and Fanon only emphasize the rich and varied
soil black poets are growing in .
Lee's poems are hard and exciting even tho
there are few quotable lines or individual poems
that stick with the reader . What does stick is the
total impact of the creation . His second book is
better than his first . The symbols, forms, images,
and words are coming together in ever stronger
combinations . Lee has been spared the odyssey of
Le Roi Jones . He is spending his formative years
developing his power, listening to black people, and
talking to black people . And poets like Lee and
Knight and all the others who are benefiting from
the supreme and costly effort to return to Black
pioneered by Jones are talking to blacks . Their
books sell in the small militant bookshops found in
every ghetto, Moore's in San Francisco, Vaughn's in
Detroit . Any whites who happen along are getting
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a good ride cheap . Lee's work is the black
revolution in process, just as Lee is the black
poet as becoming .
RANDALL
The very title of Dudley Randall's first
collection shows how far black writers have had to
travel . Randall is of an older generation of black
poets . He was in the fight to see blacks accepted
into white anthologies as equals . He knew the
neglect of M . B . Tolson and the strange role
Langston Hughes was cast in . Randall has lived
through the Malcolm revolution and he has emerged,
refreshed and renewed . With a trace of respect for
Booker T ., Dudley has taken sides with W .E .B . If
his Dressed All In Pink and Ballad of _Birmingham
seem too routine for some ears then his Black Poet ,
White Critic and the Idiot prove he is indeed of the
time of the burning of cities . He writes, The age
requires this task : /create/ a different image ; /reanimate/ the mask .
Randall is a fine poet but he is an even
greater editor, perhaps the most important black
editor now publishing . His Broadside Press was
responsible for the dynamic For Malcolm :
Poems on
the life and death of Malcolm X with tributes from
just about every black poet now writing . His
excellent broadside series has featured the work of
over twenty different poets on posters . In
addition to the books mentioned here and a possible
publication of a collection of works by Sonia
Sanchez, one of the best black poets who writes not
only of the black revolution but of the revolution
of black women, Broadside Press is preparing
Black Arts , an anthology of black creations which
should be as explosive as the Malcolm volume .
The titles of the books discussed here,
Black Pride , Poems Frcm Prison , Think Black , and
Cities Burning are like touchstones of the
revolution . The language of the books is the
language of the black masses . Their point of view
will offend and frighten non-revolutionary whites .
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coming by way of
A whole generation of black artists
in and of the black
different roads is now completely
the approval of the
revolution . They do not need
automatic hostility
outside, but they do not feel
audience . They have
to it . Their work has a living
press just as they
been forced to create their own
because white
have created their own audience
even the white
America had no room for them, not
mimeos . The
America of the small magazines and
now
and they are
blacks are doing their own thing
doing it very yell .
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DARK PROPHESY
I sing of shine
And, yeah, brothers,
while white/america sings about the unsink
able molly brown
(who was hustling the titanic
when it went down
I sing to thee of Shine
the stoker who was hip
enough to flee the fucking ship
and let the white folks drown
with screams on their lips
(jumped his black ass into the dark sea,Shine did,
broke free from the straining steel .
Yeah, I sing of Shine
and how the millionaire banker stood on the deck
and pulled from his pocket a million dollar check
saying Shine Shine save poor me
and I'll give you all the money a black boy needs-how Shine looked at the money and then at the sea
and said jump in muthafucka and swim like me--

Shine swam on--Shine swam on-how the banker°s daughter ran naked on the deck
with her pink tits trembling and her pants roun her neck
screaming Shine Shine save poor me
and I'll give you all the cunt a black boy needs-how Shine said now cunt is good and that's no jive
but you got to swim not fuck to stay alive-how Shine swam past a preacher afloat on a board
crying save me nigger Shine in the name of the Lord-how the preacher grabbed Shine's arm and broke his stroke-how Shine pulled his shank and cut the preacher's throat-_
Shine swam on=-Shine swam on-And when the news hit shore that the titanic had sunk
Shine was up in Harlem damn near drunk-and dancing in the streets .
damn near drunk and dancing in the streets .
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MADISON AREA LABOR COMMITTEE (MAJORITY FACTION)
RESOLVED : That there has been entirely too much
about the need to organize the working
rhetoric
empty
The
Movement
has had certain concrete
class .
and it is time for calm
in
this
area,
experiences
experiences
rather than vague gener
of
these
evaluation
generalities .
In the past the Movement has had particular
success among :
(a) The new working class (fur trappers, explorers,
pony express riders, and workers in similar
occupations who can be reached on the basis of
similar life styles) and
(b) One-eyed workers (in 1917 three of the most militant members of the General Executive Board of
Big Bill
the I .W .W . were each blind in one eye :
Haywood, Frank Little, and Richard Brazier) .
It is true that there has so far been only
limited success in reaching craft, industrial, whitecollar, and two-eyed workers, but . . . Can the day
be far off? The pusillanimous outfit that recently
tried to impose its sectarian views on the Madison
Area Labor Committee, until being thoroughly discredited, found it expedient to answer this question
in an ambiguous manner . The manipulative psychology
of this group was such that we are still unclear as
to its identity . Imagine their chagrin, however, when
one member of what is now the Majority Faction, whose
uncle is a worker, reported that the main obstacle to
the further progress of the radicalization of the
working class has been a simple matter of structure .
Father Thomas Hagerty's organizational plan,
adopted overwhelmingly at the founding convention of
the I .W .W . in 1905, called for a wheel-like structure .
Sixty-three years later, S .D .S . quibbles over whether
there should be one, three, or nineteen national
secretaries, in a desperate attempt to evade the
basic question posed by Father Hagerty . The tolerance
of supposedly "revolutionary" students for empty rhetorical flourishes is in sharp contrast to the attitude of the factory workers who ititerrupted a long
harangue by a member of the minority faction within
the Madison Area Labor Committee with repeated taunts
of "Talk about the wheel!" Anyone who thinks they
were merely expressing a desire for more national
secretaries is a crazed fanatic .
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starting July 4th is

bring is yr/guns/down/to/
yr/nearest/po/lice/station/
no questions/asked/
wk.*
and yr/po/lice/dept/
will welcome
all. yr/
illegal/guns .

(and they won't

cept maybe

say

a thing)

at the next re/bel/lion
maybe just

the small. sound
of murder :
yr/own . . .
--sonia sanchez
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The Demand for Black Labor:
Historical Notes
on the Political Economy
of Racism
Harold M. Baron
The economic base of racism would have to be subjected to intensive
analysis in order to get at the heart of the oppression of black people
in modern America . If we employ the language of Nineteenth Century
science, we can state that the economic deployment of black people has
been conditioned by the operation of two sets of historical laws : the
laws of capitalist development, and the laws of national liberation .
These laws were operative in the slave era as well as at present. Today
the characteristic forms of economic control and exploitation of black
people take place within the institutional structure of a mature state
capitalist system and within the demographic frame of the metropolitan
centers . The economic activities of blacks are essentially those of wage
(or salary) workers for the large corporate and bureaucratic structures
that dominate a mature capitalist society. Thus today racial dynamics
can be particularized as the working out of the laws of the maintenance
of mature state capitalism and the laws of black liberation with the
metropolitan enclaves (rather than a consolidated territorial area) as
a base .
This essay places major emphasis on capitalist development. While
attention will be paid to aspects of national liberation, it would be a
very-different essay if that were the main point of concentration .
Further, in order to make the inquiry manageable, it concentrates on
(Copyright c 1971 by Harold Baron)

the key relationship of the demand for black labor.
A backward glance at certain factors in the evolution of racism will
help establish the cogency of the major categories that we employ in
the analysis of the present day. Historically, the great press for black
labor as the work force for plantation slavery simultaneously supplied
the momentum for the formation of institutional racism and set the
framework for the creation of the black communityin the United States.
The strength of this demand for black slaves, in regard to both the vast
numbers of persons involved and its duration over centuries, was based
on the dialectics of the relationship between slavery in the New World
and the development of capitalism in Europe : Each provided necessary
conditions for the other's growth.
A large-scale accumulation of capital was a prerequisite for the
emergence of capitalism as the dominant system in Europe . Otherwise
capitalism was doomed to remain basically a mercantile operation in
the interstices of a primarily-manorial economy. From the Sixteenth
Century on, the strength of developing nation-states and their ability
to extend their tentacles of power beyond the limits of Europe greatly
accelerated the process that Marx called "the primitive accumulation
of capital'° .
The discovery of gold and silver in America, the extirpation,
enslavement, and entombment in the mines of the aboriginal
population, the beginning of the conquest and looting of the
East Indies, the turning of Africa into a warren for the hunting
of black skins, signalized the rosy dawn of the era of capitalist
production . These idyllic proceedings are the chief momenta
of primitive accumulation . This phase of the accumulation
process was accomplished not only by domestic exploitation,
but also by the looting of traditional stores of non-European
peoples and the fostering of a new system of slavery to exploit
their labor. (1)
In a sense European capitalism created, as one of the pre-conditions
for its flourishing, a set of productive relations that was antithetical to
the free - market, wage - labor system which characterized capitalist
production in the metropolitan countries . English capitalism at home
was nurturing itself on a proletariat created through the dispossession
of the peasantry from the land, while at the same time accumulating
much of the capital necessary to command the labor of this proletariat
through the fixing of African deportees into a servile status in the
colonies . "In fact, the veiled slavery of the wage-earners of Europe
needed for its pedestal slavery pure and simple in the New World .' (2)
Slaves from Africa, at first in the mines and then on the plantations
of the New World, produced goods that enlarged the magnitude of the
circulation of commodities in international trade -a process that was

essential to the mercantilist phase of capitalist history. (3) Although
this slavery was not capitalist in the form of production itself, that is
was not based on the purchase of alienated wage labor (4), the plantation
system of the New World composed an integral part of the international
market relations of the growing capitalist system. The demand for
slaves was subject to mercantile calculations regarding production
costs and market prices :
Long before the trans-Atlantic trade began, both the Spanish
and the Portuguese were well aware that Africa could be made
to yield up its human treasure . But in the early part of the
Sixteenth Century the cost of transporting large numbers of
slaves across the Atlantic was excessive in relation to the
profits that could be extracted from their labor. This situation
changed radically when, toward the middle of the century . . .
sugar plantings were begun in Brazil . . . and by the end of the
Sixteenth Century sugar had become the most valuable of the
agricultural commodities in international trade. Importation
of Negroes from Africa now became economically feasible. (5)
Once in the world market, a commodity lost all the markings of its
origin . No distinction could be made as to whether it was produced by
free or slave labor . It became just a good to be bought and sold.
Production from the slave plantations greatly increased the volume
of commodities in circulation through trade, but the social relations of
slavery and racism rendered the black producers so distinctly apart
that it was possible to appropriate a greaterproportion of their product
as surplus than it was through any other established mechanism that
defined lowly social status . Two sets of conditions combined to make
the exploitation of the New World slaves particularly harsh . First, the
production of plantation goods for the impersonal needs of the rapidly
expanding international market removed many of the restraints and
reciprocities that had inhered in patriarchal forms of slavery in which
production was essentially for home use . Second, since West Africa
was outside of Christendom or Mediterranean civilization, there were
few existing European cultural or political limitations that applied to
the treatment of black chattels .
The economics of slavery could not have existed over an extended
period as just a set of shrewd market-oriented operations . Elaboration
of a whole culture of control -with political, social, and ideological
formulations - was necessary to hold dominance over the black slaves
and to keep the non-slave-holding whites in line . Given that the white
Europeans were subjugating the black Africans, the culture of control
became largely structured around a color-oriented racialism. "Slavery
could survive only if the Negro were a man set apart ; he simply had to
be different if slavery were to exist at all .' (6) The development of a
3

rationale regarding the degradation of all blacks and the formation of
conforming institutional practices were necessary to maintain a social
order based on enslavement of some blacks . Accordingly, this culture
of racial control rapidly diffused throughout the whole of North Atlantic
civilization and all the American colonies of its various nations . In the
United States, racism-that is, subjugation based on blackness rather
than on servitude alone -was more-sharply defined than in most other
places in the Americas .
When the European powers extended their influence down the African
coast, they did not have sufficient military and economic advantage to
establish sovereignty over the lands . They could only set up trading
outposts . However first on islands off the coast of Africa and then on
the islands and coastal lowlands of the Americas, the Europeans were
able to gain control of the land, often exterminating the indigenous
population . In such distant territories black workers from Africa could
be driven in the mines and plantations free from any constraints that
could be imposed by the states, tribes, and traditions of Africa. Set
apart by their servitude and their blackness, they were also removed
from any rights that low-status groups within the metropolitan country
might have had . Laboring on the American plantations came to embody
the worst features of ancient slavery and the cash nexus .
Black chattel slavery, with the concomitant elaboration of institutional
and ideological racism as its socio-political corollary, became a new
type of societal formation. True, as David Brion Davis has pointed out,
the institutions of New World slavery grew out of the forms of the late
Middle Ages' Mediterranean slavery. (7) Regarding racism, Winthrop
Jordan has shown that the pre-existing derogatoryimageryof darkness,
barbarism, and heathenism was adapted to formulate the psychology and
doctrines of modern racism (8) While the adaptation of these available
institutional and ideological materials provided the original forms for
New World slavery, as a whole the system was something distinctly
novel. This novelty was chiefly conditioned by the developing capitalist
relations that provided the seemingly-insatiable demand for plantation
products . Accordingly, the demand for black labor under circumstances
like these had to be different from any slavery that was indigenous to
West Africa or had operated earlier in Europe .
Capitalism's stamp on New World slavery was sharply revealed via
the slave trade that supplied the demand for black labor. Alongside the
marketing of the output of slave labor, the trade in the bodies which
produced these goods became a major form of merchant capitalistic
enterprise in itself . Down into the Nineteenth Century the purchase of
black slaves frequently was a constant cost of production . This held in
extreme for parts of Brazil where it was considered more economical
to work slaves to death within five to ten years and replace them with
fresh purchases than to allow enough sustenance and opportunity for
family living so that the slave force could be maintained by natural
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Cross Section of a Slave Ship .
reproduction. (9) The latest and most-careful estimate of the total
deportation of black slaves to the Americas is between 9,000,000 and
10,000,000 . Up to 1810 about 7,500,000 Africans were imported -or
about three times the number of Europeans immigrating in the same
period . (10)
Slave trade and slave production brought wealth and power to the
bourgeois merchants of Western Europe . As CLR James has summed
up the situation for France : "Nearly all the industries which developed
in France during the Eighteenth Century had their origin in goods or
commodities destined for either the coast of Guinea or America. The
capital from the slave trade fertilized them. Though the bourgeois
traded in other things than slaves, upon the success or failure of the
(slave) traffic everything else depends ." (11) In the case of England,
Eric Williams, in Capitalism and Slavery, has detailed in terms of
manufacturing, shipping, and capital accumulation how the economic
development of the mother land was rooted in New World Slavery. (12)
But it is more dramatic to let a contemporary Eighteenth Century
economist speak for himself
The most-approved judges of the commercial interest of these
kingdoms have ever been of the opinion that our West Indian
and African trades are the most nationally-beneficial of any
carried on. It is also allowed on all hands that the trade to
Africa is the branch which renders our American colonies and
plantations so advantageous to Great Britain; that traffic only
affording our planters a constant supply of Negro servants for
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the culture of their lands in the produce of sugar, tobacco,
rice, rum, cotton, pimento, and all plantation produce ; so that
the extensive employment of our shipping into and from our
American colonies, the great brook of seamen consequent
thereupon, and the daily bread of the most-considerable part
of our British manufacturers, are owing primarily to the labor
of Negroes . . . . (13)
Within the Boundaries of the United States
In the colonial period of the United States the commercial basis of
all the colonies rested largely on the Atlantic trade in slave-produced
commodities . The Southern colonies directly used a slave population
to raise tobacco and rice for export. While the Northern colonies all
had slave populations, their major links were auxiliaries to the Atlantic
trade -growing provisions for the Caribbean plantations, developing a
merchant marine to carry slaves to the islands and sugar to Europe .
After Independence the slave production of cotton provided the base
for the pre -Civil War economic take -off and industrial revolution
It was cotton which was the most-important influence in the
growth in the market size and the consequent expansion of the
economy : . . In this period of rapid growth, it was cotton that
initiated the concomitant expansion in income, in the size of
the domestic markets, and in the creation of social overhead
investment (in the course of its role in marketing cotton) in
the Northeast which were to facilitate the subsequent rapid
growth of manufactures . In addition, cotton accounted for the
accelerated pace of westward migration, as well as for the
movement of people out of self-sufficiency into the market
economy. (14)
In the territory of the United States, the elaboration of plantation
slavery had some distinctive features that are worthy of attention for
the light that they shed on the present. For one thing the slave system
here tended to become a self-contained operation in which the demand
for new slaves was met by natural increase, with the slave deficit areas
of the Lower South importing black bondsmen from the Upper South.
Self-containment was also defined in that there were few possibilities
that a black man could achieve any other status than that of slave involuntary servitude and blackness were almost congruent . Plantations
operating under conditions of high prices for manufactured goods and
easy access to their own land holdings for whites, had been forced to
train black slaves as artisans and craftsmen . As one scholar concluded :
Indeed, it is hard to see how the Eighteenth Century plantation
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could ever have survived if the Negro slave had not made his
important contribution as an artisan in the building and other
trades calling for skill in transforming raw materials into
manufactured articles . The self-sufficiency of the Southern
colonies necessitated by the Revolution was more successful
than it could have been if the Negro slave artisan had not been
developing for geberations before . (15)
But skills only exceptionally led to freedom. Even the relatively-small
number of what John Hope Franklin calls "quasi-free Negroes" tended
to lose rights, both in the North and in the South, after the adoption of
the Constitution . By way of contrast, in Latin America an extensive
free black population existed alongside a large number of freshly
imported slaves .
The position of the "quasi-free Negro" is one of the most-important
keys to understanding later developments . Sheer economic conditions
operated to prevent him from developing a secure social status . The
flourishing of the cotton culture sustained a high demand for slaves at
the same time that state and federal illegalization of the slave trade
reduced the importation of Africans . Therefore limitations on both the
numbers and prerogatives of non-slave blacks functioned to maintain
the size of the slave labor force .
The completeness with which race and slavery became merged in
the United States is revealed by a review of the status of blacks on the
eve of the Civil War . About 89% of the national black population was
slave, while in the Southern states the slave proportion was 94% . (16)
The status of the small number of quasi-free Negroes was ascribed
from that of the mass of their brothers in bondage . Nowhere did this
group gain a secure economic position ; only a few of them acquired
enough property to be well off. In the countryside, by dint of hard work,
a few acquired adequate farms . Most, however, survived on patches of
poor soil or as rural laborers . Free blacks fared the best in Southern
cities, many of them being employed as skilled artisans or tradesmen .
The ability of free blacks to maintain a position in the skilled trades
was dependent on the deployment of a larger number of slaves in these
crafts and industrial jobs . Slave-owners provided a defense against a
color bar as they protected their investment in urban slaves . However
the rivalry from a growing urban white population between 1830 and
1860 forced blacks out of many of the better jobs, and in some cases
out of the cities altogether . "As the black population dropped, white
newcomers moved in and took over craft after craft . Occasionally to
the accompaniment of violence and usually with official sanction, slave
and free colored workers were shunted into the most menial and routine
chores ." (17)
Basic racial definitions of the slave system also gained recognition
in the North, through the development of a special servile status for
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blacks . During the colonial era, Northern colonies imported slaves as
one means of coping with a chronic labor shortage. While most blacks
were employed in menial work, many were trained in skilled trades .
"So long as the pecuniary interests of a slave-holding class stood back
of these artisans, the protests of white mechanics had little effect . . . ."
With emancipation in the North, matters changed . As DuBois further
noted concerning Philadelphia, during the first third of the Nineteenth
Century, the blacks, who had composed a major portion of all artisans,
were excluded from most of the skilled trades . (18) Immigrants from
Europe soon found out that, although greatly exploited themselves, they
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could still turn racism to their advantage. The badge of whiteness
permitted even the lowly to use prejudice, violence, and local political
influence to push blacks down into the lowest occupations . In 1850, 75%
of the black workers in New York were employed in menial or unskilled
positions . Within five years the situation had deteriorated to the point
at which 87 .5% were in these categories . (19) Northern states did not
compete with slave states for black workers, even when labor shortages
forced them to encourage the immigration of millions of Europeans .
Through enforcement of fugitive slave laws and discouragement of free
black immigration, through both legal and informal means, the North
reinforced slavery's practical monopoly over blacks .
For the pre-Civil War period, then, we can conclude that there was
no significant demand for black labor outside the slave system. The
great demand for black workers came from the slave plantations . No
effective counterweight to plantation slavery was presented by urban
and industrial employment. As a matter of fact, in both North and South
the position of the urban skilled black worker deteriorated during the
generation prior to the Civil War. In the South the magnitude of cities
and industries was limited by the political and cultural imperatives
inherent in hegemony of the planter class . Whatever demand there was
for black labor in Southern cities and industries was met essentially
by adapting the forms of slavery to these conditions, not by creating
an independent pressure for free blacks to work in these positions.
To a large extent the more-heightened form of racism in the United
States grew out of the very fact that the USA was such a thoroughgoing
bourgeois society, with more bourgeois equalitarianism than any other
nation around . Aside from temporary indenture, which was important
only through the Revolutionary era, there were no well-institutionalized
formal or legal mechanisms for fixing of status among whites . Up to
the Civil War the ideal of an equalitarian-yeoman society was a major
socio-political factor in shaping political conditions . Therefore if the
manumitted slave were not marked off by derogation of his blackness,
there was no alternative but to admit him to the status of a free-born
enfranchised citizen (depending on property qualifications prior to the
1830s . (20)
Under these circumstances the planter class made race as well as
slavery a designation of condition . A large free black population that
had full citizens' rights would have been a threat to their system. They
therefore legislated limitations on the procedures for manumission and
placed severe restrictions on the rights of free blacks . Low-status
whites who did have citizens'rights were encouraged by the plantocracy
to identify as whites and to emphasize racial distinctions so as to mark
themselves off from both slave and free blacks precisely because this
white group did have a legitimate place in the political process . Fear
of competition from blacks, either directly or indirectly through the
power of large planters, also gave the large class of non-slave-holding
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whites a real stake in protecting racial distinctions . In Latin America,
by contrast, the remnants of feudal traditions regarding the gradations
of social ranks already provided well-established lowly positions into
which free Negroes or half-castes could step without posing a threat
to the functional hegemony of the slave-master class . Further, given
the small number of Europeans and the great labor shortage, ex-slaves
provided ancillary functions, such as clearing the frontier or raising
food crops, that were necessary for the overall operation of the slave
system. (21)
This absoluteness of racial designation, so intimately related to the
character of bourgeois order in this nation, meant that racism became
intertwined in the entire state system of rule . That is to say that not
only were the procedures of slave control and racial derogation of the
blacks embodied in the Constitution and other fundamental features of
state action, but these mechanisms soon interpenetrated the general
state operations for the control of certain classes of whites over other
whites . Therefore, while racism was as American as apple pie, and
was subscribed to in some form even by most white abolitionists, it
also became a special weapon in the regional arsenal of the Southern
plantocracy in their contention for a dominant position in determination
of national policy. The planters' employment of racist appeals proved
effective on a national basis, especially in the generation prior to the
Civil War, only because an underlying acceptance of their assumptions
existed in all regions . Domestically within the South, racism operated
to cement the solidarity of all whites under the hegemony of the planter
class -even though slavery provided the power base from which the
plantocracy were able to subordinate the white yeomanry. This strategy
met with success, for the intensification of racist propaganda during
the ante-bellum period was accompanied by a slackening of attacks on
the plantation system. In return for the security granted to the base of
their power, the planters had to make some concessions to the poor
whites regarding formal rights of citizenship such as extension of the
franchise and legislative reapportionment ; but alterations in form did
not change the fundamental power relations . The racialist culture of
control merged into both the political apparatus and the social forms
of hegemony by which white class rule was sustained . White rule was
not identical with, but did mediate, the rule of the plantocracy over all
of Southern society.
The Transition Era, First Phase
131860 to World War I
So far we have been establishing a comprehension of some of the
underlying contradictions that frame the control of black labor by
examining their origins in the slave era . Before we turn to the present
period there is another set of relationships that will provide further
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conceptual illumination : the conditions that underlay the abolition of
slavery. One set of factors lay in the world development of capitalism
itself . The bourgeoisie's seizure of power in the French Revolution
destabilized that nation's colonial regime and undermined the slave
system by promulgating the doctrine of the rights of man as a universal
dictum. In England, the expansion of its capitalist might into Asia gave
rise to a powerful political interest counter to that of the West Indian
planters ; plus, the success of the industrial revolution created the
material base for envisioning a liberal bourgeois order with thorough
formal equality. In the United States, the demise of slavery occurred
in the midst of a war that established the further course of capitalist
development-whether it would proceed on a Prussian model", with
the planters playing the role of the Junkers, or the industrialists and
little men on the make would independently establish their hegemony
through an entrepreneurially-oriented state.
The other source of abolition lay in the role of the black people in
the Americas . Denied the right to reconstruct their African societies,
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they strove to survive and reconstitute themselves as a people . Amidst
the plantations and the black quarters of the cities, a new community
was formed . (22) At crucial points these black communities transcended
the need for survival and struck out for liberation . While sabotage,
escapes, and uprisings were consistent themes of New World slavery,
the key move was the successful revolt of the black Jacobins in Haiti
under the leadership of Toussaint L'Ouverture, which set an example
for black and other oppressed people from that time on. By winning
their freedom and defeating the most-powerful armies in the world,
these revolutionarirs not only forced changes in the relative relations
of the forces in Europe, but also undermined much essential confidence
in the continuing viability of the slave system as a whole. It was little
accident that both the British and the US abolition of the slave trade
followed shortly on the heels of the Haitian revolution .
In the United States, where a large white population was always close
at hand, there were few important slave revolts, and even those were
invariably put down before they could become well established. Black
self-determination took the form of day-to-day slave resistance, and
the development of an independent political line within the abolitionist
movement. Most important, the role of black people in the Civil War
converted it into a struggle for their own freedom. As Du Bois cogently
summarizes
Freedom for the slave was a logical result of a crazy attempt
to wage war in the midst of four million black slaves, trying
the while sublimely to ignore the interests of those slaves in
the outcome of the fighting. Yet these slaves had enormous
power in their hands . Simply by stopping work, they could
threaten the Confederacy with starvation. By walking into the
Federal camps, they showed to doubting Northerners the easy
possibility of using them as workers and as servants, as spies,
as farmers, and finally as fighting soldiers . And not only using
them thus, but by the same gesture depriving their enemies of
their use in just these fields . It was the fugitive slave who
made the slaveholders face the alternative of surrendering to
the North or to the Negroes . (23)
The Civil War destroyed the Southern plantocracy as a major contender
for the control of national power. For a decade during Reconstruction,
the freedmen struggled to establish themselves as an independent
yeomanry on the lands they had worked for generations . However both
South and North agreed that blacks were to be subservient workers held in that role now by the workings of "natural" economic and social
laws rather than the laws of slavery. The Compromise of 18?? was the
final political blow to black Reconstruction, remanding to the dominant
white Southerners the regulation of the black labor force . (24)
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Abolition of slavery did not mean substantive freedom to the black
worker. He was basically confined to a racially-defined agrarian labor
status in which he was more exploited than any class of whites, even
the landless poor. White land-owners extracted an economic surplus
from the labor of blacks through a variety of arrangements, including
peonage, wage labor, sharecropping, and rent tenancy. Even the black
owners of land were often dependent on white patronage for access to
the small plots of inferior soil to which they usually held title. Profits
predicated on low wages or onerous share arrangements were often
augmented by long-term indebtedness at usurious rates of interest for
advances of provisions and supplies . Many a sharecropper and laborer
would not realize any appreciable money income for years on end.
The methods of labor control over the blackpeasantry did not greatly
raise net labor costs over those of the slavery era. In both eras the
black masses received only enough to survive and reproduce . Pressure
on profits came from falling commodity prices rather than from rising
labor costs . "The keynote of the Black Belt is debt . . . ." wrote W . E . B.
Du Bois at the turn of the century. "Not commercial credit, but debt
in the sense of continued inability of the mass of the population to make
income cover expenses ." Of conditions in Dougherty County, Georgia
he wrote
In the year of low-priced cotton, 1898, of 300 tenant families
175 ended their year's work in debt to the extent of $14,000 ;
50 cleared nothing ; and the remaining 75 made a total profit of
$1600 . . . . In more prosperous years the situation is far better
-but on the average the majority of tenants end the year even
or in debt, which means they work for board and clothes . (25)
From the obverse side white planters in racist language gave their
supporting testimony to this extra economic exploitation of the black
peasants . One Alabama landlord declared : "White labor is totally
unsuited to our methods, our manners, and our accommodations . No
other laborers (than the Negro) of whom I have any knowledge would
be so cheerful or so contented on four pounds of meat and a peck of
meal a week, in a little log cabin 14 by 16 feet, with cracks in it large
enough to afford free passage to a large-size cat ." From Mississippi
a planter spoke to the same theme : "Give me the nigger every time.
The nigger will never `strike' as long as you give him plenty to eat
and half clothe him : He will live on less and do more hard work, when
properly managed, than any other class or race of people." (26)
Black agriculturists were important to the economic development of
the South and the nation . Raw cotton production tripled between 1870
and 1910. Consumption of cotton by domestic manufacturers increased
six-fold from 800,000 bales in 1870 to 4,800,000 bales in 1910 . Cotton
continued to be the United States' leading export commodity in global
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trade, still accounting for a quarter of the value of all merchandise
exports on the eve of World War I - in spite of the fact that prices had
decreased greatly through international competition as the European
powers encouraged cotton production in the overseas areas in which
they were augmenting their imperial power. Such rapid growth of cotton
production (and that of other farm commodities) implied a great demand
for black workers in the fields . Characteristically blacks were engaged
on the cotton plantations, especially those with richer lands . The form
of engagement was roughly divided between sharecropping, wage labor,
and rental tenancy. Between 1890 and 1910 the number of black men in
agriculture increased by over half a million, or 31% . During this entire
period three out of five black men were employed in agriculture.
Maintaining the semi-servile status of the black labor force required
the augmentation of color-caste distinctions . Southern slavery, after
all, had been more than justan economic arrangement : it was a cultural
system that provided a wide range of norms congruent with plantation
discipline. Slave status had served as a line of demarcation throughout
the society. Therefore emancipation not onlychanged the economic form
of planter control, but also left gaps in the social superstructure that
reinforced it. Under these conditions the strengthening of racialism
per se in all cultural arrangements became an imperative for any hope
of continuance of the planters' hegemony over Southern society. Since
racism had pervaded all major facets of social and political control,
much of the further elaboration of color-caste distinctions arose in the
course of the Southern ruling class's struggles to keep the rest of the
whites in line.
The road to the establishment of this new system of order in the
South was by no means a smooth one . Abrogation of the slave system
had made possible some new types of mobility among both blacks and
whites, bringing about changes in the forms of inter-racial conflict and
class conflict. Blacks were now able to move geographically, even in
the face of continued legal and extra-legal restraints. The migration
that took place was mainly a westerly one within the South . Inside the
black community class mobility developed through the emergence of a
small middle class. At the same time, there now opened up to poorer
whites areas that had formerly been the preserve of slavery. During
the pre - Civil War era no white would compete with a slave for his
position on the plantation. Albeit when planters and slaveless small
farmers did contend for land, as frequently occurred, the black slave
was indirectly involved . With emancipation, racial rivalry for the soil
became overt. Freedmen struggled to gain land, sometimes as owners
but more frequently as indebted tenants . At the same time, many white
smallholders, forced out from infertile and worn soil, sought many of
the same lands. After the Civil 'War the white farmers increased in
numbers at a greater rate than the blacks . By 1900, even as tenants,
the whites were in the majority. Blacks moved from a non-competitive
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status in slavery (or perhaps better "concealed competition between
the bond and the free"), as Rupert Vance has pointed out, to a condition
of overt inter-racial competition . "As slaves Negroes were objects of
race prejudice ; as a new competitive group struggling for status and a
place on the land Negroes found themselves potential objects of mass
pressure and group conflict ." (27)
Transformations also took place within the Southern ruling class .
Ownership of land tended to shift out of the hands of the old planter
class into those of merchants, lawyers, and in some cases Northern
interests, removing many of the impediments to land-owners' making
their decisions more nakedly, on the basis of pure entrepreneurial
calculations . This partial unfreezing of labor and capital resources
provided some important pre-conditions for the industrialization of the
South . Nevertheless, the ideal for black labor in the eyes of dominant
white groups was that of a contented agrarian peasantry. Paternalistic
members of the Southern elite spoke of satisfied workers controlled
by fair but rigidly-enforced rules . "Let the Negro become identified
with and attached to the soil upon which he lives, and he himself, the
land-owner, and the country alike will be advanced by his labor." (28)
In the social and political realms the conflicts inherent in the black
peasantry's subjugation became intertwined with the conflicts inherent
in the subordination of any potential political power in the hands of the
white smallholders and landless . As things turned out, blacks were to
suffer both from the control of the propertied and from the competition
of the poor. The political process provided a major means by which
this was carried out. "It is one of the paradoxes of Southern history,"
writes C. Vann Woodward, "that political democracy for the white man
and racial discrimination for the black were often products of the same
dynamics ." The imperatives of preserving class rule suppliedthe basis
of the paradox : "It took a lot of ritual and Jim Crow to bolster the rule
of white supremacy in the bosom of a white man working for a black
man's wage." (29) Functionally the poorer whites were permitted to
influence the formal political process only under conditions that would
not undermine the essential power and economic control of the ruling
class . The execution of this strategy was completed during the defeat
of the Populist movement in the 1890s by excluding the black people
from politics and by heightening the color-caste distinctions through
an extension of Jim Crow laws and customs . Since the black people had
already been defeated through Redemption 20 years before, the moves
to disfranchise black people at the turn of the century had as "the real
question . . . which whites would be supreme" . Ruling circles channeled
disfranchisement to their own ends "as they saw in it an opportunity to
establish in power `the intelligence and wealth of the South' which could
of course `govern in the interests of all classes'" . (30) Many whites as
well as blacks were denied the ballot, and the substantive differences
expressed in the political process were delimited to a narrower range .
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Inter-class conflicts among whites were much displaced by inter-racial
conflicts, and the hegemony of larger property interests was secured .
The agrarian designation of the black masses was reinforced by the
lack of competition for their labor from other sectors of the economy.
The Southern demand for factory help, except for unskilled work, was
essentially a demand for white labor . The textile industry, the primary
industry of the New South, was marked off as a preserve of the white
worker . The mythology that black workers were incapable of measuring
up to the conditions in the textile mills was reinforced by the rationale
that the domestic peace required that white poor have some kind of
economic preserve, free from competition . (31)
Thus when the industrialization of the South began about 1880
and attained remarkable proportions by the outbreak of the
(First) World War, it had comparatively little significance for
the Negro agricultural workers . . . . The poor whites took the
cotton mills as their own ; and with the exception of sweeping,
scrubbing, and the like in cotton factories, there was virtually
no work for the Negroes in the plants. They were, therefore,
compelled to labor on the farms, the only other work that was
available. (32)
The rather-considerable increase in industrial employment of blacks
between 1890 and 1910 was concentrated in railroading, lumbering, and
coal mining-that is, in non-factory-type operations with these three
industries often located in rural areas . Lumbering and allied industries
could almost have been considered an extension of agriculture, as the
workers shifted back and forth from one to the other.
Outside of agriculture the vast bulk of black workers were to be found
either in domestic and personal service or in unskilled menial fields
that were known in the South as 'Negro jobs' . In the cities the growth
occupations were chiefly porters, draymen, laundresses, seamstresses.
However non-propertied whites did begin to crowd into many skilled
positions that had been the black man's preserve under slavery. Black
mechanics and artisans, who had vastly outnumbered Southern whites
as late as 1865, fought a losing battle for these jobs down to 1890, when
they were able to stabilize a precarious minority position in some of
the construction trades . (33)
Exclusion of black workers from industry was not based on rational
calculation regarding the characteristics of the labor supply. Contrary
to all the racist rationales about incapacity and lack of training, most
industrial firms considered blacks good workers . When the employers
were questioned specifically about the comparative quality of black and
white workers in their plants, the majority held that they were equally
satisfactory. The Chattanooga Tradesman in 1889 and 1891, on its own,
and again in 1901 in co-operation with the Atlanta University Sociology
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Department, made surveys of firms employing skilled and semi-skilled
blacks . The Tradesman's editor concluded from the results that "the
Negro, as a free laborer, as a medium skilled and common worker, is
by no means a 'failure' . . . he ,is a remarkable success." In the 1901
survey over 60% of the employers held that their black workers were
as good as or better than their white workers . (34)
Northern ruling classes were quick to accept those conditions in the
South that stabilized the national political system and provided the raw
commodities for their mills and markets . Therefore they supported
the establishment of a subservient black peasantry, the regional rule
of the Southern propertied interests, and the racial oppression that
made both of these things possible. The dominant Northern interests
shared the ideal of the smooth kind of racial subjugation projected by
the paternalistic Southern elite, but they went along with what proved
necessary. "Cotton brokers of New York and Philadelphia, and cotton
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counter-theme of class solidarity which existed to a certain extent in
the Knights of Labor and was reaffirmed by the Industrial Workers of
the World, but as the job-conscious American Federation of Labor
gained dominance over the union movement, racial exclusion became
the operative practice, with the only major exception occurring among
the United Mine Workers. (40) (It was actually more common in the
South than in the North for black workers to hold a position so strong
in particular industries that unions had to take them into account ; in
these instances they were generally organized in separate locals .)
Episodes in which blacks were used as strikebreakers contributed to
the unions' hostility toward blacks, but it should be added that racism
seriously distorted the perceptions of white workers . Whites were used
as scabs more frequently and in larger numbers, but the saliency of
racial categories was able to make the minority role of blacks stand
out more sharply, so that in many white workers' minds the terms
"scab" and "Negro" were synonymous . (41)
The course of national development of black people was set within
the framework of their concentration in the Southern countryside.
During Reconstruction a truly-heroic effort was made by the black
masses to establish a self-sufficient yemanry on the land . Smashing
of this movement set back the progression of independent black
militancy more than a generation . New forms of embryonic nationalism
emerged or re-emerged . Exodus groups tried with a certain success
to establish themselves on the land in Kansas, Oklahoma, and Indiana.
Pan-Africanism appeared once again with interest in colonization.
But the major expression took place in a muted form through the role
of Booker T. Washington, who, as August Meier has shown so well (42),
had his base in the black people's desire for racial solidarity, their
struggle for land and for the preservation of crafts, and the aspirations
of a rising bourgeoisie in the cities which derived its livelihood from
the black masses . Washington's social and political accommodations
allowed the movement to exist and even gain support from Northern
and Southern ruling circles. At the same time Washington's withdrawal
from socio-political struggle reflected the weak post-Reconstruction
position of black people in the agrarian South. Militant forms of black
national liberation would not re-emerge until a black proletariat had
developed in the urban centers .
The Transition Era, Second Phase
VWorld War I to World War II
The new equilibrium of racial regulation that had stabilized around
tenancy agriculture as the dominant force of black exploitation received
its first major disturbance from the impact of World War I . A certain
irony inheres in the condition that imperialism's cataclysm should
begin the break-up of agrarian thralldom within the United States . The
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War's effect on black people took place through the mediation of the
marketplace, rather than through any shake-up of political relations .
Hostilities in Europe placed limitations on American industry's usual
labor supply by shutting off the flow of immigration at the very time
the demand for labor was increasing sharply due to a war boom and
military mobilization . Competition with the Southern plantation system
for black labor became one of the major means of resolving this crisis
of labor demand .
The black labor reserve inthecountryside thathad existed essentially
as a potential source of the industrial proletariat now became a very
active source. Whereas in the past this industrial reserve had not been
tapped in any important way except by rural-based operations such as
lumbering, with the advent of the War the industrial system as a whole
began drawing on it. This new demand for black workers was to set in
motion three key developments : first, the dispersion of black people
out of the South into Northern urban centers ; second, the formation of
a distinct black proletariat in the urban centers at the very heart of
the corporate-capitalist process of production ; third, the break-up of
tenancy agriculture in the South . World War II was to repeat the process
in a magnified form and to place the stamp of irreversibility upon it.
Migration out of the countryside started in 1915 and swept up to a
human tide by 1917 . The major movement was to Northern cities, so
that between 1910 and 1920 the black population increased in Chicago
from 44,000 to 109,000 ; in New York from 92,000 to 152,000 ; in Detroit
from 6,000 to 41,000 ; and in Philadelphia from 84,000 to 134,000 . That
decade there was a net increase of 322,000 in the number of Southern
born blacks living in the North, exceeding the aggregate increase of
the preceding 40 years . A secondary movement took place to Southern
cities, especially those with shipbuilding and heavy industry.
Labor demand in such industries as steel, meat-packing, and autos
was the key stimulant to black migration . The total number of black
wage-earners in manufacturing went from 7,000,000 in 1914 to around
9,000,000 in 1919 -an increase twice that of any preceding five-year
period. A survey of the experience of the major employers of black
labor in Chicago reported that "Inability to obtain competent white
workers was the reason given in practically every instance for the
large number of Negroes employed since 1914 ." (43) A contemporary
US Government report stated
All of these employment managers and the higher executives
of Northern industry are sadly worried bytheir labor problem.
They .feel that things are going from bad to worse ; that even
wage increases can avail little ; they hope for national labor
conscription for the period of the War as the only adequate
solution to their problem, and are eager for Federal aid . . . .
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The majority of executives interviewed were favorable to the
experiment with Negro employment in the North, and were
sympathetic to suggestions concerning selection, training,
housing, and recreation for the newcomer. (44)
The profit-maximization imperatives of Northern capitalist firms for
the first time outweighed the socio-political reasons for leaving the
Southern planters' control over black labor undisturbed and without any
serious competition.
Labor agents sent South by railroad and steel companies initiated the
migration by telling of high wages and offering transportation subsidy.
In some cases whole trainloads of workers were shipped North. Though
American firms had employed labor recruiters for work among the
European peasantries for decades, this was the first time they went
forth in any strength to bring black peasants to the city. Many Southern
localities tried to protect their labor stocks by legislating proscriptions
on labor agents and charging them prohibitive license fees, but on the
whole recruiters played only a secondary role. (45) A more important
impetus to migration came from the Northern-based black press, most
notably the Chicago Defender, and above all from the letters and the
reports of blacks who had already moved north. Successful employment
served as its own advertisement, and better-wages outside the South
proved very attractive . During the summer of 1917 male wage-earners
in the North were making $2.00 to $2 .50 a day while the money wages
on Mississippi farms ranged from 750 to $1 .25 . (46) Early migrations
to Northern cities had been from the Upper South. Now blacks came in
from all over, with the Deep South having the heaviest representation.
In many cotton areas boll-weevil invasions destroyed the crop, acting
as a push off the land at the same time Northern industry was providing
a pull.
There was a temporary slackening of the demand for black labor
when post-war demobilization caused heavy unemployment. In Chicago,
where as many as 10,000 black laborers were put of work, the local
Association of Commerce wired to Southern chambers of commerce
"Are you in need of Negro labor? Large surplus here, both returned
soldiers and civilian Negroes ready to go to work." (47) In Detroit in
1921, black unemployment rates were five times as great as those of
native white workers, and twice as great as those of the foreign-born.
(48) But a strong economic recovery at the very time that restrictive
immigration laws went into effect brought a second great migration
out of the South in the years 1922 to 1924. The magnitude of this second
movement has been estimated at slightly under a half-million persons,
and may have been greater than that of the wartime movement. (49)
The employers who already had a black sector in their work force were
able to tap this supply with much less trouble and cost than had been
incurred a few years before . As William Graves, personal assistant
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to Julius Rosenwald, told the Chicago Union League Club : "The Negro
permanency in industry was no longer debatable." (50)
The tremendous social dislocations created by the mobilization and
the wartime economic boom heightened inter-racial tensions and laid
the groundwork for over 20 race riots that occurred on both sides of
the Mason-Dixon Line . Careful studies of the two major race riots in
Northern industrial centers (East Saint Louis in 1917 and Chicago in
1919) reveal the tremendous friction that had developed between white
and black workers . (51) These hostilities were not simply an outgrowth
of race prejudice, for in both cases employers had fostered competition
for jobs, especially by employing blacks as strikebreakers . Conflict
between working-class whites and working-class blacks was analogous
in a way to the previously-discussed racial competition among tenants
and smallholders for land in the South. When the conflict erupted into
mass violence, the dominant whites sat back and resolved the crises
in a manner that assured their continued control over both groups .
The first feature of the program that Northern industry developed
in relation to the inter-racial conflicts that the riots evidenced was
that the permanency of black workers in the North was conclusively
established . Management accepted its interest in guaranteeing minimal
survival conditions of housing, education, et cetera to perpetuate this
labor force . Even during slack times business hadto maintain a certain
continuity of employment, especially in those jobs that functionally
became "Negro jobs" . Economically, even in a recession, long-run
costs are reduced if something of a permanent work force is retained,
for when good times return the recruitment and training of an entirely
new labor force can require a great monetary outlay. (52) Thus, as the
1920s wore on, while there was avirtualcessation of articles regarding
the employment of blacks in business-oriented and welfare publications,
the fact that blacks would be employed was now accepted . The shifting
of racial stereotypes to fit the new situation was indicated by a business
spokesman who reported that the black man "has lost his slovenliness,
lazy habits, gambling, and liquor-drinking propensities" . He noted that
plant superintendents in heavy industry had come to consider black
workers especially tractable . "They found Negroes on the whole far
more adjustable than the foreign-born. They used a common language,
were loyal in times of stress, and were more co-operative in matters
such as stock purchases buying insurance, et cetera ." (53)
,
At the same time, it has to be understood that black workers were
employed on management's own terms . Sometimes these terms would
involve the deliberate use of blacks to divide the work force . As a case
in point, International Harvester integrated the hiring of blacks into
its open-shop policies . Part of its strategy was to keep any nationality
group from becoming too numerous in any one plant lest they become
cohesive in labor conflicts . The decision on hiring was left up to the
individual plant superintendents, some keeping their shops lily-white,
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others hiring large numbers of black workers. Harvester's management
was caught up in a contradiction between its need for black workers,
especially in the disagreeable twine mill and foundry, and its desire
to keep them below 200Wo at any one plant. (54)
A somewhat-different approach was taken by Ford Motor Company.
In the 1921 depression Henry Ford decided to maintain the black work
force at the gigantic River Rouge plant in the same proportion as blacks
in the total population of the Detroit area. The great majority of blacks
at the River Rouge plant were employed in hot, heavy jobs in the rolling
mills and foundry, but it was company policy to place a few in every
major production unit and even allow a certain amount of upgrading to
skilled positions . At the other Ford plants, as at the other major auto
companies, black workers were confined to hard unskilled jobs. But
the job concessions at Rouge became a mechanism by which Ford was
able to gain considerable influence over Detroit's black community.
Hiring was channeled through some preferred black ministers who
agreed with Henry Ford on politics and industrial relations . Company
black personnel officials were active in Republican politics and in
anti-union campaigns . Ford had learned early a racial tactic that is
widely employed today-that of trading concessions, relaxing economic
subordination in order to increase political subordination . (55)
In industry generally the black worker was almost always deployed
in job categories that effectively became designated as "Negro jobs" .
This classification, openly avowed in the South, was often claimed in
the North to be merely the way things worked out through application
of uniform standards . The superintendent of a Kentucky plough factory
expressed the Southern view :
Negroes do work white men won't do, such as common labor ;
heavy, hot, and dirty work ; pouring crucibles ; work in the
grinding room ; and so on. Negroes are employed because they
are cheaper . . . . The Negro does a different grade of work and
makes about 100 an hour less . (56)
There was not a lot of contrast in the words of coke works foremen at
a Pennsylvania steel mill : "They are well fitted for this hot work, and
we keep them because we appreciate this ability in them." "The door
machines and the jam cutting are the most undesirable ; it is hard to
get white men to do this kind of work." (57) The placement of workers
in separate job categories along racial lines was so marked in Detroit
that in response to a survey many employers stated that they could not
make a comparison between the wages of whites and blacks because
they were not working on the same jobs . (58) In the North there was
some blurring of racial distinctions, but they remained strong enough
to set the black labor force off quite clearly. While the pay for the
same job in the same plant was usually equivalent, when blacks came
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to predominate in a specific job classification, the rate on it would tend
to lag. White and black workers were often hired in at the same low job
classification ; however for the whites advancement was often possible,
while the blacks soon bumped into a job ceiling. In terms of day-to-day
work, white labor was given a systematic advantage over black labor
and a stake in the racist practices .
Northern management's public equal-opportunity posture to preserve
their black work force was expressed with clarity at a 1920 conference
of officials from five Chicago firms, employing over 6,000 workers,
and an official of the Chicago Urban League
All of these labor managers expressed the opinion that there
would be no reduction in the force of Negro employees . They
cited the shortage of men for heavy labor, due to the lack of
immigration from abroad, and all said that their companies
were eager to employ more Negroes . Equal pay for the same
work to whites and to Negroes was given as general practice .
General satisfaction with Negro labor was expressed, and the
ability of their Negro workers is equal, they said, to that of
white workers of corresponding education. All mentioned the
advantage, as compared with various immigrant groups, of a
common language, enabling all foremen and officers to speak
directly with the men. No discrimination in use of restaurants,
sanitary facilities, et cetera was reported. All testified that
Negroes were given the same opportunities as white workers
for advancement to higher positions . The fact that a smaller
percentage of Negroes are to be found in the higher positions
is due, they said, to the fact that a smaller proportion are as
well educated. (59)
The amazing thing about this meeting is that if the references to the
immigrants are deleted it has the sound of similar sessions that are
held today -half a century later . (60)
In the South, where four-fifths of the nation's black population still
lived at the end of the 1920s, the situation of black labor was to all
appearances essentially unchanged. The number of black men engaged
in Southern industry grew during this decade only 45% as fast as the
number of whites . Black workers were concentrated in stagnant or
declining plants, such as sawmills, coal mines, and cigar and tobacco
factories . The increased hiring of blacks in such places was chiefly a
reflection of the fact that the jobs had no future and the employers were
not able to attract white workers . Black employment in textiles was
severely limited, as in South Carolina, where state law forbade blacks
to work in the same room, use the same stairway, or even share the
same factory window as white textile workers . (61) Industry in the
South, as far as black workers were concerned, still offered little
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competition to the dominance of agrarian tenancy.
Beneath the surface, however, significant changes were taking place
in the rural South . While as late as the mid-1930s Charles S . Johnson
could write of a cotton county in Alabama that "The plantation technique
on the side of administration was most effective in respect to discipline
and policing, and this technique has survived more or less despite the
formal abolition of slavery." (62), this state of affairs was then being
undermined . Cotton cultivation was moving westward, leaving many
blacks in the Southeast without a market crop . Out in the new cotton
lands in Texas and Oklahoma whites provided a much larger proportion
of the tenants and sharecroppers . By 1930 a slight decrease was seen
in the number of black farm operators and laborers. Later, the great
depression of the 1930s accelerated this trend as the primary market
for agricultural commodities collapsed and the acreage in cotton was
halved. Black tenants were pushed off land in far greater proportions
than whites. New Deal agricultural programs were very important in
displacing sharecroppers and tenants, since they subsidized reductions
in acreage. In the early government-support programs landlords tended
to monopolize subsidy payments, diverting much of them out of tenants'
pockets . When the regulations were changed in the tenants' favor, the
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landowner had an incentive to convert the tenants to wage laborers or
dismiss them altogether so as to get the whole subsidy. (63) The great
depression marked the first drastic decline in the demand for black
peasants since their status had been established after the Civil War.
In 1940 there were 650,000 fewer black farm operators and laborers
than there had been a decade earlier - representing a one-third drop
in the total . The push out of the countryside helped maintain a small
net rate of migration to the North . More significantly, however, during
the depression decade a high rate of black movement to the city kept
on while the rate of white urbanization slackened greatly.
Although the great majority of black people remained in the rural
South, we have dealt primarily with the character of the demand for
black workers in the course of their becoming established directly in
the urban industrial economy. This initial process was to form the
matrix into which the ever-increasing numbers of black workers were
to be fitted . (64) As the size of the black population in big cities grew,
"Negro jobs' became roughly institutionalized into an identifiable black
sub-labor market within the larger metropolitan labor market. The
culture of control that was embodied in the regulative systems which
managed the black ghettos, moreover, provided an effective, although
less-rigid, variation of the Jim Crow segregation that continued with
hardly any change in the South. Although the economic base of black
tenancy was collapsing, its reciprocal superstructure of political and
social controls remained the most-powerful force shaping the place
of blacks in society. The propertied and other groups that had a vested
interest ift the special exploitation of the black peasantry were still
strong enough to maintain their hegemony over matters concerning
race . At the same time, the variation of Jim Crow that existed in the
North was more than simply a carry-over from the agrarian South.
These ghetto controls served the class function for industrial society
of politically and socially setting off that section of the proletariat that
was consigned to the least-desirable employment. This racial walling
off not only was accomplished by direct ruling-class actions, but also
was mediated through an escalating reciprocal process in which the
hostility and competition of the white working class was stimulated by
the growth of the black proletariat and in return operated as an agent
in shaping the new racial controls .
The prolonged depression of the 1930s that threw millions out of
work severely tested the position of blacks in the industrial economy.
Two somewhat contradictory results stood out- for this period. First,
whites were accorded racial preference as a greatly disproportionate
share of unemployment was placed on black workers . Second, despite
erosion due to the unemployment differential, the black sub-sectors
of the urban labor markets remained intact.
In the first years of the slump, black unemployment rates ran about
two-thirds greater than white unemployment rates . As the depression
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wore on, the relative position of the black labor force declined so that
by the end of the decade it had proportionately twice as many on relief
or unemployed in the Mid-Atlantic States, and two and a half times as
many in the North Central States . In the Northern cities only half the
black men had regular full-time employment. In the larger cities, for
every four black men in full-time regular employment there was one
engaged in government-sponsored emergency relief. The differential
in the South was not as great, for much of the unemployment there was
disguised by marginal occupations on the farms .
The rationing out of unemployment operated in such a way as to
reinforce the demarcation of "Negro jobs" . Blacks were dismissed in
higher proportions from the better positions . In Chicago they were
displaced from professional and managerial occupations at a rate five
times that of whites . The displacement rate from clerical, skilled, and
semi-skilled jobs was three times larger, while from unskilled and
service jobs it was down to twice that of whites . As a result the total
percentage of skilled and white-collar workers in the black labor force
declined to half its former proportion, and the servant and personal
service sector expanded again. Nationally, blacks lost a third of the
jobs they had held in industry, declining from 7 .3% to 5.1% of the total
manufacturing employment . In the South the continuous unemployment
even made white workers bid for those jobs in the tobacco industry
that for generations had been recognized as "Negro jobs" . An example
from Northern industry : International Harvester no longer had a dire
need for black workers, and the company let them slip off from 28% to
19% in the twine mill, and 18% to 10% at the McCormick Works . (65)
The limited openings available to black job-seekers were in precisely
those fields that were defined as "Negro jobs" . Therefore, in the urban
areas, young white workers with less than a seventh-grade education
had a higher rate of unemployment than blacks . With grade-school and
high-school diplomas, however, the whites' chances for jobs increased
markedly while blacks' chances actually declined . In general increased
age and experience did not improve the black worker's position in the
labor market.
On the eve of World War 11, when defense production really began to
stimulate the economy, the number of jobs increased rapidly. At first,
however, it was almost as if the black unemployed had to stand aside
while the whites went to work_ In April 1940, 22% of the blacks (about
1,250,000 persons) were unemployed, as were 17 .7% of the white labor
force . By October, employment had increased by 2,000,000 jobs, and
white unemployment had declined to 13%, while black unemployment
remained at the same level. Firms with tremendous labor shortages
still abided by their racial definitions of jobs and refused to take on
available black workers. In September 1941 a ITS Government survey
found that of almost 300,000 job openings, over- half were restricted to
whites . In Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois, 8ro of the openings were thus
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restricted. (66)
Military mobilization of much of the existing labor force and an
almost 20% growth in non-farm employment from 32,000,000 in 1940
to 40,000,000 in 1942 were the pre-conditions necessary to enlarge the
demand for black labor . While the President's creation of the Fair
Employment Practice Committee (FEPC) under pressure from black
organizations helped open up some doors, it was the logic of the labor
market that shook the racial status quo . By 1942, management-oriented
publications were dealing with the question of employing black workers
-a topic they had not considered since the mid-1920s .
The American Management Association told its members : "As some
shortages develop for which there is no adequate supply of labor from
the usual sources, management is forced to look elsewhere . It is then
that the Negro looms large as a reservoir of motive power -a source
which management has hitherto given only a few furtive, experimental
pokes with a long pole.' Once more surveys were conducted which
showed that most employers consider black workers as efficient as
whites . Management reiterated statements about non-discrimination
when production conditions forced them to change their racial hiring
practices . Fortune magazine consoled its executive readers that their
personal racism need not be violated : "Theoretically, management
should have fewer objections to hiring colored labor than any other
part of the industrial team. The employer seldom has social contact
with his workers anyway, and his primary concern is production
efficiency and satisfactory investment return ." (67)
Nationally, the demand for black labor was tremendous. In the spring
of 1942 it composed 2 .5% to 3% of the war production work force, and
by the fall of 1944 this proportion had risen to 8 .3%. These million and
a half black war workers were concentrated in the areas of the most
stringent labor shortage. Fourteen industrial centers accounted for
almost half of these war workers, and of these centers only one was
located in the South and only two were border cities . In areas of acute
labor shortage, the absence of any white reserve of labor gave blacks
much greater access to war work than in labor surplus areas . Black
migration was a necessary condition for this employment, and the
movement of the families out of the Southern countryside and small
towns was accelerated.
The vast demand for labor in general, that had to turn itself into a
demand for black labor, could only be accomplished by way of a great
expansion of the black sectors of metropolitan labor markets . Training
programs for upgrading to skilled and semi-skilled jobs were opened
up, at first in the North and later in the South. By 1943-1944, 35% of
pre-employment trainees in shipbuilding courses and 29% in aircraft
were blacks . World War I had established a space for black laborers
as unskilled workers in heavy industry. During World War II this space
was enlarged to include a number of semi-skilled and single-skilled
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jobs in many industries . (68)
World War Il marked the most-dramatic improvement in economic
status of black people that has ever taken place in the urban industrial
economy. The income of black workers increased twice as fast as that
of whites . Occupationally, blacks bettered their positions in all of the
preferred occupations . The biggest improvement was brought about by
the migration from South to North (a net migration of 1,600,000 blacks
between 1940 and 1950). However within both sections the relative
proportion of blacks within skilled and semi-skilled occupations grew.
In clerical and lower-level professional work, labor shortages in the
government bureaucracies created a necessity for a tremendous black
upgrading into posts hitherto lily-white .
During the era between the two World Wars the national aspirations
of blacks worked themselves out on the base of their new material
conditions -that is, those of their becoming an urban people whose
masses were proletarians . Conflicting tendencies beset this movement
at every stage . The dominant white society usuallyfollowed the strategy
of denying the very existence of its peoplehood. The black community
was considered a pathological form rather than something valid in
itself . Whenever the black community did thrust itself forward, the
tactics of management shifted to a balance of naked repression with
co-optive channeling. Within the community there was a constant
contention as to which of the class forces would dominate -the black
bourgeoisie, that sector of the black working class operating under the
dominance of white trade-union organizations, or a nationally-based
black working class .
The greatest organized expression of black nationalism occurred in
the Garvey Back-to-Africa Movement after 1920 . As Harry Haywood
has so-trenchantly characterized this broad mass development, it was
conditioned by the convergence of two class developments
On the one hand it was the trend of the recent migrants from
the peasant South . . . . . he membership of these organizations
by and large was composed of the new, as yet non-integrated
Negro proletarians ; recent migrants from the cotton fields,
who had not yet shaken the dust of the plantation from their
heels and remained largely peasants in outlook . Embittered
and disillusioned by post-war terror and unemployment, they
saw in the Garvey scheme of a Negro nation in Africa a way
out to the realization of their deep-grounded yearnings for land
and freedom . . . . On the other hand, Garveyism reflected the
ideology of the Negro petty bourgeoisie, their abortive attempt
at hegemony in the Negro movement . It was the trend of the
small property-holder : the shopkeepers, pushed to the wall,
ruined or threatened with ruin by the ravages of the crisis ;
the frustrated and uneniployed Negro professionals -doctors
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the energy was channeled into the New Deal relief bureaucracy and
Democratic Party politics, where patronage and paternalism took the
edge off much independent thrust. Nevertheless, important struggles
for jobs, government-supported housing, and more territory for living
space helped consolidate an institutional infrastructure for the black
community and gave an urban definition to its national consciousness,
or race pride, as it was called in those days .
The trade-union organizing drives of the CIO which actively sought
a
out black workers in heavy and mass-production industry provided
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massive working-class campaign that has ever taken place in America.
Its dynamism was so great that it reset the direction of the political
activity of the working class, the black community, and the Left . Even
the bourgeois-led organizations, like the NAACP, came to accept the
decisive leadership role of the CIO . While black workers played an
integral part in this organizing campaign, with over 200,000 members
in the CIO ranks by 1940, the black working class did not develop an
independent program or organization that dealt with the national
oppression of their people . (71)
Only after the outbreak of World War II, when blacks were still being
excluded from much of the rapidly-expanding economy, did a black
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movement set out independently from the New Deal -labor coalition
and take the initiative in defining a race position on the national level .
In January 1941 A . Philip Randolph, President of the Brotherhood of
Sleeping Car Porters, an all-black AFL union, issued a call for a
massive march on Washington to demand of the Government a greater
share in the defense effort. The March on Washington Movement
expressed the mood of the black community and received an upswelling
of support sufficient to force President Roosevelt to establish a Fair
Employment Practice Committee in return for the calling off of the
projected march . Although this movement was not able to establish
a firmly-organized working-class base or sustain itself for long, it
foreshadowed a new stage of development for a self-conscious black
working class with the appeal that "An oppressed people must accept
the responsibility and take the initiative to free themselves ." (72)
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Current Conditions of Demand -An Outline

(A full examination of the present-day political economic conditions
regarding the demand for black labor requires a whole separate essay.
We are limited here to indicating some of the most-essential features .)
The changes that took place in the economic deployment of black
labor in World War Il were clearly an acceleration of developments
that had been under way since World War I. In a process of transition,
at a certain point the quantity of change becomes so great that the
whole set of relationships assume an entirely-different character.
Such a nodal point took place during World War II, and there resulted
a transformation in the characteristic relations of institutional racism
from agrarian thralldom to a metropolitan ghetto system.
Within a generation, few of the concrete economic or demographic
forms of the old base remained . In 1940, over three-fourths of all
blacks lived in the South, close to two-thirds lived in rural areas there,
and just under half were still engaged in agriculture. By 1969, almost
as many blacks lived outside the South as still resided in that region,
and only 4% of the black laborers remained in agriculture, as they had
left the farms at a much more rapid rate than whites . Today, only about
a fifth of the total black population live in the rural areas and small
towns of the South.
The United States, during the Twentieth Century, has become a
distinctively urban nation-or, more accurately, a metropolitan nation
with its population centered in the large cities and their surrounding
configurations . The first three decades of this century witnessed the
rapid urbanization of whites ; the next three decades saw an even more
rapid urbanization of blacks . In 1940 the proportion of the country's
black population living in urban areas (49%) was the same as that
proportion of whites had been in 1910 . Within 20 years, almost three
fourths of all blacks were urban dwellers, a higher proportion than the
corresponding one for whites . More specifically, the black population
has been relocated into the central cities of the metropolitan areas in 1940, 34% of all blacks resided in central cities ; in 1969, 55% . The
larger cities were the points of greatest growth . In 195-0 black people
constituted one out of every eight persons in the central cities of the
metropolitan areas of every size classification, and one out of every
twenty in the suburbs . By 1969, black people constituted one out of
every four in the central city populations of the large metropolitan
areas (1,000,000 plus), and about one out of six in the medium-size
metropolitan areas (250,000 to 1,000,000), while in the smaller-size
metropolitan areas (below 250,000) and the suburbs the proportions
remained constant . Today black communities form major cities in
themselves, two with populations over 1,000,000, four between 500,000
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and 1,000,000, and eight between 200,000 and 500,000 . (73) Newark and
Washington DC already have black majorities, and several other major
cities will most likely join their ranks in the next 10 years .
The displacement of blacks from Southern agriculture was only
partially due to the pull of labor demand in wartime . Technological
innovation, being a necessary condition of production, acted as an
independent force to drive the tenants out of the cotton fields . The push
off the land occurred in two phases . Initially, right after the war, the
introduction of tractors and herbicides displaced the cotton hands from
full-time to seasonal work at summer weeding and harvest. The now
part-time workers moved from the farms to hamlets and small towns.
During the 1950s mechanization of the harvest eliminated most of the
black peasantry from agricultural employment and forced them to move
to the larger cities for economic survival . (74)
Elimination of the Southern black peasantry was decisive in changing
the forms of racism throughout the entire region, for it meant the
disappearance of the economic foundation on which the elaborate
superstructure of legal Jim Crow and segregation had originally been
erected . Not only did this exploited agrarian group almost vanish, but
the power of the large landholders who expropriated the surplus it had
produced diminished in relation to the growing urban and industrial
interests . While the civil-rights movement and the heroic efforts
associated with it were necessary to break the official legality of
segregation, it should be recognized that in a sense this particular form
of racism was already obsolete, as its base in an exploitative system
of production had drastically changed. The nature of the concessions
made both by the ruling class nationally and by the newer power groups
of the South can be understood only in terms of this fuller view of
history. (75)
For 'the United States as a whole, the most-important domestic
development was the further elaboration and deepening of monopoly
state capitalism. As the political economy has matured, technological
and management innovation have become capital-saving as well as
labor-saving. Capital accumulation declines as a proportion of the
gross national product, and a mature capitalist economy enters into
a post-accumulation phase of development. Under these conditions the
disposal of the economic surplus becomes almost as great a problem
as the accumulation of it. Corporations promote consumerism through
increased sales effort, planned obsolescence, and advertising. The State
meets the problem by increasing its own expenditures, especially in
non-consumable military items, by providing monetary support to
consumption through subsidies to the well-off, and by spending a certain
amount on welfare for the working class and the poor . Markedly-lower
incomes would add to the surplus disposal problems and would create
economic stagnation as well as risking the most-disruptive forms of
class struggle.
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Working-class incomes have two basic minimum levels, or floors .
One is that which can be considered the level of the good trade-union
contract which has to be met even by non-union firms that bid in this
section of the labor market . State intervention is usually indirect in
the setting of these incomes, but has grown noticeably in the last few
years . The other income floor is set by direct government action via
minimum - wage and welfare legislation. In the Northern industrial
states where trade unions are stronger, both these income floors tend
to be higher than in rural and Southern states .
Although in the mature capitalist society both economic and political
imperatives exist for a certain limiting of the exploitation of the
working class as a whole, each corporation still has to operate on the
basis of maximizing its profits . The fostering of a section of the
working class that will have to work at the jobs that are paid at rates
between those of the two income floors works to meet the needs of
profit maximization . Other jobs that fall into this category are those
that might pay at the collective bargaining contract level but are subject
to considerable seasonal and cyclical unemployment, and those from
which a high rate of production is squeezed under hard or hazardous
conditions . In all the developed Western capitalist states, there exists
a group of workers to fill the jobs that the more politically established
sectors of the working class shun . These marginal workers generally
are set apart in some way so that they lack the social or the political
means of defending their interests . In Western Europe usually they are
non-citizens coming from either Southern Europe or Northern Africa .
In England they are colored peoples coming from various parts of the
Empire. (76) In the urban centers of the United States race serves to
mark black and brown workers for filling in the undesirable slots .
Further, in the distribution of government transfer payments each
class and status group strives to maximize its receipts . Therefore the
powerless tend to receive a smaller proportion of these funds, and
those that are delivered to them come in a manner which stigmatizes
and bolsters political controls.
Specifically, in the metropolitan centers in America, there is a
racial dual labor-market structure . (77) Side by side with the primary
metropolitan job market in which firms recruit white workers and
white workers seek employment, there exists a smaller secondary
market in which firms recruit black workers and black workers seek
jobs . In the largest metropolitan areas this secondary black market
ranges from one-tenth to one-quarter of the size of the white market .
For both the white and black sectors there are distinct demand and
supply forces determining earnings and occupational distribution, as
well as separate institutions and procedures for recruitment, hiring,
training, and promotion of workers .
The distinctiveness of these two labor farces is manifested by many
dimensions -by industry, by firm, by departments within firms, by
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occupation, and by geographical area. Within all industries, including
government service, there are occupational ceilings for blacks. In a
labor market like that of the Chicago metropolitan area, there are a
number of small and medium-size firms in which the majority of the
workers are black . However about two-thirds of the small firms and
one-fifth of the medium ones hire no blacks at all. In larger firms
a dual structure in the internal labor market marks off the position of
the black worker along the same lines that exist in the metropolitan
labor market .
A review of black employment in Chicago in 1966 finds that blacks
tend to work in industries with lower wages, higher turnover, and
higher unemployment . Further, they are also over-represented in the
industries which exhibit sluggish growth and obviously less chance for
advancement. Black men provide a third of the blue-collar workers in
such industries as textiles, retail stores, primary metals, and local
transportation, while in utilities, advertising, and communication they
constitute less than 6% . Black women are even more concentrated in
furnishing over half the blue-collar women workers in five industries
-personal services, education, retail stores, hotels, and railroads .
In terms of internal labor market segregation, one of the Chicago
firms best known as a fair-practice employer has a major installation
located in the black community in which blacks constitute 20% of the
blue-collar workers and less than 5% of the craftsmen and white-collar
workers . A General Motors plant with 7500 workers is reported to
have 40% black semi-skilled operatives, but only between 1 01o and A
black craftsmen . A foundry firm will have one black clerk out of nearly
100 white-collar workers, while 80% of its blue-collar operators will
be black .
The most-detailed information we have on racial dualism for an
internal labor market is for the Lackawanna plant of Bethlehem Steel
Company near Buffalo . (78) The Lackawanna plant is a major employer
of black workers in the Buffalo labor market. In 1968 it employed 2600
out of a total black labor force of about 30,000 for the area . Within the
plant blacks constituted about 14% of the work force, which runs in the
neighborhood of 19,000. The majority of black employees were assigned
to only five of the plant's departments, while only 15% of the whites
were in the same units. Within the individual units, blacks were given
either the hardest or the lowest-paying jobs . In the plant's Coke Oven
Department blacks held 252 out of 343 of the labor jobs, while whites
held 118 out of 119 craft jobs . Blacks predominated in the battery and
coal-handling units, where the top job paid $3.12 an hour . Whites made
up the bulk of the work force in the better-paying by-products and
heating units, which had hourly pay rates ranging up to $3 .42 and $3 .65 .
Basic Steel is a high-labor-turnover industry. From April 1, 1966
to December 31, 1967 the Lackawanna plant hired about 7,000 workers .
Black job-seekers obviously identified the firm as being active in this
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labor market. Although 30% to 50% of the job applicants were black,
the initial screening ended up with only 20% blacks among those newly
hired. Prospects were screened by a general-aptitude test the passing
score for which was not validated by any measure of performance .
As the labor market tightened, the passing score lowered . About an
eighth of those hired were hired without taking the test, and 9607o of this
category were whites . The Supervisor of Employment also gave clear
preference to residents of Angola, a nearly all-white suburb . Once on
the payroll, a majority of the newly-hired blacks were assigned to one
of the five departments in which most of the black workers already
were placed. Only Wo of newly-hired whites were assigned to these
departments, all of which were among the hotter and dirtier locations
in the plant .
The dual labor market operates to create an urban-based industrial
labor reserve that provides a ready supply of workers in a period of
labor shortage and can be politically isolated in times of relatively
high unemployment . In a tight labor market the undesirable jobs that
whites leave are filled out of this labor reserve so that in time more
job categories are added to the black sector of the labor market. If the
various forms of disguised unemployment and sub-employment are all
taken into account, black unemployment rates can run as high as three
or four times those of whites in specific labor markets in recession
periods . The welfare and police costs of maintaining this labor reserve
are high, but they are borne by the State as a whole and therefore do
not enter into the profit calculations of individual firms .
This special exploitation of the black labor force also leads to direct
economic gains for the various employers . Methodologically it is very
difficult to measure exactly the extra surplus extracted due to wage
discrimination, although in Chicago it has been estimated that unskilled
black workers earn about 17% less on similar jobs than unskilled white
workers of comparable quality. (79) While in a historical sense the
entire differential of wage income between blacks and whites can be
attributed to discrimination, the employer realizes only that which
takes place in the present in terms of either lesser wage payments or
greater work output . Estimates of this realized special exploitation
range on the order of 10% to 20% of the total black wage and salary
income . (80)
The subordinate status of the black labor market does not exist in
isolation, but rather is a major part of a whole complex of institutional
controls that constitute the web of urban racism. (81) This distinctive
modern form of racism conforms to the 300-year-old traditions of the
culture of control for the oppression of black people, but now most of
the controls are located within the major metropolitan institutional
networks - such as the labor market, the housing market, the political
system. As the black population grew in the urban centers a distinctive
new formation developed in each of these institutional areas . A black
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ghetto and housing market, a black labor market, a black school system,
a black political system, and a black welfare system came into beingnot as parts of a self-determining community, but as institutions to be
controlled, manipulated, and exploited . When the black population did
not serve the needs of dominant institutions by providing a wartime
labor reserve, they were isolated so that they could be regulated and
incapacitated .
This model of urban racism has had three major components with
regard to institutional structures : (1) Within the major institutional
networks that operate in the city there have developed definable black
sub-sectors which operated on a subordinated basis, subject to the
advantage, control, and priorities of the dominant system. (2) A pattern
of mutual reinforcement takes place between the barriers that define
the various black sub-sectors. (3) The controls over the lives of black
men are so pervasive that they form a system analogous to colonial
forms of rule.
The history of the demand for black labor in the post-war period
showed the continued importance of wartime labor scarcities. The new
job categories gained during World War Il essentially were transferred
into the black sectors of the labor market . Some war industries, like
shipbuilding, of course, dropped off considerably. In reconversion and
the brief 1948-1949 recession blacks lost out disproportionately on the
better jobs. However the Korean War again created an intense labor
shortage, making black workers once more in demand, at least until
the fighting stopped . The period of slow economic growth from 1955
to the early 1960s saw a deterioration in the relative position of blacks
as they experienced very-high rates of unemployment and their incomes
grew at a slower rate than those of whites . The civil-rights protests
had generated little in the way of new demand . Only the coincidence of
the rebellions of Watts, Newark, and Detroit with the escalation of the
Vietnam War brought about a sharp growth in demand for black labor .
All the available evidence indicates that there has been no structural
change of any significance in the deployment of black workers, most
especially in private industry. Certain absolute standards of exclusion
in professional, management, and sales occupations have now been
removed, but the total growth in these areas has been slight except
where a black clientele is serviced, as in the education and health
fields. The one significant new demand in the North has been that for
women clerical workers. This arises from a shortageof this particular
kind of labor in the central business districts, which, being surrounded
by the black community, are increasingly geographically removed from
white supplies of these workers. About 90% of Chicago's black female
white-collar workers work either in their own communities or in the
central business districts, and are not employed in the rapidly growing
outlying offices . In the South the whole pattern of racial regulation in
the major cities is shifting over to a Northern model, so that the basic
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situation of black workers in Atlanta or Memphis is approaching that of
the North about a decade ago .
Until the uprisings in the mid-60s, management of racial affairs was
carried out either by the unvarnished maintenance of the status quo
(except when black workers were needed) or by an elaborate ritual of
fair practices and equal employment opportunity. The latter strategy
operated as a sort of sophisticated social Darwinism to make the rules
of competition for the survival of the fittest more equitable . Actually
it blurred institutional realities, channeling energies and perceptions
into individualized findings of fact. The black protest movement finally
forced a switch to a policy of affirmative action that is supported by
legal encouragement. In either case no basic structures have actually
been transformed . As a review of studies on the current racial status
in several industries finds : "Over the long haul, however, it is apparent
that the laws of supply and demand have exercised a greater influence
on the quantitative employment patterns of blacks than have the laws
of the land." (82)
In the Cold War era the trade-union movement lost its innovative
dynamism and became narrowly wage-oriented . Overwhelmingly, the
net racial effect of the collective-bargaining agreements was to accept
the given conditions in a plant. Only a very few unions, usually from
the CIO, conducted any fights for the upgrading of black workers. More
usual was the practice of neglecting shop grievances. Within union life
itself the black officials who arose as representatives of their race
were converted into justifiers of the union administration to the black
workers . (83) On the legislative and judicial fronts -that is, away
from their day-to-day base of operations -national unions supported
the programs of civil-rights organizations and the fair-employment
symbolism . In fact by the early 1960s the racial strategies of national
trade unions and those of the most-sophisticated corporate leadership
had converged .
The actions of the black community itself were destined to become
the decisive political initiator, not only in its own liberation struggles
but on the domestic scene in general . From World War II through the
Korean War the urban black communities were engaged in digesting
the improvements brought about by the end of the depression and by the
wartime job gains . Both bourgeois and trade-union leadership followed
the forms of the New Deal-labor coalition, but, the original substance
of mass struggle was no longer present .
The destabilization of the whale agrarian society in the South created
the conditions for new initiatives . The Montgomery bus boycott was to
re-introduce mass political action into the Cold War era. The boldness
of the civil-rights movement, plus the success of national liberation
movements in the Third World, galvanized the black communities in
the major cities. At first the forms of the Southern struggle were to
predominate in pro-integration civil-rights actions . Then youth and
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workers were swept into the movement and re-defined its direction
toward black self-determination. The mass spontaneity in the ghetto
rebellions revealed the tremendous potential of this orientation .
The ghetto systems and the dual labor markets had organized a mass
black proletariat, and had concentrated it in certain key industries and
plants . In the decade after World War Il the most-important strategic
concentration of black workers was in the Chicago packing houses,
where they became the majority group. United Packinghouse Workers
District I was bold in battles over conditions in the plants and supplied
the basic leadership for militant protest on the South Side . Even though
the UPW was the most advanced of all big national unions on the race
question, a coalition of black officials and shop stewards had to wage
a struggle against the leadership for substantive black control . This
incipient nationalist faction was defeated in the union, and the big meat
packers moved out of the city; but before it disappeared the movement
indicated the potential of black - oriented working - class leadership .
The Packinghouse Workers' concrete struggles contrasted sharply with
the strategy of A . Philip Randolph, who set up the form of an all-black
Negro American Labor Council and then subordinated its mass support
to maneuvers at the top level of the AFL-CIO . (84)
After the ghetto uprisings workers were to re-assert themselves
at the point of production. Black caucuses and Concerned Workers'
Committees sprang up across the country in plants and installations
with large numbers of blacks . (85) By this time the auto industry had
created the largest concentration of black workers in the nation on its
back-breaking production lines in Detroit. Driven by the peculiarities
of the black labor market, the "big three" auto companies had developed
the preconditions for the organization of the Dodge Revolutionary Union
Movement (DRUM) and the League of Revolutionary Black Workers .
The insertion onto this scene of a cadre that was both black-conscious
and class-conscious, with a program of revolutionary struggle, forged
an instrument for the militant working-class leadership of the Black
Liberation Movement . The League also provides an exemplary model
for proletarians among other oppressed groups, and might even be able
to stimulate sections of the white working class to emerge from their
narrow economistic orientation.
The ruling class is caught in its own contradictions . It needs black
workers, yet the conditions of satisfying this need compel it to bring
together the potential forces for the most-effective opposition to its
policies, and even for a threat to its very existence . Amelioration of
once-absolute exclusionary barriers does not eliminate the black work
force that the whole web of urban racismdefines . Even if the capitalists
were willing to forego their economic and status gains from racial
oppression, they could not do so without shaking up all of the intricate
concessions and consensual arrangements through which the State now
exercises legitimate authority. Since the ghetto institutions are deeply
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intertwined with the major urban systems, the American Government
does not even have the option of decolonializing by ceding nominal
sovereignty that the British and French enipires have both exercised .
The racist structures cannot be abolished without an earthquake in the
heartland . Indeed, for that sophisticated gentleman, the American
capitalist, the demand for black labor has become a veritable devil
in the flesh.
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THE POETRY OF YUSUF
Yusuf (Joseph C . Pannell) is a young black
sailor arrested in March 1969 on a charge of attempted murder on a Chicago police officer .
During
the twenty months he spent in Cook County Jail
before his family was able to raise his bail, he bebecame very close to the Black Panthers imprisoned
there .
Going out on bail did not mean freedom for Yusuf
--it only meant that he was turned over to the
Shore Patrol to be returned to the Great Lakes
Naval Training Center for having been AWOL .
At Great Lakes he was almost immediately put in the
brig for refusing to stand at attention .
He explained that he could only relate to the discipline
of the Black Panther Party .
Other inmates in the
brig have found courage through his example :
they
have begun to assert their own rights, as well as
supporting Yusuf in his struggle .
His poems are distributed by Camp News, 2214 N .
Halsted, Chicago, Illinois, 60614 .

Love child
society of tommorrow
as you were born
your momma died
so
you'll never know your momma
you'll never be able
to see
firsthand
the great
long labor
she had to endure to have you .
but we saved
the afterbirth . . .
refer to it
often
6/30/70
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Dignity
dignity
is when
within the wretched confines
of a
cook county jail
in 98 degree weather
a brother
can stand in the middle of the dayroom
wearing
black on black in black
Jockey
nylon underwear
and
still maintain
his
folded arm profile
and
still talk
extremely slick . . .
6/30/70

Written on the departure of Maurice
Jackson going to a Federal Penetentiary
somewhere in Michigan -- Sat . Morn .
about 6 :00 a .m . 11-29 .
(Terre Haute)
The crossroads of time
the intersections
all marked
ephemeral
yet
not half so
as the people
who meet
and depart
at those crossroads
yet the
span of the world
is as vast
as the span
of your mind
and the soul
is at every intersection
the soul of one
is the soul of the mass
and love and peace
the common bond of the revolutionary
become one man's onus
as another departs from his presence
yet
we know about
the crossroads and intersections
all marked
ephemeral
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The League of Revolutionary
Black Workers and the
Coming of Revolution
ERIC PERKINS
One finds it exceedingly difficult to introduce a new organization
without seizing the opportunity to note that this is a black organization
and, unlike all the others, offers a bright new strategy to the quiescent
black movement . Black workers, with their important location in US
industry and service, have demonstrated the need for a working-class
movement within this advanced section of the American proletariat.
Without recognizing the importance of black workers, any Leftist group
or organization will be doomed to failure .
This introduction is designed to fill in some important gaps in our
knowledge of the struggle . It is not a polemic, nor unfolding rhetoric
proclaiming condemnations of America's futile attempt to deal with
the race problem. Instead, the writer wishes the reader to know about
this organization and its crucial importance in the development of a
revolutionary movement in America . For far too long the plight of the
black worker has been subjugated to the interests of the rulers and of
their white working-class associates . What the League brings to the
realm of analysis is surely nothing new (Need I remind our readers of
Garveyism?), but is something which must be immediately realizedthat the American labor movement is now a memory, and something
must be done now about its inability to deal with the problems of black
workers .
With the establishment of DRUM (the Dodge Revolutionary Union
Movement) in the Dodge plant at Hamtramck, Michigan in 1968, the
white rulers and their infected proletarians got a taste of "a real black
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thang" ! Wildcat strikes and electoral turmoil have characterized the
automobile industry since . The League of Revolutionary Black Workers
is indeed a timely response to the growing stagnation and alienation
many of us now feel -black radicals and their frustrated so-called
compatriots . Black labor has seldom been understood, and as Abram
Harris remarked nearly half a decade ago : "An estimation of the role
the Negro will play in the class struggle is futile if the economic
foundation and its psychological superstructure from which issue
antipathy or apathy are ignored ." (1) The League perfectly understands
this -that racism is the result of a two-fold process which involves
economic inferiority and its internalization.
What is the League of Revolutionary Black Workers, and where did it
come from? John Watson gives us the answer in an interview from the
Fifth Estate
The League of Revolutionary Black Workers is a federation of
several revolutionary movements which exist in Detroit. It was
originally formed to provide a broader base for organization
of black workers into revolutionary organizations than was
previously provided for when we were organizing on a plant to
plant basis . The beginning of the League goes back to the
beginning of DRUM, which was its first organization. The
Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement was formed at the
Hamtramck assembly plant of the Chrysler Corporation in
the fall of 1967 . It developed out of the caucuses of black
workers which had formed in the automobile plants to fight
increases in productivity and racism in the plant . . . . With the
development of DRUM and the successes we had in terms of
organizing and mobilizing the workers at the Hamtramck plant
many other black workers throughout the city began to come
to us and ask for aid in organizing some sort of group in their
plants . As a result, shortly after the formation of DRUM, the
Eldon Axle Revolutionary Movement (ELRUM) was born at the
Eldon gear and axle plant of the Chrysler Corporation . Also,
the Ford Revolutionary Union Movement (FRUM) was formed
at the Ford Rouge complex, and we now have two plants within
that complex organized . (2)
Centered in the extremely-important auto industry, the League has had
an extremely wide and successful impact. It is now expanding its
organizing activities to other areas -hospital workers and printers
are now being organized, as well as the United Parcel Workers black
caucus, which is one of the League's affiliates . Why this sudden turn
from community organizing and the organizing of "street brothers and
sisters", the black lumpen proletariat? The remarks of John Watson
sum up the League's attitude toward this crucial and strategic shift in
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organizing policy
Our analysis tells us that the basic power of black people lies
at the point of production, that the basic power we have is our
power as workers . As workers, as black workers, we have
historically been, and are now, essential elements in the
American economic sense . Therefore, we have an overall
analysis which sees the point of production as the major and
primary sector of the society which has to be organized, and
that the community should be organized in conjunction with
that development . This is probably different from these kinds
of analysis which say where it's at is to go out and organize
the community and to organize the so-called "brother on the
street° . It's not that we're opposed to this type of organization
but without a more-solid base such as that which the working
class represents, this type of organization, that is, community
based organization, is generally a pretty long, stretched-out,
and futile development . (3)
Community-based organizations throughout Black America have been
failures . Stung by that fatal disease known as opportunism, many of
these organizations either have dissolved or have been the subject of
in-fighting for the pay-off. The ruling class has again demonstrated
how it can pick up on anything and subvert it for its own use . It has
again demonstrated that integration is a forced tool, and that no black
man has the power to join white society without the sanction of the
ruling class . (4) This shift is crucial .
For the last fifteen years the black movement has ridden the back
of its middle-class leadership, following the white lead while they got
the pay-off. The benefits (or bones) resulting from the "Civil Rights
Movement" were distributed to the black middle class . In the fields of
education, employment, and business, the black nouveau riche have
made a small mark . The expansion of the black middle class is the
unwritten policy of the white rulers. The black masses, predominantly
workers (5), have been totally left out of this progress, and expressed
their dissatisfaction by conducting their own "unorganized general
strike" in the summers of 1966 and 1967 .
The concessions granted to the new black rulers are meager, but
they are real enough to raise, for the first time in a long while, the
question of class antagonism. The League is responding to developing
antagonisms of class in black America . Growing slowly is the black
petit bourgeoisie, which consists of two wings : an educated black elite
composed of technicians, managers, professionals, and others, and a
small "ghetto bourgeoisie" composed of the owners of small ghetto
shops and services . The ideology of this class is bourgeois nationalism
which can be roughly summed up in the memorable words of Booker T.
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The triumph of the downtrodden is inevitable
the inevitable
The central theoretical concern of the League is
of the social
recognition of the black working class as the vanguard
revolutionary
socialist
suggests,
the
Mkalimoto
revolution. As Ernie
leader .
movement in the US must consider the black working class as
Thus owing to the national oppression (principally through
institutionalized racism as the dominant form of production
relations) of black people in the United States, the black
proletariat is forced to take on the most dangerous, the most
difficult-yet absolutely necessary-productive work in the
plants, the most undesirable and strenuous jobs which exist
inside the United States today . The demands which it poses the elimination of economic exploitation (hence of capitalism)
and of institutionalized racism (which thoroughly pervades the
plant, not to mention North American society in general), and
which allows capitalism to maintain itself, are more basic to
the dismantling of US capitalist society than those of the white
productive worker, who up to now has been able to defend his
"white-skin privilege" . That is why we say that any socialist
revolution which is to be successful must take the class stand
of the vanguard class of this revolution ; the black proletariat.
Many white radicals and labor leaders will be unable to accept this
position expressed by Mkalimoto (8) . Why? Because the subtleties of
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racism have invaded their hearts and minds and prevent them from
understanding the obvious. But it is this fundamental question which
must be recognized before one begins to overthrow capitalism. Many
so-called revolutionaries and others will say : This is a threat to the
unity of the working class! This violates Marxism's first principle of
international solidarity and all the rest . But with a basic understanding
of the history of the black race, they will see how their arguments fail .
The League's basic position is revolutionary nationalism . One cannot
forget that there are conservative and Leftist elements among the black
nationalist spectrum. The League represents a Left-wing position. For
those who are unfamiliar with the developing ideological debate within
small black circles, revolutionary nationalism is an importantand very
complicated position to hold. Ernie Mkalimoto outlines revolutionary
nationalism as follows
A fusion of the most progressive aspects of the contradiction
Bourgeois Reformism/ Bourgeois Nationalism, Revolutionary
Black Nationalism snatches the African - American from the
puerile stage of Elizabethan drama, restores his sense of
balance and direction in the universe, and sends crashing down
to earth the clay idol of (Negro/American) emotional duality
which has plagued the broad trend of black ideology from
slavery to the present. From the activist wing of Bourgeois
Reformism it takes the tactic of mass confrontation, struggles
on all fronts, and integrates it into the existing order ; from
Bourgeois Nationalism comes the idea of the necessity for the
development of national (revolutionary) culture and of both
self-determination and self-reliance, as well as of the black
world view which sees the struggle of African-Americans as
inseparable from the struggles of all other peoples of color
around the globe . The Revolutionary Nationalist views the
concept of black nationhood not as any "sacred" unquestionable
end in itself, but as a concrete guarantee to insure the dignity
and full flowering of every individual of African descent . (9)
Revolutionary nationalism will indeed be difficult for the majority of
whites to accept. It begins by taking into account the unusual degree of
subjugation black people are forced to accept. It understands the unique
feature of psychology and the internalization of economic phenomena .
This indeed is timely. For one who does not admit the primacy of race
compounded by class oppression refuses to recognize the most-central
problem in American society.
The League dispenses with revolutionary rhetoric and commercial
suicide, because that allows America to survive. Thebrother appearing
on television and the revolutionary orator do not really contribute to
capitalism's downfall ; if anything they contribute to its maintenance .
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By seizing on these images of blacks finally entering the mainstream,
America controls the latent explosiveness present in most black men
and black women. This is the current picture -black television, black
business, black economic development, black executives -a swallowing
of the "Negro revolution" by the imperialist giant.
America has created a grand illusion for most people, and black
people are now subject to that illusion . The petit-bourgeois will not be
able to succeed as long as it remains dependent on government and
private help. The myth of the Negro capitalist is just that ; but many
of the brothers will not even acknowledge that. The myth of the "black
capitalist and Negro market" must be dealt with. (10) There are few
really-suggestive works on the problem of the class struggle in Black
America . It is hoped that this issue will truly be a starting point for
the emergence of a dialogue on this crucial question . The revolutionary
nationalists have already begun.
The League is solidly committed to international struggle, but not
without modifications . The international capital-versus-labor struggle
is long ceased. It is now more the struggle of the rich nations versus
the poor nations . It is no accident that the former are Europe and the
US (with its Eastern satellite, Japan) and the latter are predominantly
non-white countries . This is the major contradiction-of the West
versus the non-West, and it is this contradiction which assumes the
primary significance within the black workers' movement . This chief
contradiction was aptly summed up in Du Bois's often-quoted dictum
The problem of the Twentieth Century is the problem of the color line .
Their international commitment rests on the success or failure of the
development of the national movement. This is how internationalism is
introduced - by fully realizing the international importance of one's
movement . Cuba, China, and Vietnam all testify to that fact, and so will
the League .
Undoubtedly the above will confuse many. Yet the common knowledge
of black workers is that white labor has left them in the cold. What
characterizes the race relations of the American working class is a
long history of betrayal and neglect. The fact is simple : Organized
labor and the labor movement were instrumental in crushing black
labor . A few remembrances would be in order .
The plight of the black slave and his super-exploitation has been
skillfully handled in Robert Starobin's Industrial Slavery in the Old
South , and I suggest that the interested reader come by a copy of this
book . Following Emancipation, the black slave with his newly-acquired
freedman's status entered the labor market . He was powerfully met by
his poor-white counterpart. The black wretch possessed innumerable
skills, and, as one writer noted, the black artisan held "a practical
monopoly of the trades" throughout the South . (11) This represents an
important chapter in radical history that deserves our full attention .
For much of the Nineteenth Century, the black artisan controlled much
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of Southern labor . DuBois notes with his usual clarity the effects of
this development
After Emancipation came suddenly, in the midst of war and
social upheaval, the first real economic question was that of
the self-protection of freed working men. There were three
chief classes of them : the agricultural laborers in the country
districts, the house - servants in town and country, and the
artisans who were rapidly migrating to town. The Freedmen's
Bureau undertook the temporary guardianship of the first
class, the second class easily passed from half-free service
to half-servile freedom . But the third class, the artisans, met
peculiar conditions . They had always been used to working
under the guardianship of a master, and even that guardianship
of artisans in some cases was but nominal, yet it was of the
greatest value for protection . This soon became clear as the
Negro freed artisan set up business for himself : If there was
a creditor to be sued, he could no longer be sued in the name
of an influential white master ; if there was a contract to be
had, there was no responsible white patron to answer for the
good performance of the work. Nevertheless, these differences
were not strongly felt at first--the friendly patronage of the
former master was often voluntarily given the freedman, and
for some years following the war the Negro mechanic still
held undisputed sway. (12)
This progress was not lasting . As Northern industry invaded the South,
it brought with it the strength of organized labor . The triumph of this
organized labor in the South did not match its more-egalitarian works
up North. The black artisan was crushed without the usual oratorical
hesitation about such things as rights and equality. The labor movement
crushed this small class of black artisans, subordinating them to the
greedy desires of white labor and to the advantage of the capitalist.
This is indeed a sad chapter in the American labor movement's history
and one that still needs to be written in full.
By driving the black laborer from the skilled trades, organized labor
forced him to become a scab in strikebreaking activities. The resulting
friction was ominous of Detroit and Newark in 1967 . (13) The black
laborer was forced to accept the dual-wage system, menial jobs, and
continual confinement within industry. There was little or no chance
for upgrading or betterment . He was denied apprenticeships and was
forced into separate local unions while his brother stole his livelihood
lock and stock. Capitalism brought with it white labor which drove
black labor to extinction in the skilled trades . And as black labor was
driven from its work, it was also forced to leave home and migrate to
the shining North --the land of golden opportunity.
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The effects of black urbanization have yet to be understood . But one
thing is sure . The coming of blacks to large industrial cities such as
Chicago, Detroit, and Pittsburgh had important aspects . With the great
war of 1914 came the great demand for black labor . Black labor came
in herds to wartime industry. This was a timely break for black people .
With work came money and the satisfaction of basic needs . Although
blacks came in on the bottom and remained there, they did manage to
implant themselves in industry and lay the groundwork for the future
entrance of more black workers .
The tensions which developed out of the great migrations to the North
are a part of a large transition made by Afro-Americans during the
Twentieth Century. The shift was mainly from a rural proletariat to an
urban industrial work force . This shift was dramatic, racial, intense.
Rebellions were found everywhere from Arkansas to Illinois . And the
results are not without strategic importance . The industrial shift had
paved the way for a wide black revolutionary movement . The Garvey
movement was a movement of the black masses -the black industrial,
service, and domestic workers, as well as "the brother on the street" .
Garvey was totally rejected by the black intelligentsia and middle class
and depended wholly on the masses for support and sustenance. This
was the most-threatening movement the American Republic had ever
had to face . (14)
Garveyism was a response to the racial fuel boiling in black people .
This rage was in part the result of organized labor's unwillingness to
deal with "the Negro problem" and of Jim Crow in the "golden North" .
Moreover Garveyism elevated black consciousness into realizing itself
as independent . Garvey grounded with black people and told them of the
imminent dangers of life in America-cultural rape, psychological
instability, moral destruction . Garvey shouted 'Up You Mighty Race?'
because he foresaw the oppression strengthening its hand over black
people . He was crushed : hounded, attacked, abused, accused of fraud .
The US Government was instrumental in "ridding America of Garvey"
while putting out the flames of revolution in Black America.
During this period organized labor was no-less oppressive. Craft
unionism and its rise spread the gospel of the black workers' downfall .
The APL's unwritten exclusion policy was commented on by two black
writers in 1931 :
By refusing to accept apprentices from a class of workers that
social tradition has stamped as inferior, or by withholding
membership from reputable craftsmen of this class, the union
accomplishes two things : It protects its "good" name, and it
eliminates a whole class of future competitors . While race
prejudice is a very-fundamental fact in the exclusion of the
Negro, the desire to restrict competition so as to safeguard
job monopoly and control wages is inextricably interwoven
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with it. (15)
The AFL refused to investigate and prohibit discrimination in its own
internationals because it "would" create prejudice instead of breaking
it down . (16) The CIO also was guilty of racism, but managed to escape
this guilt because of the war-time expansion during its emergence and
growth . (17) Following World War II, the black movement turned from
institutional gains to "civil rights" . It took Malcolm X and a host of
other well-known black leaders to point out what so many black people
had largely forgotten -that they are still oppressed, and that the only
acceptable solution would be black-created and black-led .
The League responds to this oppression with a new and vital vigor .
Black workers "entered industry on the lowest rung of the industrial
ladder" (18), and that is where they remain . Organized labor has not
contributed much to black labor, and the few exceptions like the IWW
and the UMW have not been enough to offset the systematic exclusion
and assault of black labor. The League knows this . It recognizes this
fact of betrayal as a fossil . What follows is that something must be
done, and the League is doing it. Sense the tone of the following, and
remind yourself of history.
We fully understand, after five centuries under this fiendish
system and the heinous savages that it serves, namely the
white racist owners and operators of the means of destruction .
We further understand that there have been previous attempts
by our people in this country to throw off this degrading yoke
of oppression, which have ended in failure . Throughout our
history, black workers, first as slaves and later as pseudo
freedmen, have been in the vanguard of potentially-successful
revolutionary struggles in all black movements as well as in
integrated efforts . As examples of these we cite : Toussaint
L'Ouverture and the beautiful Haitian Revolution ; the slave
revolts led by Nat Turner, Denmark Vesey, Gabriel Prosser;
the Populist movement and the labor movement of the Thirties
in the US. Common to all these movements were two things
their failure and the reason why they failed . These movements
failed because they were betrayed from within, or, in the case
of the integrated movements, by white leadership exploiting
the racist nature of the white workers they led . We, of course,
must avoid that pitfall and purge our ranks of any traitors and
lackeys that may succeed in penetrating this organization. At
this point we loudly proclaim that we have learned our lesson
from history and we shall not fail. So it is that we who are the
hope of black people and all oppressed people everywhere
dedicate ourselves to the cause of black liberation to build the
world anew realizing that only a struggle led by black workers
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can triumph over our powerful reactionary enemy. (19)
The League's purpose is two-fold : to dissolve the bonds of white racist
control, and thus, in turn, to relieve oppressed people the world over .
It is fitting that the League's motto embodies the challenge : DARE TO
STRUGGLE, DARE TO WIN!
As the reader goes through this issue and the important documents
and analyses of black workers, I suggest that he remember the incisive
comments of Karl Marx :
Men make their own history, but they do not make it as they
please ; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by
themselves, but under circumstances directly encountered,
given and transmitted from the past. The tradition of all the
dead weighs like a nightmare on the brain of the living. (20)
Certainly there is no more-fitting way to begin our own self-criticism .

FOOTNOTES
1 . Abram L . Harris Junior : "The Negro and Economic Radicalism"
in The Modern Quarterly, 2, 3 (1924), Page 199 .
2 . To the Point of Production (Radical Education Project pamphlet,
1970), an interview with John Watson, Page 1 .
3 . Ibid ., Page 3 . The interested person might reflect on the import
organizing shift . The League breaks with all black organization
of this
by emphasizing organizing at "the point of production" . Community
organizing represents a diversity of conflicting interests ; for example
the New York school conflict of 1968 centers on the antagonism of the
black school board elite and conscious concerns of the black masses .
4. The ruling class had the power to integrate existing minorities .
The existing minorities are powerless in decisions affecting such basic
issues as housing, education, transportation, and employment. All the
action by the integrationists takes place with the consent of the white
ruling class . For a more-detailed discussion of this important ruling
class tactic, the reader is urged to consult Robert L . Allen's important
book Black Awakening in Capitalist America (Garden City, New York,
1969) . The author was a Guardian correspondent during the birth of the
Black Power age, and has some useful incisive analyses .
5 . The myth of middle-class expansion has certainly taken its toll .
More than 800 of Black America are engaged in some sort of service,
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industrial, or domestic employment or in the everyday struggle for
survival because they are unemployed or underemployed. The 'brother
on the street', when considered within this framework, becomes not a
lumpen proletarian, but an unemployed worker . Although there is a
black lumpen proletariat, it does not characterize the class reality of
black people in America .
6. Booker T. Washington : "The Atlanta Exposition Address', quoted
in Eric Perkins and John Higginson's `Black Students : Reformists or
Revolutionaries?" in R. Aya and N. Miller : America : System and
Revolution (New York, forthcoming). The reader should also consider
the documents offered in Bracey, Meier, and Rudwick (editors) : Black
Nationalism in America (Indianapolis, 1970), relating to bourgeois
nationalism and accommodation .
7. The Black Movement has been unable to regain much of the fuel
it ignited during the lives of Martin Luther King Junior and Malcolm X.
The leadership vacuum is widespread, resulting in a marked decline in
struggle .
8. Ernie Mkalimoto : Revolutionary Nationalism and Class Struggle
(Black Star Publishing pamiphlet, 1970 . This pamphlet will soon be
available in revised form. It is an extremely-important statement on
black ideology, and should be possessed by all persons who consider
themselves revolutionary . For more information write to Black Star
Publishing, 8824 Fenkell, Detroit, Michigan 48238.
9. Ibid. This is the most-important definition and refinement of the
revolutionary-nationalist position to date .
10. Some fruitful analysis has already begun. Although the economics
of racism is a sorely-neglected area, some people are beginning to
realize its centrality. See the essay by Harold Baron in this issue and
his forthcoming The Web of Urban Racism, and also the fresh analysis
brought by economist William K. Tabb, The Political Economy of the
Ghetto (New York, 1970).
11. Charles Kelsey : "The Evolution of Negro Labor', The Annals . . .
31 (1903), Page 57. This article is useful despite its Darwinist bias.
The reader should also know of the two important studies conducted by
W. E. B. DuBois : The Negro Artisan and The Negro American Artisan ,
published in 1902 and 1912 respectively.
12. W.E.B. DuBois and associates : The Negro Artisan (Atlanta
University Press, 1902), Page 23.
13. The great race riots in East Saint Louis in 1917 and Chicago in
1919 underscored many other riots and rebellions. The causes of these
events were the same as those of the great rebellions of July 1967 in
Newark and Detroit-economic oppression coupled with the failure to
mert rising expectations .
14. The work of a young Jamican brother, Robert Hill, indicates that
the Government felt itself threatened by the widespread success of the
Garvey movement among the urban poor and unemployed. An essay of
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his on Garvey in America is soon due in an anthology on Garveyism
edited by John H . Clarke . Any radical who refuses to acknowledge the
stimulus of Garveyism will be forever learning about the Black Power
movement.
15 . Sterling D. Spero and Abraham L. Harris : The Black Worker
(New York, Columbia University Press, 1931), Page 56 .
16 . Statement of John P. Frey, molders chief, as quoted in Marc
Karson and Ronald Radosh : "The AFL and the Negro Worker, 1894 to
1949', in Julius Jacobson (editor) : The Negro and the American Labor
Movement (New York, 1968), Page 170 .
17 . Sumner Rosen : "The CIO Era, 1935-1955', in Jacobson, op. cit.,
Page 207 . Also see Herbert R . Northrup : 'Organized Labor and Negro
Workers", Journal of Political Economy, Number 206 (June 1943), and
Organized Labor and the Negro (New York, 1944).
18 . Lorenzo J. Greene and Carter G. Woodson : The Negro Wage
Earner (Washington DC, 1930), Page 322 .
19 .
nstitution of the Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement, 1968 .
20 . Karl Marx : The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Napoleon (New
York, 1966), Page 15 .

At the Point of Production
INTRODUCTION
One of the most-significant developments in the maturation of the
current nationalist movement in Black America is the organization of
black workers along industrial lines . Forming in factories and plants
where they are actively engaged in producing the wealth on which the
high standards of living of White America have been based, the black
workers hold the key to the future direction and success of the struggle
for liberation of Black America. Contrary to the impression created
by the vociferous outpouring of manifestoes, declarations, constitutions,
et cetera by black students, intellectuals, and artists, black workers
will be the vanguard of the black liberation movement . Some feel that
black ghetto youth constitute a vanguard, and black ghetto youth are
truly courageous warriors ; but it is black workers who have the social
and economic power and the discipline to not only carry on protracted
struggle against the present system, but also create a new one in which
black people can live in freedom and dignity.
The documents that follow portray the history and development of one
group of black workers : the League of Revolutionary Black Workers,
a national organization based in Detroit. Since it was an "intellectual'
who selected these particular documents, the reader might expect a
lengthy introduction explaining what the League of Revolutionary Black
Workers "really means" . However the League's analysis, history, and
current position are clearly stated in these documents ; the audience
that the League is addressing understands them; and the burden is on
self-proclaimed "radicals" -black and white -to accept the League
on its own terms .
John H. Bracey Junior
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DRUM-Vanguard of the Black Revolution
(from an article by Luke Tripp which appeared in The South End ,
the student newspaper at Wayne State University, January 23, 1969)
DRUM is an organization of oppressed and exploited black workers .
It realizes that black workers are the victims of inhumane slavery at
the behest of white racist plant managers . It also realizes that black
workers compose over 600 of the entire work force at the Hamtramck
assembly plant, and therefore hold exclusive power . We members of
DRUM had no other alternative but to form an organization and present
a platform.
The Union has consistently and systematically failed us time and
time again . We have attempted to address our grievances to the UAW's
procedure, but all to no avail . The UAW bureaucracy is just as guilty,
and its hands are just as bloody, as the white racist management of the
Chrysler Corporation . We black workers feel that if skilled trades can
negotiate directly with the Company and hold a separate contract, then
black workers have even more justification for moving independently
of the UAW. While DRUM would appreciate the help of management and
the UAW in abolishing the problem of racism that exists, we will put
an end to it with or without your help .
Metropolitan Detroit, automobile capital of the world, is the scene of
rumblings on the labor front of the black liberation struggle . The many
oppressive conditions existing in the auto factories have been steadily
increasing since the racist corporations were obliged to open the door
to black labor as a result of the labor shortage during World War H.
True to the American tradition the racist factory owners relegated the
black workers to the heavy and dirty low-paying jobs . Tasks performed
by two white workers were assigned to one black worker .
For the past 20 years there has been virtually no vertical movement
of black workers in the plants . Not until recently, under the pressure
of the civil-rights movement, did the auto firms hire a token number
of black men for white-collar positions . And even then most of those
positions were static and non-supervisory .
Union Racist Too
Although the labor union (UAW) claims to be the champion of justice
and equality, it did little to check the rampant racism practiced in the
factories . As a matter of fact, the union itself was guilty of racism .
A casual glance at the officers in the union bureaucracy shows where
their equality is at.
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Thus black workers had to confront both the union and the company.
This intolerable situation at Dodge Main led to the development of the
Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement (DRUM).
On May 2, 1968 a walkout occurred at the Hamtramck assembly plant
which stemmed from a gradual speed-up of the production line. The
workers set up picket lines around the gates . The company then sent
out photographers to take pictures of the pickets . The pictures were
used as evidence against some of the pickets and were instrumental in
the discharge and disciplining of certain workers who took part in the
walkout and picketing. Both black and white pickets were involved . The
disciplinary action taken against them and the overall administration
of punishment was overwhelmingly applied to black workers.
Black workers were held responsible for the walkout, which was in
fact caused by the negative company policy toward working conditions .
This was the specific incident that gave rise to the inception of DRUM .
Black workers who were either dismissed or penalized then moved
to organize the workers at Dodge Main by using a newsletter (DRUM)
as an organizing tool . The contents of the Newsletter dealt with very
specific cases of both racism and tomism on the job, and stressed the
necessity of united action on the part of black workers to abolish the
racial aspects of the exploitation and degradation going on at the plant.
The reaction of the workers to the first issue of DRUM was general
acceptance . They were somewhat astounded to see the truth in print .
Most considered it a move in the right direction .
Naturally the reaction of management was hostile . They were so
blinded by their racist stereotype image bf the black man that it was
hard for them to believe that DRUM was written by black workers .
Management couldn't conceive of blacks' initiating and carrying out an
intelligent program .
In the second issue of DRUM several toms at the plant were blown.
The brothers really dug it. DRUM had gotten over in a big way. From
then on the brothers looked for DRUM every week. Amazingly, not one
DRUM could be found thrown away or lying around .
After the third week the brothers began to ask about joining DRUM .
Members of DRUM working in the plant proselytized and recruited
brothers on the job . The strength and influence of DRUM grew vastly.
Around the sixth week the more-militant workers wanted to go for
some concrete action against Chrysler and the UAW. At this point the
editors of DRUM decided to test their strength . They called for a week
boycott of two bars outside the gate that were patronized by a large
number of brothers . The bars didn't hire blacks, and practiced racism
in other subtle ways . DRUM received about 95% co-operation. This was
achieved without the use of pickets or picket signs .
As a further test of strength DRUM called for an extension of the
boycott. Again DRUM received solid support, so they decided to get
down .
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DRUM knew that most workers would be temporarily laid off during
the coming week because of the changeover, the production of the '69"
models . There was also a bill-out date at which time a certain number
of units had to be produced. So DRUM planned to shut down the plant
right before the bill-out time and set back the schedule of the change
period . Their purpose was to demonstrate their strength and to show
Chrysler that DRUM was not bull-jiving or playing.
DRUM started with the first phase of their program They listed 15
demands which dealt with the following conditions at the Hamtramck
assembly plant, where about 60% of the work force is black.
(from DRUM, Volume 1, Number 2)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

95% of all foremen in the plants are white .
99% of all general foremen are white .
100% of all plant superintendents are white .
90% of all skilled tradesmen are white .
90% of all apprentices are white .
Systematically all the easy jobs in the plants are held by whites .
Whenever whites are put on harder jobs they are given helpers.
Black workers who miss a day's work need two doctors' excuses.
Seniority is a racist concept, since black workers systematically
were denied employment for years at this plant.

On Thursday of the ninth week, DRUM got down 1 They held a rally in
a parking lot across from the plant. A number of groups from the black
community were represented at the rally, including a conga group that
provided the sounds .
Several leaders in DRUM ran down their thing . They rapped on the
wretched conditions in the plant . The response to the raps was nothing
less than inspiring. After the raps about 300 of those attending the rally
formed a picket line and marched two blocks to UAW Local 3. DRUM
had carefully planned the picketing to coincide with the union executive
board meeting . When the workers arrived at the local one union flunky
tried to prevent the workers from entering the room where the board
was meeting. He ran a thing about signing in, closed meeting, et cetera.
But the workers didn't stop to address that jive. They bogarted their
way into the 'bourgy" air-conditioned room.
The sight of a room full of greasy, hard-looking workers shook up
the 'button-down" executive board. The contrast was striking. Here
you had the workers in their 'humping' blue coveralls, and their union
"representatives" laid to the bone in their mohair suits .
The panic-stricken executive board promptly canceled their meeting
and suggested that a general meeting be held in the auditorium . At the
general meting the DRUM leaders laid down a heavy thing . They ran
down how the union worked hand-in-glove with the fat corporation, the
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union's failure to address the workers' grievances, et cetera. Coming
behind the irrefutable facts laid down by DRUM, Ed Liska, president of
UAW Local 3, tried to defend the union using a weak pro-capitalist line.
He ran a foul thing on how Chrysler provides a job for the workers and
the powerful position of the company.
Charles Brooks, vice president of Local 3 and an Uncle Tom of long
standing, tried to back up his boss by playing out of a "brother" bag.
Seeing that the meeting was futile, DRUM served notice that they
were going to fight the UAW and close up the plant. They then upped
and split.
Friday, the next day, at five o'clock in the morning, DRUM and its
supporting groups turned black workers away at the gate . No attempt
was made to interfere with white workers .
The first few workers to arrive were met by a handful of pickets
without signs . The workers were not hip to the shut-down date . After
the pickets ran it to them, one worker replied : "Shutting down this
motherfucker, whatever the reason, is cool as far as I'm concerned ."
An hour later practically all the black workers on the six o'clock
shift were milling around the gate listening to the drums and spying the
few Toms who went into the plant .
Most of the white workers reported to work after they saw that it
was safe for them to go through the gate . Those who stayed out did so
for various reasons . Some believed in honoring picket lines, and a few
were sympathetic . Still others didn't want to work that day anyway.
Before noon six DRUM members went to the local and met with Ed
Liska, the president ; a few other bigots ; and a smattering of Toms .
In this meeting DRUM again voiced its grievances and stated that
racism must be erased both at Chrysler and in the UAW . DRUM let it
be known that they were doing the UAW a favor by coming to the local
with their grievances .
Liska said he would take the grievances and demands to the local
plant manager and international union board . DRUM stated that they
came to negotiate from a position of strength and power. They pointed
out that there were over 3,000 angry black workers standing outside
the gate because they were resolutely opposed to the racist policy of
Chrysler and the oppressive conditions in the plant. Production almost
stood still that day . Thus the value of their labor was clearly shown.
Before the DRUM members hatted up they ran a thing to Liska that
if he didn't get positive results from the meeting with the international
board or Chrysler, the only honorable thing left for him and his jive
time staff to do would be to respectfully step down . DRUM then split .
The DRUM members then returned to the area at which the black
workers were massed . They reported what went down in the meeting
with the UAW officials . The demands were read amid roaring applause .
About this time Polish pigs in blue were massing opposite the black
workers . After putting on tear-gas masks and tightening their grips on
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their clubs, the pigs stood at the ready. A Tom detective then came up
and ordered the workers to disperse .
DRUM then began to skillfully organize the workers . Car pools were
set up to take at least 250 black workers to Chrysler's headquarters
in the city of Highland Park, about five miles away .
When the black workers and supporting community groups, including
many dressed in African attire, fell on the scene in front of Chrysler
headquarters, all paper-shuffling within the building ceased . The loud
thump of the drums and the vibration created by brothers and sisters
brought every Honky in the building to the windows . The expression on
their faces was the same as the expression on the faces of the cavalry
in Custer's last stand .
The sisters in their bubas and the brothers dashikied to the bone
went for their thing.
Headquarters paranoia came down, and they called for the protection
of their property by the Highland Park pigs, who soon showed at the
scene armed to the teeth. When they pulled out their gas-warfare gear
the brothers were ready. They had come prepared with their surplus
army gas masks . During the confrontation a group of representatives
of DRUM went into the building and demanded to see the policy makers .
The policy makers refused to meet, so DRUM said later . They went
back to the demonstration and ran down what had happened . Afterward
the demonstration broke up and the pigs fell away. So far DRUM had
pursued all their immediate objectives by peaceful means . But DRUM
takes the any-means-necessary position in regard to goals.
The militant demonstration jolted both the company and the union .
Chrysler's newly-created community-relations department promptly
got on the case. The union also reacted . DRUM was cordially invited
to attend the Sunday session of the Detroit black caucus of the UAW,
which is supposed to be a citywide caucus of black representatives of
every UAW local in town.
The leaders of DRUM went to the meeting expecting to find a group
of militant black men. Instead they found the caucus to be made up of
four old wrinkled-up kneegrows and two young brothers . DRUM's 12
hard black workers dominated the meeting.
One old Uncle Remus from Local 7 rapped about irrelevant things .
He talked about what he did "way back then" . Another fossil continued
the nonsense with a rap on Nineteenth Century unionism and a spot of
reminiscence on a first kneegrow theme . The only positive thing to be
achieved was an agreement by all to support DRUM in its fight against
racism at Chrysler.
On Monday, the following day, DRUM once again demonstrated at the
plant. Chrysler officials on top of the factories were using telescopes,
binoculars, and cameras to try to discern who was participating in the
demonstration . A few Chrysler flunkies had the audacity to try serving
injunctions against the demonstration .
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When they tried to hand the John Doe injunctions to individuals, the
demonstrators slapped them from their hands, tore them up, and threw
the pieces over the fence around the plant.
The pigs in blue showed up and began to break up the perfectly-legal
demonstration . The plant was partially shut down that day. And it can
be added that they would have been backed up with guns instead of with
picket signs .
In the weeks following the demonstration, DRUM has received wide
support from the various church groups and other organizations in the
black community. They have also won the respect of practically all the
black workers not only at Dodge Main, but also at other local plants.
In their efforts to slander and discredit DRUM the UAW has branded
DRUM a racist, illegitimate, hate-mongering communist organization.
The UAW -with its long practice of racism from its very inception
which is reflected by the fact that blacks pay about a fourth of the dues
in the UAW, but there are only 72 black International Representatives
out of a total of almost 1100 .
The UAW can call DRUM illegitimate, when its own "legitimacy' is
granted by the company and supported by the courts rather than by the
super-exploited black workers .
The UAW calls DRUM a hate organization when it is crystal clear to
all that it is the black workers who are the victims of hate .
Playing on the brainwashed psyche of the masses, the 'JAW is going
for its red-baiting thing by branding DRUM a communist organization.
If DRUM were truly a communist organization, they would have listed
15 ultimatums instead of 15 reformist demands .
The brothers at the plants are hip to the jive the UAW is trying to
run . They can try to use these tactics to stop DRUM if they want to .
But such counter-revolutionary activity will only heighten the workers'
revolutionary focus and sharpen the contradiction between the UAW and
the rank and file . The UAW has messed over the workers for too long .
By continually doing so, the only thing they will get in the end is a good
ass-kicking.

THE BUTCHER SHOP : HAMTRAMCK HOSPITAL
(from DRUM Newsletter Number 21)
The Hamtramck so-called hospital is no better than your butcher
shop . The butcher shop will kill an animal quick, but the pig doctors
would prolong black people's pain forever if they could . The hospital
at Hamtramck resembles a German concentraion-camp hospital. These
pig so-called doctors are no more than stooges for the Honky general
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foremen like "Wild Bill" Jimmy Briggs, Dick Gutis, and Joe Sharen .
These off-beat, cast-off pig quacks are coming very close to adding
maiming and murder to their crimes against black people .
There are plenty of complaints coming into DRUM, like that of our
black brother in Department 9160 who had Hong Kong flu. His foreman
refused to let him go to First Aid for over an hour, claiming he was
short of help. By the time the nurse took his temperature and sent him
to see the doctor, the doctor had already been called by our "black
brother' general foreman and told to send him back to work . When the
brother got back he told the foreman he just couldn't make it and had to
see his doctor. Our brother left work and went straight to his doctor's
office, where he fell out on the floor. The doctor told him that he had
the new flu and was close to having pneumonia .
Another black brother went to First Aid one day to have his swollen
ankle checked out . On this day there was only one nurse in the place .
She told one of the black sisters who was suffering from pains in her
leg and stomach that it was a factory first-aid station and she could
quit coming there every time she got a pain . When the nurse got to the
black brother she couldn't figure out why his ankle had swollen upeven though he told her that he was a truck driver and the long hours
of standing on the gas pedal had aggravated this cut on his foot. The
nurse called for the butcher, whereupon the fat pig stuck his head out
the door, glanced at the ankle, and said : "Put some medication on it
and send him back to work."
Last week a black sister fell down the stairs, and her stupid Honky
foreman didn't want her to go to First Aid . The Hamtramck First Aid
sent her to Ford Hospital for an X-ray. When she got back she had a
slightly-fractured wrist and a bruised leg and hip. The nut at the
so-called hospital sent her back to work and put on her slip, doing
left-hand work on a sit-down job .
Then there was the black brother in 1950 whose back was strained
so badly he couldn't walk. They would not let him go home . He was off
work for two or three months . And there was the sister in cut-and-sew
who had sugar diabetes and accidentally took an overdose of medicine .
She was sent back to work. And there are enough others to fill a book.
We black workers can no longer bear the brunt of the outrageous
medical practices carried out by the white racist doctors, nurses, and
corporate policy-makers at the medical centers here at Hamtramck
assembly plant and Huber foundry. Let's prepare to move en masse
against this medical policy . We would be better off treating each other
than being toyed with by these white racists .
DOWN WITH RACIST MEDICAL PRACTICES!
DOWN WITH RACIST DOCTORS!
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DOWN WITH RACIST NURSES!
JOIN DRUM!

Lap Dogs on the rise.
We must move forward . DRUM has been in existence for about six
months now at the Hamtramck assembly plant. Our overall objective
as outlined previously is to destroy racism at the Hamtramck plant
and in UAW Local 3. Our method for carrying out our program is to
expose the truth and to forge black unity. With a body of united black
workers we shall be able to wipe out every vestige of racism wherever
it may exist.
The foremost obstacles standing in our way at this time are the
notorious Uncle Toms in our midst. It must be understood that in our
history most of the revolutionary struggles of black people failed just
because of the traitors from within. Therefore the Uncle Toms present
are an ever-present danger to DRUM, to black workers, and to the
black community at large, and even to themselves, because they are
obviously unaware of the seriousness with which we have launched our
just struggles .
Since DRUM has been in existence, we black workers have suffered
many abuses . We have been fired on trumped-up charges, we have been
attacked in the parking lot behind the bars by the fascist Polish pigs of
the Hamtramck Police Department. We have been locked in the Union
Hall and have been beaten and maced in the eyes by those same pigs .
Our brothers have been run down by those same pigs on motorcycles .
We have been generally harassed by the white-controlled racist UAW
officials. We have been intimidated by white racist plant-protection
guards . We have had an election stolen from us, and we have had other
forces making undercover moves in our name.
Black Brothers and Sisters, we have remained patient and disciplined
in the face of those abuses and sufferings . We have relied on you to
decide our course of action, understanding that our suffering helps you
to understand the vicious corrupt elements we are struggling against.
We must now prepare to obtain "new guards for our future security' .
We must prepare now and become psychologically set to deal with
Uncle Toms in whatever manner the masses of black people decide.
Uncle Toms are traitors ; they will sell us out for 30 pieces of silver
and help keep us divided . They give subsequent aid to our enemies by
speaking out in the Honkies' behalf.
As DRUM attempts to flush out all of the Uncle Toms, its task gets
more and more difficult . For by exposing Uncle Toms we have forced
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some of them to go underground and at the same time we have forced
the Honkies to pay top dollar to'have some of our own so-called black
brothers denounce DRUM.
Because of the above facts, Uncle Toms have become so diverse
that it is becoming increasingly more difficult to keep track of them.
We have Uncle Toms tomming in the black community and snitching
at the plant . We have Toms snitching at the so-called Solidarity House .
We have Toms snitching at the Hamtramck assemblyplant, the Huber
foundry, and Local 3 . We have Toms snitching on the department level
inside the plant. We have out-of-sight Toms who stand up out front as
saviors for white racism. We have off-the-wall Toms who stand up and
support some off-the-wall ("it takes time") philosophy designed merely
to stifle the black struggle . And we have sneaky Toms - and these are
in many ways the most-dangerous Toms . They go around with natural
hair speaking about black unity, and thereby gain access to information
they could not normally get.
It is obvious that with out-of-sight community so-called Solidarity
House Uncle Toms, and sneaky department-level Toms, it is so hard
to keep track of the many varieties of Toms that DRUM has devised
a new method - a Tom chart. We suggest that all our black brothers
make a sample copy of this sample Tom chart, so that when one of the
Toms' names pops up, you will know just what kind of bag he is playing
out of. You may also find it necessary to add names to it, and when any
of these Toms come up missing you will know what happened to them
and why.
Join DRUM!

GETTING OUR HISTORY STRAIGHT
(from DRUM Newsletter Number 23)
To enlighten the black worker of his true history, DRUM carried this
article in the 23rd issue of its newsletter
HIS STORY
History of his story.
"The day the slave ship landed in America our history ended and his
story began .* Like everything else, the white racist power structure
has lied about the true history of the black worker. "Negro" history
leads us to believe that some of us were field Negroes : the ones who
did the hardest work (picking cotton, et cetera), wore the raggediest

clothes, and ate the worst food ; and the rest of us were house Negroes
the ones who received the lightest jobs (cleaning the master's house,
et cetera), wore the best clothes, and ate the best food . This is far
from the truth.
"Negro" slaves were employed in foundries as foremen, founders,
and blacksmiths . They were used to mine coal and ore . They worked on
the waterfront as longshoremen. With the exception of conductors, they
worked on the railroads in every capacity including that of locomotive
engineer, and they piloted the steamboats that plied on Southern waters .
They were even used to some extent as hands in the textile mills, and
formed a large portion of the workers in the tobacco factories . These
facts can be found in The Black Worker, by Sterling D . Spero and
Abram L. Harris . And this is not all . In the same book it is reported
"A number of blacks worked in the skilled crafts such as carpentry,
masonry, blacksmithing, and the other mechanical trades ."
Why would the Honky permit slaves (black workers) to obtain jobs
that sometimes his fellow Honky couldn't get? The answer is really
very simple. As spelled out in The Black Worker : "The masters found
it both easier and cheaper to have their slaves trained in carpentry,
masonry, blacksmithing, and the other mechanical trades than to have
to depend on outside free white labor." The Honky even got farther out
than that : Many masters regarded their skilled slaves as a profitable
source of income, and instead of keeping them on the plantation to
serve the mechanical needs of the establishment, sent them to practice
their trades in the cities .
History is best qualified to reward all research. All black workers
should be able to see in 1968 that his story is REPEATING itself in the racist UAW . It is a fact that black people didn't just pick cotton
during "slavery", and that black people did work on so-called good jobs
then . But we must keep in mind WHY. The only reason the Honky ever
permitted blacks to do these jobs was that IT WAS EASIER FOR HIM
(THE HONKY) TO DO SO! It was not because he loved black people .
If you doubt what the writer says, check this out : During slavery the
Honky insisted on employing his slaves in whatever manner he found
profitable. If blacks were not needed on the plantation, they were rented
out to dig ditches . If they were too weak to stand the strain of working
in the fields, they were sent to the cotton mills "to attend to the looms
and the spindles" . In racist America, black workers have "progressed"
only when it was profitable for the Honky or when world pressure was
put on America in time of war. Black people can work when the Honky
is at war, but as soon as the war is over we're right back out in the
street . Brothers and Sisters, things are not getting better, things are
getting worse ; black workers unite with DRUM or perish.
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THE CARROT AND THE STICK : DECEMBER 11, 1968
(from DRUM Newsletter Number 24)
Last week while Chrysler Corporation executives were in Atlanta
smiling and shaking hands with the Reverend Ralph Abernathy and all
expressing their satisfaction with a "milestone agreement" on a plan to
"pour $1,000,000 into colored-owned banks in three US cities (Atlanta,
Los Angeles, Detroit)", another Chrysler executive, Gwain Gillespie the general manager of Dodge Truck operations, also was smiling and
shaking hands-with Detroit Police Commissioner Johannes Spreen,
and expressing his satisfaction with another "milestone agreement" namely the gift of two Dodge Executive Suite Vans to the Detroit Police
Department .
We of DRUM feel that the Chrysler Corporation's supposed plan to
"pour $1,000,000" into those three black communities is indeed a new
milestone - in bullshit and nonsense - since the combined population
of those three communities is, roughly, two million black people. This
means that even if the $1,000,000 were to be divided equally among the
black people of the three communities, each person would get just 500.
If they should ever really want to do some good, perhaps some of the
mini-brained executive pigs of Chrysler Corporation will devote some
of their not-too-valuable time to correcting racist practices in their
plants in Detroit and elsewhere, instead of using it to devise bullshit
pacification programs that are nothing but rank insults to the black
community .
We would also like to comment on that other "milestone" -the gift
of two vans to the Detroit Police Department . We agree that this too
is indeed a milestone-in honesty . It clearly reveals the contempt of
Chrysler Corporation in particular and big business in general for the
black community . The vans were given to the Police Department to aid
them in recruiting because, according to Gwain Gillespie : "Recruiting
good police officers is important to us at Dodge too, because police
work is in our best interest."
We know goddam well that police work is in your "best interest" since you have used the police repeatedly to harass and intimidate the
black workers in general and DRUM members in particular in recent
walkouts and demonstrations ; to write unjustified parking tickets ; and
last but not least to physically attack DRUM members and other black
workers on the street and inside the Union Hall with mace and even ax
handles during the election of union trustees .
Further, we can only hope that these so-called "good" policemen
won't be recruited from the same pig-pen that produced "defenders of
law and order" like those who attacked the black students at McMichael
Junior High School when they staged a walkout, or those who savagely
beat black youths at a dance in the Veterans' Memorial Building, or the
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homicidal psychopaths that murdered in the infamous Algiers Motel .
DRUM maintains that both so-called milestones are nothing more
than perfect examples of the Honky's "carrot and stick" policy whereby
he offers a carrot ($1,000,000) to the oppressed black community with
one hand, while the other hand threatens the community with a stick
(the police force). The Chrysler version of the "carrot and stick' idea
is doomed to fail as all other versions have failed, most notably the
attempt to use it in Vietnam. The black community is not for sale and
will not be intimidated bypig policemen, "good" or otherwise .

WHY?
Within the space of two weeks two of our fellow black workers, young
brother Gary Thompson and sister Mamie Williams, were murdered
by the Chrysler Corporation. Attendance by Eldon employees at both
of the funeral services was sparse, but perhaps that is understandable
in view of the present economic situation . However it should be noted
and noted well that not a single Local 961 union official attended Mamie
Williams's funeral, and only two -Al Holly and James Cavers -came
to Gary Thompson's funeral. Our Uncle Tom President and Supersonic
Nigger Executive Board consisting of James Franklin, Leon Johnson,
Dan Toomer, Big Davis, Charlie McNeeley, J. C. Thomas, and their ilk,
along with the mass of so-called "black" stewards and committeemen,
did not see fit to even send a telegram or wreath to the families of the
deceased union members, much less attend the last rites.
We of ELRUM can make these statements because we were present
at both of the funerals and are presently doing everything in our power
to aid the families concerned . We say this not out of self-glorification,
but out of a true and sincere feeling of concern for all of our brothers
and sisters . The present union administration, from top to bottom, has
demonstrated time and again its lack of concern with the problems of
black workers at Eldon. Its lackadaisical attitude regarding the deadly
conditions in the plant, which have just recently taken two lives, shows
that Elroy and Company are in partnership with management.
The time to break up this union-management partnership is now!
The time to obtain BLACK representation is now! The time to stop all
racist harassment, intimidation, degradation, and murder is right now!

Three Members of ELRUM Discharged
Three members of ELRUM (Eldon Revolutionary Union Movement)
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were recently discharged for their part in the safety work stoppage
which took place at Eldon on May 27 and 28 . The work stoppage was
a direct response to the murder of Gary Thonq)son, the young black
forklift driver who was crushed to death on Tuesday morning, May 26 .
Prior to this tragic occurrence the Eldon Safety Committee, a loose
coalition composed by ELRUM, Eldon Wildcat, and several discharged
union officials, had been putting out leaflets and papers exposing the
hazardous conditions at Eldon. The Safety Committee responded to
Thompson's murder with a safety work stoppage, a refusal to work
until the plant is cleaned up and the deadly conditions are corrected.
This action is covered under the National Labor Relations Act, giving
workers the right to refuse to work under hazardous safety conditions
regardless of union contracts and agreements .
Armed with this act the Safety Committee showed up at the gates on
Wednesday morning with picket signs saying "Death Rides a Jitney",
"No Safety, No Production', "Refuse To Work Until The Plant Is Safe',
and "You Will Be Next" . ELRUM had lawyers at each gate to deal with
the police and any injunctions that might be issued, and the picketing
began. The response from the day shift was fair, and nearly all of the
afternoon shift stayed off work . However dissension within the ranks of
the Safety Committee, particularly among Uncle Tom union officials,
spelled failure for the safety work struggle . Management's response to
the deaths of black workers and to the safety work stoppage was to call
out the Detroit Police Department and request special patrols of their
Tactical Mobile Unit. James Edwards, one of the discharged members
of ELRUM, was arrested on bogus assault and battery charges. (Later
the charges were dropped .) UAW Local 961 made no response at all
to the work stoppage, their interest being the corporation's interest,
as they have demonstrated time and again.
On Friday, May 29, Chrysler discharged Alonzo Chandler, Robert
McKee, and James Edwards, all members of ELRUM, for an alleged
violation of the "no strike" clause in the agreement between Chrysler
and the UAW . This action was clearly another premeditated act on the
part of Chrysler and the UAW designed to rid the plant forever of any
voice that cries for justice for black workers. The racists of Chrysler
Corporation even went so far as to send out letters to all of Eldon's
employees expressing phony sympathy and concern over the recent
murder of Gary Thompson and denouncing the people who participated
in the work stoppage .
This week Harry T. Englebrecht, lackey plant manager of the Eldon
gear and axle plant, sent out letters to all of the Eldon employees in
regard to the recent safety work stoppage . Below is the Faiglebrecht
letter and ELRUM's reply to it.
To : Eldon Avenue Axle Eniployees
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The events that occurred at our plant last week have been of deep
concern to me, as I am sure they have been to you . Most disturbing,
of course, was the tragic accident which resulted in the death of Gary
Thompson, one of our jitney drivers . Rest assured that our continuing
efforts to make our plant a safe place to work in will be intensified .
This, along with your observance of good safety practices, will prevent
future accidents .
I am also extremely concerned because of the disruptions that have
taken place at our gates at shift-change times, resulting in the loss to
plant employees and their families of many thousands of dollars in
wages . I am convinced that the vast majority of Eldon people want to
come to work and perform their jobs conscientiously. Regrettably,
however, there is a small group of people who seem not to care about
their own welfare or the welfare of others . It appears that their aim is
to disrupt our operations by any means possible .
Last Wednesday, May 27, our gates were obstructed by a number of
people, many of whom were not our employees. These persons had no
legitimate interest in or responsibility for what goes on in our plant .
Most had nothing to lose by their irresponsible demonstrations . The
fact that hundreds of our employees were deprived of their wages
apparently did not concern them .
You should be aware that we have taken and will continue to take all
legal steps needed to insure your safety and keep our plants operating .
To this end, it was necessary to discharge those employees who were
responsible for, or elected to participate in, disruptions at our gates .
Although deeply disturbed by the events of last week I am encouraged
by the large numbers of loyal employees who came to work despite the
outside protesters and disruptors at our gates . These employees are
to be commended for their patience during this time of stress . Their
continued responsible conduct will serve to preserve our security and
ability to earn a living.
Very Truly Yours,
Harry T. Englebrecht
Plant Manager
Eldon Avenue Axle Plant
An Open Letter to Funky, Flunky
Honky Harry T. Englebrecht and
White Racist Chrysler Corporation
Dear Harry :
You and the white racist corporation you work for have demonstrated
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beyond all doubt that you're nothing but a gang of one more axle, one
more car, and suck the life blood of one more worker . You say that you
that you
are "concerned" about the "events" at "our" plant last week,
life
of Gary
which
took
the
"accident"
by
the
tragic
"disturbed"
are
Thompson.
of
Yes, you, Harry T. Englebrecht, stand before the black workers
and
now
Mamie
Williams,
Logan,
Eldon with the fresh blood of Rose
Gary Thompson dripping from your fangs and claws, and say that you
are "concerned and disturbed"'.
What is the nature of your "concern", Harry? Are you "concerned'
your
about the family of Rose Logan, now motherless because of one of
Mamie
family
of
about
the
"concerned'
high-lows?
Are
you
brakeless
Williams, Harry? The same Mamie Williams whom you made leave a
hospital bed and a doctor's care so she could return to the death pit of
Eldon Avenue?
Are you "concerned", Harry, about the pregnant wife whose husband
you killed, or about the 19-month-old son whose father you murdered ?
Gary Thompson was only 22 years old, Harry; he survived 18 months
in Vietnam, yet he could not survive a mere five months in your plant.
But of course your "concern" will remove this huge burden of sorrow
that rests on the families of those whose loved ones you murdered .
We suppose too, Harry, that you are "concerned and disturbed" about
the outrageous and deadly conditions which exist in the Eldon Avenue
with
gear and axle plant. We imagine it "disturbs" you to see high-lowssafety
lines;
missing
and
hydraulic
horns,
lights,
tires;
broken
lopsided
rails; and faulty or completely-non-existent brakes and emergency
brakes. We suppose too that while you sit in your air-conditioned office
sipping Cutty Sark and Chivas Regal, the dangerous oil-covered floors
and the cluttered aisleways weigh like millstones on your humanitarian
mind. Yes, Harry, when you sit in your cozy leather chair in your plush
office and watch black workers coming into the plant bandaged in casts
and splints, wrapped up like mummies, VICTIMS of your oil-belching,
rusty, and unsafe machinery, we know your "concern" brings tears crocodile tears -to your eyes.
You say the observance of good safety practices will prevent future
accidents -as if a flimsy pair of safety glasses can stop five tons of
cold hard steel . You say that efforts to make the plant safe are being
intensified-but we know that the only thing being intensified is the
already-outrageous production. You say that you are "concerned" about
the employees' loss of wages -as if their wages were more valuable
than their lives .
Yes, Harry, we of ELRUM clearly understand the nature of your
"concern' and the reasons you are "disturbed" . We understand that the
lives and limbs of black workers are meaningless to profit-hungry
pirates like yourself. We understand why you and all the other racist
criminals of Chrysler would spend thousands of dollars to send out
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hypocritical and deceitful letters, yet spend not one penny to correct
the hazardous conditions which maim and kill black workers every day.
You praise the patience of the "overwhelming" majority of workers
in these times of stress, but even you cannot see that patience rapidly
turning to outrage and anger. Your discharge of Robert McKee, Alonzo
Chandler, and James Edwards, along with other members of the Eldon
Safety Committee, will not stop ELRUM from organizing that anger and
outrage . The day when you could snuff out black lives with impunity is
gone. No longer will we play the victims to your deadly plans of profit.
Yes, Harry, you say that you are "concerned and disturbed" . Well,
Harry, you will soon be in a panic -you will soon be pulling the hair
out of your already-graying head, and the ulcers you now have will soon
spread throughout your whole body. You see, Harry, we are concerned
and disturbed, too; and we are making revolution; and we will win!
Uhuru na Umoja
Freedom and Unity
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Studies of the League of Revolutionary Black Workers and its many
activities are few . Worthy of mention are : "Our Thing Is DRUM", in
Leviathan, Volume 2 (June 1970), an interview with League members
with an excellent introduction by Jim Jacobs of the Detroit Organizing
Committee, and Robert Dudnick : Black Workers in Revolt (New York,
Guardian Pamphlet, 1969). Two attempts to place the League within the
broader contexts of black history and black liberation struggles are
John H. Bracey, August Meier, and Elliott Rudwick (editors) : Black
Nationalism in America (Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill, 1969) and John
H. Bracey : "Black Nationalism Since Garvey", in M. Kilson, D. Fox,
and N. Higgins (editors) : Key Issues in the Afro-American Experience
(New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, forthcoming).
The outstanding sources are the publications of the League itself.
Inner-City Voice is the monthly newspaper ; DRUM, FRUM, ELRUM,
et cetera are the shop newsletters ; Black Student Voice, in its various
editions, deals with the problems of education and black students . The
League also puts out a steady flow of leaflets in response to local and
national issues, and as an information service to their communities .
Black Star Publishing Company, the League's printing apparatus, has
already produced Ernie Mkalimoto's Revolutionary Nationalism and the
Class Struggle, and other books and pamphlets will be forthcoming.
If at all possible one should see "Finally Got the News", the League's
documentary film. This is one of the most-outstanding films on the
black liberation struggle ever produced . Foregoing "revolutionary'
theatrics and rhetoric, the film conveys the reality of revolutionary
struggle around issues and toward goals . In this film, people, and not
personalities, are the "stars" .
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"I am convinced that the decade of the seventies will be
one of serious repression for us, black people in the United
States. Although we are black and will suffer the mostfrom
repression we must not fail to understand that the racist
United States government is going to try to kill all forms of
dissent. " from . . . .

THE POLITICAL THOUGHT
OF JAMES FORMAN
Joint project of NBEDC and the League
of Revolutionary Black Workers.

Now, under one cover, the dynamic thought of a black man
whose revolutionary ideas did much to shape the direction
of black struggle during the 1960s. Not only a sobering
appraisal of the past decade of struggle, The Political
Thought of James Forman furnishes a coherent guideline
for what is to be done in the 1970s .
The Political Thought of James Forman covers the development of revolutionary organization, the political organizer
and his role, the Black Manifesto, Fanon's contribution to
national liberation struggles, the concept of International
Black Power, the struggle against apartheid in South Africa
and its American parallel, black studies in the fight against
colonization, and other related topics.
A must for any serious revolutionary in America. Check it
out.
copies of The Political Thought of
Please send me
James Forman at $2.50. I enclose 0 check, 0 money ofder.
0 Please put my name on Black Star';-. mailing list for
advance notices of Black Star publications .
NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

Black Star Publishing, 8814 Fenkell, Detroit, Mich. 28238
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From Repression
To Revolution
KENNETH V.000KREL
The ensuing speech was made by Kenneth V. Cockrel at a repression
conference held at Saint Joseph's Church, January 30, 1970, under the
planning and sponsorship of Newsreel in Detroit. The speakers were
Robert Williams, former President of the Republic of New Africa;
Emory Douglas, Minister of Culture of the Black Panther Party; and
Attorney Kenneth V. Cockrel, Central Staff member of the League of
Revolutionary Black Workers . Following is the text of Cockrel's talk
A Need for Criticism
First of all, I think it is the obligation of persons who are part of
political structures that they regard as serious political structures to
engage in criticism in the spirit of fraternity and constructive concern
for accomplishment of revolutionary objectives . So it is in that spirit
that I would like to make some observations about the conduct of this
meeting . That is to say that whoever set up the meeting (and I'm not
sure that I can identify the persons who set up the meeting : Newsreel
and perhaps some other individuals) - it seems to me ought to be the
object of some criticism here, in terms of not making the maximum
efficient utilization of the time, and the presence of the people here.
Now I don't want to compound that by going into an extenuated rap on
the instances of attempts at incarceration that met with no success on
the part of the Man in relation to members of organizations that I am
associated with. What I do want to say is that I don't understand what
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this program is all about. And I don't see what we can accomplish
within the context of these protracted raps . And I think that there has
been a breach of responsibility on the part of the people who had set up
this meeting, and I think they ought to be criticized for that, and they
ought to accept that criticism in the spirit in which it was intended .
But if they don't, it's of no consequence either.
On a Revolutionary Need to Avoid Arrest
Now the position that the League of Revolutionary Black Workers
takes in relation to the question of repression, since this is styled as
a repression conference, is that there is but one means whereby a
repression can be ended--and that is that the source of the repression
(namely the oppressor) be destroyed.
We don't say that idly--we don't say that in the familiar sense of
the nominal black militant who points his finger and roundly denounces
honkeys, threatens to decimate the entire white population of, the globe,
and stands astride of what remains and proclaims the intrinsic beauty
of blackness without relating to a concrete political program that will
end oppression for all people in this world. We say in all seriousness
that there is but one solution, and that is the destruction of the present
state mechanism . The dismantling of the present state mechanism and
the process whereby that dismantling will be brought about is that those
who are seriously concerned about bringing about revolutionary change
will move to seize state power, and what we suggest is the program of
the League of Revolutionary Black Workers .
We say that for a very-simple reason : We express and we feel
total solidarity with all organizations which relate in a revolutionary
way to conditions in this country. We are concerned about the extent
to which they appear to be singled out to have repression visited upon
them, and to the extent that it is possible we do all we can to support
members of other organizations who find themselves subjected in a
speck way to efforts at repression . For example we relate to and
defend members of the Welfare Rights Organization, and indeed we've
represented and related to members of the Black Panther Party here
and elsewhere . But we feel that the principal responsibility of persons
who are concerned about doing political work is that they first of all
have an obligation to conduct themselves in such a way as to avoid
incarceration, because the primary responsibility of revolutionaries
is to be about the business of doing revolutionary work . And that means
that your first responsibility is to do everything in your power to avoid
becoming a defense organization.
Now there's a very-interesting phenomenon that is operating here
at this meeting. One of the things I was alluding to when I was engaged
in my criticisms . See, the first phenomenon is that the MC or master
of ceremonies (he who has the responsibility for this program) exhibits
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a kind of standard and fairly-predictable sycophantic white response .
That is, there are bloods speaking : I am reluctant to exercise any kind
of control over the meeting because they are bloods. What is it? Is it
that the cat's into a sycophantic thing? Is the cat just afraid that he's
a blood? Or is it the position that any utterance that is ever made by
any blood at any time is profoundly revolutionary in content and should
not be in any way stifled, stymied, ordered, directed, or organized?
We regard that as being a wholesale abdication of the responsibility to
use one's time efficiently and use the time of other people efficiently.
That's one observation we would want to make in connection with what
we pick up on .
On Revolution in Detroit
The other thing that we pick up on at a meeting like this is that we
got -you know : All the people here are basically local people, living
in the metropolitan area, living in the city of Detroit. They're here to
relate to what is called a repression conference, and the discussionwith the exception of the discussion with Chairman Rob, who presently
resides here and who is the object of an effort at extradition-relates
to the political prisoners strung out all over the country. No discussion
whatsoever with regard to what's going down in Detroit, what's going
down in the metropolitan area, and how you relate to that . What does
that say?
There are people here, for example, who are so unaware of what's
going down in terms of serious effort at making revolutionary change
in this city that when they seek external objects of admiration relating
to what they perceive as revolutionary, they are forced to canvass the
country and relate to, let us say, New Haven, Fort Hood, Texas, Fort
Jackson, Fort Dix, the Milwaukeee Fourteen, or whatever. We could
go on : Texas Southern Five, Fort Jackson Eight, and so on. What they
don't realize is that there are wholesale murders going down right here
in the city of Detroit, wholesale murders indeed going down wherever
you find yourself in this country. And that there are persons being
killed who are not Panthers, that there are political organizations
being subjected to attacks which are not Black Panther organizations.
We're not suggesting for a second that we have the remotest interest
in having these things recognized just so that persons can say : "Well,
there's been a fairly- impressive list of shall - we - say Black Panther
casualties.' It then becomes the responsibility of other speakers to
attempt to match it or perhaps top it. We're not relating to that . What
we're relating to is the responsibility of politically- serious people to
recognize what's going down where they find themselves, because that's
where they've got an obligation to do work. The reality is that you ain t
in New Haven, that you can't do a damn thing for Bobby Seale, and you
can't do a damn thing for the Panther 21 . You can't do a damn thing
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for Fred Hampton and Mark Clark or for David Hilliard. But you can
do something where you find yourself. That is, you can be going about
the business of doing serious revolutionary work.
What do I mean by this? We say that the League of Revolutionary
Black Workers is a serious organization with a serious program that
has been consistently working over the years, and we point proudlynot to the number of persons we have in jail, not to the number we have
under indictment, but to the fact that we've functioned as a serious
revolutionary organization for years, and we have not one man in jail .
We point proudly to that fact. And we don't say that lightly, and we don't
say that because we haven't been subjected to efforts to place us in jail.
The last year, for example, has been replete with instances in which
efforts have been made to put members of the League of Revolutionary
Black Workers' Central Staff and member organizations in jail, and we
will briefly canvass them for the information of those who are present.
Member of Central Staff, General Gordon Baker Junior. You see,
I think it is the responsibility of persons engaged in political work to
select from their comrades their heroes, and while I have a profound
respect for other men in other organizations who are brothers who
are relating to the liberation struggle, my principal respect and my
undying love and affection and my primary responsibility and obligation
goes to my comrades in struggle . Persons with whom I am associated,
those are my heroes, and those are the persons whose posters I have
on my wall, my brothers .
And when we talk about my brothers, we understand that people in
Detroit have been subjected to many efforts at incarceration and what
is styled repression . But the significantly-different factor when you
begin to look at bloods who are operating in Detroit in all the different
organizations, incidentally, is the fact that the Man does not have them
anywhere in his jail . Be he RNA, be he Panther, be he League, be he
whatever. None of them . . . none of them . . . none of them . . . are in jail .
And that says something! What does that say? It says, Number One,
that we've got a highly- sophisticated black community in the city of
Detroit, and that we relate in such a way as to make it impossible for
the Man to frame us on jive chickenshit charges.
What do I mean by this? I mean a number of things . For example,
there has been discussion; there has been discussion of people being
charged with various kinds of conspiracies . But there is one thing that
must be understood when you talk about people being charged with
conspiracies . A conspiracy under law is defined as an agreement by
two or more persons to perpetrate an unlawful act in an unlawful way.
What does this mean? It means that the only way in which you could
get busted for conspiracy is for one of the parties to the conspiracy
to testify against you. That's the only way you can be cracked for a
conspiracy. What does that mean? That means, then, that you must be
a member of a political organization that is structured in such a way
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as to make it possible for your enemy to be in a position to sit on a
witness stand and plausibly run to the Man that you are a part of a
conspiracy to do some ridiculous thing.
We say that we do not relate to an organization that permits that kind
of penetration, and that is one of the reasons why we have ndt yet been
subjected to efforts at conspiracy. Although there has been one effort,
that being the federal grand jury that convened in the city to investigate
members of the League of Revolutionary Black Workers who also are
among the members of the Steering Committee of the Black Economic
Development Conference around the question of the Manifesto . People
like Mike Hamlin, Chick Wooten, John Williams, Luke Tripp, and other
members of the League of Revolutionary Black Workers were subjected
to the microscopic scrutiny of the federal bloodhounds . But we've been
successful to date, in that no indictments have actually been returned .
John Watson, -Central Staff member of the League of Revolutionary
Black Workers and former famous editor of the South End newspaper .
John Watson was attacked . John Watson was sought to be prosecuted
for allegedly beating the hell out of a white television newsman in the
offices of the South End who came to interview him to get his opinion
of a letter written by the president of Wayne State University charging
his paper with being anti-Semitic . The Detroit News and other racist
institutions in the city of Detroit, including jive liberal institutions
such as the UAW, are opposed to Watson because he is a member of
the League of Revolutionary Black Workers, which organization was
using the South End as an organizing vehicle . That is to say that after
the Inner City Voice went out of business, we took over the South End
with the explicit purpose in mind of using the resources of that printed
organ to organize workers in the plants .
This was being done, and this represented the reason John Watson
was attacked . . . and you found such perverse things going down in the
city as the racist Detroit News pretending not to be anti-Semitic and
charging the bloods with being anti-Semitic. John Watson was certainly
not anti-Semitic . John Watson was not sought to be prosecuted and
charged for beating the hell out of a white newsman because he was
alleged to have beaten up Joe Weaver . He was sought to be prosecuted
and charged because he was a member of a revolutionary organization
and he was making efficient revolutionary use of an available resource
to replace the resources we no longer had. He took over the South End .
Subject to Attack
Ron March, Central Staff member of the League of Revolutionary
Black Workers, a founding member of the Dodge Revolutionary Union
Movement (DRUM), which went on strike in 1968, closing down the
Dodge Main plant, which related to the Eldon Avenue Revolutionary
Movement (ELRUM), another member organization that closed down
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Injunctions were gotten naming members of the Central Staff,
Wooten, and naming General Baker, who was already on probation for
allegedly carrying a concealed weapon during the 1966 so-called mini
riot-the Kercheval Street incident, as it is referred to by the press .
demonstrating
The Man tried to bust him for violating an injunction by
against Chrysler Corporation, but was unsuccessful .
Ron March was charged-and we just completed his trial last month
-he was charged with assault and battery on a police officer from the
Tenth Precinct. They contended that Ronald March had nothing better
to do when he got off work than get in a car and play bumper tag with
some rollers, riding around in an unmarked squad car. We beat that.
Myself, a member of the Central Staff, had some problems in terms of
being cited for contempt . Presently, being subjected to disbarment for
allegedly characterizing, truthfully, the conduct of a judge -the racist
honky fool .
We could go on interminably. Young brothers in Black Student Voice
have been ejected from schools, Northern High School, for example Warren McAlpine, Rocquieth Jackson . Young brother Darryl Mitchell,
who has been kicked out of Highland Park High - just put on two-year
the
" probation by a Circuit Court judge because he was distributing
.
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We could go on and on with persons in organizations who have been
all of
sought out for attack. But we proudly proclaim to the world that
still
on
the
street
organization
are
our people who are members of our
and are still working. Moreover, we claim some responsibility for
keeping members of other organizations on the street, where they can
still work, like Hibbit .
We say that to say what? We say that to say a very simple thing,
that conferences like these should, theoretically at least, be designed
to produce something. That they shouldn't be designed to have persons'
auditory nerves affected by sound waves traveling across the ether .
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And that also deals with the question of oppression and repression,
because repression is that which is to be logically expected by people
who perceive you as a serious threat to the maintenance of conditions
which are beneficial to them . You are to be honored when you find that
you have become the object of an act of repression, because they would
not for a second consider expending energy in directing it toward you
if you did not, in some minimal way, at least, represent some threat
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to the way things are being done in this country. But the primary thing
that can be done to prevent the occurrence of repression is for those
of us of the oppressed classes to take aver, to take power, to run every
goddam l thing in this country, to run everything in this world -and
certainly to start out by running everything in this city.
On the First Responsibility
So, we say the first responsibility of revolutionary organizations is
to advance and practice a program that is designed to produce that one
and only thing that can bring about an end to repression, and that is to
take over power . How does the League of Revolutionary Black Workers
relate to that? Just briefly, one of the things the League is indeed now
involved in is organizing black workers, because the League proceeds
from the analysis that it is necessary to humanize the world, to destroy
racism, monopoly capitalism, imperialism, and the whole institutional
structure that is designed to maintain those three things . And we say
that the point of greatest vulnerability of such a system is the point of
production in the economic infrastructure of this system . So we say
it makes sense to organize workers inside of the plants to precipitate
the maximum dislocation and the maximum paralysis of the operation
of the capitalist-imperialist machine . And that is why we organize the
workers ; and we do not simply define workers in the orthodox sense of
those who toil laboriously with their hands over a lathe, or on the line,
or in the trim shop, or in the frame plant, or in the foundry. We say
that all people who don't own, rule, and benefit from decisions which
are made by those who own and rule are workers .
That includes black students who are kicked out of schools, because
these black students understand very clearly that the instruction they
get is designed to produce fodder or fuel for the maintenance and the
on-going operation of this economic machine . We understand, in other
words, that the productive relations of this society, the way in which
it's organized in terms of its economy, determines how the educational
structure is going to respond to it ; and we understand that Northern
and Northwestern High Schools, for example, have been deliberately
structured in such a way as to produce potential unemployed men in
periods of what are euphemistically referred to as recessions . Or, as
the alternative, bloods can go to Saigon and die bravely for this country
for which we have no reason whatsoever to die . That's what the present
educational system is designed in such a way as to reflect, precisely
what is ordered and required to be done by the economic system. And
we see that relationship .
We say that all persons who are oppressed are workers. Whether
they are permitted to participate productively in the operation of the
society is determined not by whether or not they are. workers, but by
the fact that the men who control the means of production can organize
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these means in such a way as to make them unnecessary. And the way
you solve that problem is to take over the total ownership and complete
control of those devices of production, so that you have a society where
you have not production for profit but production for the use of people
in the society-production for the use of those who do the producing.
We're committed to the development of that kind of society. And we
say that you do not develop that kind of society necessarily in the joint.
But we understand there are instances in which cats will get cracked
and there ain't nothing that they can do about it. They're going to get
vamped on ; they're going to be jammed up . We understand that. So we
organize workers .
We also understand that the only way you end oppression is not by
circulating petitions, not by writing letters to the attorney general,
not by packing galleries in the state legislature, not by demanding a
meeting on the third floor of Detroit Police Headquarters with whoever
the black administrative assistant to the current police commissioner
might be . We say that the only means whereby you can do this is to run
the police department and run the city. So we say we're committed to
running the city.
In order to do this we've got to develop a political machine . And when
we say that we're interested in developing a political machine, we do
not delude ourselves for a second into suggesting there's an alternative
route to the destruction of the oppressor short of actually having to
destroy him . We don't deceive ourselves . But we don't engage in any
superficial discussions between the cats relating to electoral politics .
That's bullshit. We relate to whatever's going to give us the power to
create and widen the sphere within which we can function to bring about
the destruction of this country.
We don't engage in bullshit arguments about "That's reformist, or
that's not reformist.' That which is reformist is simply that which is
counter-revolutionary. What is not reformist or counter-revolutionary
is any action that conduces to the creation of a larger predisposition
on the part of most people to view revolution as the only course of
conduct available to end oppression . That's what we relate to --that's
what we understand and see very clearly as being real .
One of the means whereby we begin to approach that is illustrated
by the following : There has been abillpassed proposing to decentralize
the Detroit School System-to create between 7 and 11 regions and
to create local regional governing bodies that will relate in certain
ways to the communities in which they find themselves and relate in
other ways to what remains a so-called Central Board whose members
will be increased, and so on . We have no illusions about decentralization
and community control being the solution to the problem. We don't say
that community control will end anything; but we do say, for example,
that if that bill affords an opportunity to organize people around the
concept of taking power, we will relate to the bill on that level . And in
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order to do that, the West Central Organization (which is headed by
John Watson, a member of the League) has been relating to the holding
of decentralization conferences and the attempt to develop a mechanism
to organize a political machine so that we can take power by whatever
means necessary.
We understand the need for a theoretical organ, for a revolutionary
organ, for a newspaper for a means of communication ; so we're making
efforts to develop a high-quality press. We've had some problems on
that score . We've printed the paper, and there are persons who have
all kinds of views of the Inner City Voice ; but nonetheless we keep on
pushing it because we think it's a very-serious revolutionary document .
Apart from that the League runs journalism classes . The League is
training young people to write. In addition to training young people to
write, the League is in the process of establishing printing presses and
printing shops and printing newspapers in four parts of this country.
That's another program because we understand the need for an accurate
and truthful dissemination of information .
What we say very simply is that yes, we can stand up and raise our
hands and declaim mightily about the existence of Honkies, that Black
is Beautiful, and we can hang bullets around our necks and wear all
kinds of dashikies, but that's not going to bring about an ultimate end
to oppression . What really is going to bring about an end to oppression
is doing very-serious and very-hard work over a fairly-protracted
period of time that is designed to increase the likelihood of the people's
taking power. And we say that the League represents that kind of an
organization and that it's important to talk about the League in that
connection at what is styled a repression conference, because we say
that the only means of ending that repression is to take power over that
system you find yourself in. And that's how we relate to repression.
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As this issue of Radical America, including the following article,
was being set in type, we were shocked to learn of the suicide of Bob
Starobin. It is hard to know how to respond in any adequate way to the
death of a friend and comrade who was barely 30 years old.
Bob's life was inextricably bound up with the development of the new
American Left during the past decade . As an undergraduate student at
Cornell University (Class of 1961) and managing editor of the student
newspaper, he was a leading spokesman for students beginning to react
through various ad hoc organizations to such evils as nuclear testing,
race discrimination, the House Committee on un-American Activities .
He maintained these same interests during his years as a graduate
student at Berkeley, where he helped to organize peace demonstrations,
worked actively in the campus Friends of SNCC group, and played a
key role in organizing graduate-student participation in the 1964 Free
Speech Movement.
Bob came to the University of Wisconsin in 1966, and during his
three years on the faculty enjoyed an exceptional rapport with students .
Despite his lack of smoothness as a speaker, he communicated a great
excitement about history and about the political questions that serious
history inevitably entails . His own politics moved left with the politics
of the student movement . He identified with students rather than with
the university administration or his more-conservative colleagues, and
it was that identification, and the various questions it raised about his
"departmental citizenship", that lay behind his failure to obtain tenure.
He was in the university, but by no means of the university. His PhD
dissertation, published last year by Oxford University Press under the
title of Industrial Slavery in the Old South, was a solid work of social
history. Using a standard form of academic commendation, Harvard's
Frank Friedel called the book "a calm, thorough investigation" . Bob
Starobin, however, was far from a calm person . His introduction to a
documentary book on the Denmark Vesey uprising, also published last
year, spoke angrily of the continued attempts to crush black militancy
in America, as evidenced by the shooting of Fred Hampton and Mark
Clark. It was a matter of great pride to him that his introduction to the
Vesey book was reprinted in the Black Panther newspaper .
Whatever may have been the personal anguish that went into his
final tragic decision, in the background lay a burning hatred of social
injustice--particularly the racism that has been so central to life in
America. The final sentences of the article that follows give a hint of
the kind of despair he may have felt when he considered the political
prospects in America today. Some of us may have a greater degree of
"long-range optimism" than Bob Starobin did, but it is impossible not
to see in his death a horrifying reminder of so many dashed hopes .
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Racism and the
American Experience
ROBERT S . STAROBIN
Recent historical research has made it possible to understand the
development of white racism and the centrality of the black experience
in America . This has not always been so, because until very recently
the writing of American history as it affected blacks has been largely
characterized either by traditional white racist assumptions of black
inferiority, or by a revisionism based on a liberal world view . (1)
Racist historians held in brief that blacks were of little consequence
to the American experience, as they were basically unequal to whites .
Liberal historians, on the other hand, held that Negroes have made
many important contributions to the American heritage and should be
included in the study of the "great melting pot" . Within the last decade,
however, a group of younger scholars has challenged both these views,
so that the study of black history and of white racism has now begun to
undergo a radical re-interpretation . For the newer studies stress the
persistence of racism and the centrality of institutions like slavery to
long periods of American history; they view the oppression of blacks
as a key to the meaning of the American experience .

Racist historiography conceived of black people as being altogether
passive in the American story. It ignored, distorted, or disparaged the
contributions of blacks to the shaping of American institutions . Blacks
had no significdht history of their own, and their presence in America
was either an unfortunate mistake or at best a nuisance to be tolerated.
Least of all did the racist historians view American development as
dependent to any extent on the position of black people ; they denied or
overlooked the centrality of racial prejudice as in independent force in
American development.
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Racists dominated historical writing on slavery and reconstruction
from the late 1890s until World War II . Products of an age when blacks
were being more and more disfranchised, brutalized, and generally
denied human dignity, and when the US was simultaneously carrying on
overseas expansion in the name of the "white man's burden", historians
exhibited white-supremacist attitudes when they dealt with the topic of
black history. Ulrich B. Phillips, the Georgian whose American Negro
Slavery (New York, 1918) was the first systematic study of bondage,
and William A . Dunning, the Northerner whose Columbia University
students wrote the first state studies of reconstruction, were among
the historians whose work was pervaded with racist assumptions (2).
These traditionalist historians never really took blacks seriously .
If they considered Negroes at all, they generally depicted them as

.
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Samboes -that is, as shiftless, docile, happy-go-lucky, intellectually
incompetent and almost sub-human children. Since Africa was, to the
racists, a land of dark tribal savagery, slavery had been absolutely
necessary to uplift the "black barbarians" to the standards of white
society. Africa itself had no history worthyof investigation, and African
studies were as unheard-of as black studies . Slave owners were simply
benevolent masters who maintained and supported bondage not because
it was profitable, but because it was the only conceivable system of
race relations . Since slavery was dying out of its own weight, the Civil
War was a "needless" bloodbath caused by fanatical abolitionists and
Southern fire-eaters . Reconstruction was likewise a "tragic era", to
use Claude Bowers's title, when the "natural" (that is, white) Southern
leaders were denied political rights . The reconstruction governments
led by blacks, carpetbaggers, and scalawags not only were corrupt,
but, worst of all, promoted the amalgamation of the races . While the
Redeemers - white Southerners who overthrew Radical Reconstruction
-were the ultimate saviors of the South, since they restored the black
man to "his proper" (that is, the lowest) place in Southern society.

By the 1930s, liberal revisionist historians were undertaking a full
reassessment of the role of blacks in American history . Unlike racists
the liberals (including pioneer black historians like Carter Woodson
and A. A. Taylor as well as whites like Vernon Lane Wharton) tried to
combat racial stereotypes by emphasizing the outstanding contributions
of Negroes to, and the success of their progress in, American life.
Highly inspirational, the liberals urged both whites and blacks to
appreciate Negro achievements and to revere certain worthy Negroes
in order to assimilate Negroes into the American heritage. Whereas
the racists ignored blacks altogether, the liberals avidly praised them
and attempted to bring them into the American family, Merl R. Eppse's
The Negro, Too, in American History (Chicago, 1939) being a typical
revisionist survey. Moreover, to the liberals American history showed
an underlying consensus in favor of equal opportunity, and American
society was based -)n a pluralistic "melting pot" of immigrant groups
of which Afro-Americans were simply another ethnic case . America's
ultimate hope lay in the fulfillment of the promise of the Declaration of
Independence that "all men are created equal (and are) endowed with
certain unalienable rights . . . ." The liberals believed, without a clear
understanding of the origins of racism, that the South alone was the
source of the "racia prejudice" which was retarding such full equality.
Liberal revisionism differed strikingly from racist historiography in
many respects . The liberals regarded Negroes as full human beings,
and they conceived of slavery as a profitable albeit "peculiar" system
of labor exploitation . The Civil War was therefore necessary to abolish
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slavery as well as preserve a model republican union . Reconstruction
was thus a time of great hope and positive participation by blacks in a
"democratic experiment" . Reconstruction failed because the freedmen
were not given enough economic power to secure their political rights.
Despite some corruption and mistakes, however, Reconstruction was
not a complete disaster, as the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments
II .
held promise of a later fulfillment of legal equality after World War
As Kenneth M. Stampp wrote : "If it was worth four years of civil war
to save the Union, it was worth a few years of radical reconstruction
to give the American Negro the ultimate promise of equal civi? and
political rights ." (3) The Compromise of 1877 between the conservative
Southern Democrats and the Northern Republicans led directly to the
"nadir" of the Negro experience at the close of the Nineteenth Century
-a time of dashed hopes and deep despair poignantly depicted in
Rayford Logan's The Betrayal of the Negro (New York, 1965 edition).
Nevertheless, the essence of the liberals' faith in the soundness of
American institutions is revealed in the title of John Hope Franklin's
textbook on Negro history : From Slavery to Freedom (New York, 1947,
1956, 1967).
Like racist historiography, liberalism was in part a response to the
latest intellectual events and political trends. Modern anthropological
could
conceptions of race shifted dramatically by the 1930s, so blacks
now be regarded as full ("though culturally deprived") members of the
human family. The Negro's image was upgraded at home in order first
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in Africa, Asia, and Latin America . It became public policy to integrate
black people into the electoral structure of the Democratic Party, the
military, the national work force, and the market economy. The early
beginnings of the civil-rights movement in the "forgotten years" of the
Roosevelt, Truman, and Eisenhower Administrations (4) tended to
accelerate liberal assimilation of blacks into American historiography.
Moreover, much intellectual underpinning for liberal revisionism
came from Swedish scholar Gunnar Myrdal's classic work on race
York,
relations and the condition of blacks, An American Dilemma (New
many
young
and
employing
Carnegie
Corporation
1944) . Financed by the
black scholars, Myrdal based his study on an explicitly liberal premise
-namely that, as he wrote in 1942, "the Negro problem in America
represents a moral lag in the development of the nation . . . a problem
in the heart of the American . . . . Though our study includes economic,
social, and political race relations, at bottom our problem is the moral
dilemma of the American-the conflict between his moral valuations
" Myrdal recognized that black oppression was determined by
"what goes on in the minds of white Americans", but he never doubted
that the "American Creed" was moral and that American institutions
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were capable of change which would assure Negroes of justice and
equality. As a result of these intellectual and social trends, the rather
patronizing liberal studies of the Negro began to overcome prevailing
racist writings .
Of all the white liberal historians, C . Vann Woodward has made the
mostprofound contribution to the understanding of Reconstruction,
the New South, and Populism. In a 1958 essay, "Equality : the Deferred
Commitment" (5), Woodward held that Lincoln and the North moved
from the original Civil War aim of preserving the Union to a second
goal-freedom-upon promulgating the Emancipation Proclamation.
This new aim included a concomitant one of equality, a "commitment"
which was made under Abolitionist and Radical Republican pressure
in a piecemeal fashion, "but it was made ." However this commitment
to equality was never honored because, according to Woodward in a
graceful Myrdallian manner, of a "moral lag on equality" that was most
stubborn in the South but most decisive in the North. However despite
this deferment of equality, Woodward held in his 1954 essay entitled
The Strange Career of Jim Crow that the post-Civil War amendments
and the Civil Rights Act of 1875 had their effect, so that the period
from the demise of Reconstruction around 1877 through the 1890s was
characterized by a rough equality in law and practice between races,
when there were several "indications that segregation and ostracism
were not nearly so harsh and rigid" . Thus in C . Vann Woodward's view
segregation, disfranchisement, and discrimination against black people
did not stem from or immediately follow upon Reconstruction. Rather,
proscription resulted from the politics of the 1890s, when the Populist
threat of a new coalition between black and white farmers and workers
under the leadership of agrarian radicals like Tom Watson of Georgia
(about whom Woodward had written a biography in 1938) and based on
a program of anti-monopolism, co-operative control, and the political
equality of the races, provoked Southern white conservatives to raise
the spectre of racial amalgamation and "nigger rule" . To defeat the
Populist threat, blacks were terrorized by lynchings, disfranchised at
the polls, and then socially segregated from public life in the period
from 1890 to 1920.
Despite the liberals' integration of Negroes into American history,
revisionism suffers from grave shortcomings . An elitism and political
conservatism tend to characterize much, although not all, of liberal
historiography. Liberalism glorifies those blacks who tried hardest to
assimilate themselves into the mainstream of American society. Thus
Benjamin Banneker, the astronomer-architect ; Phillis Wheatley, the
poetess ; Frederick Douglass, the fugitive-slave abolitionist ; George
Washington Carver, the scientist; and Booker T. Washington, educator
and politician, are elevated to the pantheon of the acceptable "Worthy
Negroes in Our Past" . (6) Those blacks who advocated the violent
overthrow of bondage, those who embraced socialist alternatives, and
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those who became militant nationalists or Pan-Africanists were either
neglected or disparaged by the liberals. Thus David Walker and Henry
Highland Garnet, the early black revolutionists ; Bishop Henry Turner,
Martin Robison Delany, and Marcus Garvey, the militant nationalists ;
W.E.B. DuBois, Washington's great antagonist; and Malcolm X, the
Muslim internationalist, have received little scholarly study. Further,
the liberals frequently forgot that black "common folk' --field hands,
factory workers, house servants, and artisans -"made" just as much
history as the Negro "talented tenth'. These common folk were usually
illiterate, but this does not mean that their traces do not survive . When
liberal scholars, librarians, and foundations spend less time and money
collecting and analyzing the records of plain people than they do for
elites, this only reveals their racial and class assumption that working
people do not count in the making of history.
Because white Marxists in the 1930s and 1940s themselves believed
in much of the liberal mythology of American history, and betrayed in
their day-by-day organizing efforts an elitist paternalism with respect
to blacks, they have much in common with the liberals they claimed to
oppose . Marxists could neither understand nor condone the tradition of
black nationalism because of its allegedly "petty bourgeois' origins.
They did not comprehend that once the ideology of racism emerged
from class and economic forces it acquired an autonomous force of its
own. Moreover, the dominance of racist historiography and imminence
of a fascist victory over the Soviet Union led Marxists into a Popular
Front with New Deal liberals, which resulted in the Marxists' political
and ideological capitulation to liberalism and reformism. (7)
Marxists like Herbert Aptheker and Philip Foner therefore really
have more in common with liberal scholars than they would be willing
to admit, and less in common with the radical' historians of the 1960s
than one might suppose. Foner's work on Frederick Douglass, with
typical liberal elitism, magnifies the ex-slave's heroism out of all
proportion to his contribution to the abolitionist struggle and fails to
grapple with Douglass's miscalculations and weaknesses . Foner slights
Douglass's early idiosyncrasies, such as his erroneous view that the
Federal Constitution was an anti-slavery document, when in fact it
protected the continued practice of slavery in the states, and excuses
Douglass's later conservatism in the 1870s and 1880s, when Douglass
became, for all practical purposes, a Republican Stalwart. Is it not
possible that Douglass was unable to build a real political base in the
community of common blacks, slaves and freedmen, precisely because
he originated in the privileged slave and then free black group of his
day? In a similar manner, Aptheker's patronizing hero-worship of
W. E. B. DuBois - "Du Bois was a Renaissance Man who lived in our
own era . . . and chief founder and inspirer of the liberation movements
of peoples of African descent now shaking and remaking the globe from
Mozambique to Mississippi . DuBois's range was as wide as that of
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Leonardo da Vinci . . . . - (&) -actually interferes with an objective
evaluation of the intellectual strengths and organizational weaknesses
of a great black figure .

Recently a group of younger scholars has, radically challenged both
the traditional racist and the feral revisionist interpretations . Unlike
their predecessors, who stressed the `Worthy Negroes in Our Past"
and the anomaly of racism, the new scholars emphasize the centrality
of the black experience and the functionality of racism to American
development . They do not contend that : all American history turned on
"The Negro Question" ; rather, they contend that long periods centered
on the problem of slavery and the place of the freedmen. Relating
slavery directly to the formation of such basic American institutions
as the Constitution, political parties, and economic growth, the radicals
view Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century American politics as reflecting
racism. The radicals approve of the equalitarian ideals expressed in
the Declaration of Independence, but they stress that the slaveholders
who helped write this document: did not intend it to apply to blacks .
The newer studies contend that early Nineteenth Century trade and
industrialization depended mainly on the growth of the Southern slave
economy, and that United States diplomacy as well as its territorial
expansion were also direct functions of slavery and of its white racist
underpinnings . The emergence of anti-slavery politics in the 1840s and
1850s was of course related to the expansion of slavery itself, while
the roots of segregation lie more in the antebellum and Reconstruction
periods than they do in the 1890s. According to these radical historians
racism is a national phenomenon, and not simply a Southern problem .
In short, the most-recent scholarship views racism as a functional
component in American development in which the continual oppression
of black people is a central theme . (9)
This reinterpretation corresponds to new political and intellectual
trends as well as to some of the same factors which created liberal
revisionism more than a generation ago. Many of the young scholars
were either participants in or close observers of the civil -rights
movement of the 1950s and 1960s . The failure of American society
to make significant changes in the lives of most blacks -especially
ghetto and black-belt residents-has demonstrated how deeply racism
is entrenched in American society. From this insight these historians
have gained a deeper understanding of how firmly imbedded slavery
was in the political economy of the Nineteenth Century and how much
racism persists into the Twentieth. They regard racism not as a
"peculiar' accidental anomaly, but as functional to American society
from its early beginnings . Moreover, the current wars of
national
liberation overseas, the emergence of an independent Africa, and the
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corresponding call for "Black Power" in the United States has led
many radicals to question the liberal assumption about "moral lag"
in favor of a more-realistic assessment of the institutional roots of
racism. Rather than perceiving American society as a pluralistic
'melting pot', these scholars recognize that blacks were not simply
another immigrant group like all the rest, but came unwillingly to the
New World, where the pot never melted for them. In fact, Herman
Bloch's The Circle of Discrimination (New York, 1968) argues that
racism was so functional in American society that Eastern European
and Italian immigrants,in turn-of-the-Twentieth Century New York
actually achieved their,upward social mobility at the expense of black
ghetto dwellers . Rather than granting Gunnar Myrdal's assumption of
a "moral dilemma" reconcilable within existing institutions, radical
historians recognize that racism is so deeply imbedded in American
political economy and ideological superstructure that only profound
social changes will be able to exorcise it. Of course, not all of these
historians are activists or even radicals, but the implications of their
research certainly point to the necessity of revolutionary changes to
eliminate racist oppression from American society. (10) Thus, while
there is some continuity with the earlier liberal revisionism, the new
scholars have so deepened their insights that their work is qualitatively
and radically different .
Though the radical reinterpretation is far from complete, and much
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more research must be done, it is still possible to discuss some of its
most-important findings . For the colonial period, Winthrop Jordan's
White Over Black : American Attitudes Toward the Negro, 1550-1812
(Chapel Hill, 1968) shows that even before Elizabethan Englishmen had
any direct contact with West Africans (which was not until after 1550,
a hundred years after the Portuguese), they already held prejudiced
attitudes toward Negroes. This racism resulted from English tradition,
Christian religious assumptions, lack of encounter with Africans, and
the opinions of Europeans who traded with Africans . From the outset,
Englishmen were struck by the difference between their own whiteness,
with pinkish skin being the Elizabethan standard of beauty, and African
blackness . They accounted for the black man's color by associating it
with his heathenish "defective' religion, his "savage" bestiality, his
ape-like features, and his alleged supersexual lust for white women.
To the English, blackness connoted filthiness, sin, baseness, ugliness,
evil, and the Devil, while whiteness meant purity, virginity, virtue,
beauty, beneficence, Godliness . "The Negro's color set him radically
apart from the Englishmen," argues Jordan, and the whites' sense of
Africans as constituting a separate group made possible their being
enslaved. This debasenent occurred not only in the Caribbean and in
the Southern colonies, where there was a clear economic need for new
labor, but even-more-interestingly in the New England colonies, where
slavery was not an economic necessity.
Though Jordan is uncertain, from lack of evidence, about the status
of those first "twenty Negars" who were "sold" by a Dutch warship to
the Virginians in 1619, the fact that theywere purchased and designated
as Negroes, as well as their being taken from their African homeland,
should prove that they were being treated differently from the white
indentured servants . Even so, there is little evidence that the first
English colonists intended deliberately to establish the institution of
slavery, and we know little else about the status of blacks for the first
20 years of their residence . Jordan then demonstrates on the basis of
wills and court records that between 1640 and 1660 evidence occurs
of enslavement and differential treatment in practice for some, but not
all, Virginia and Maryland blacks, while no such thing as perpetual
servitude ever existed for any whites in any English colony. Then, as
the number of blacks began to increase after the 1660s, and as the
tobacco plantation economy became important, there was a marked
increase in slavery legislation . Finally, in 1705, after the termination
of the Royal African Company's monopoly on slave-trading, importation
of slaves into the British colonies greatly increased, so that slave laws
were codified in the colonies into comprehensive slave codes. (11)
Thereafter there was great concern about miscegenation, and the
fear of slave insurrections united all whites . The racial beliefs of the
early colonists were passed on to the Revolutionary generation almost
intact, and the formation of a national union in the 1780s "tended to

make the presence of Negroes in America a national problem" . But
even the most-enlightened intellectuals and most-skillful politicians,
like Thomas Jefferson, were incapable of dealing with the problems of
slavery and racism. Jefferson's central dilemma was, according to
Jordan, that "he hated slavery but thought Negroes inferior to white
men" . He could declare that "all men are created equal", but years of
"scientific" observation on his own slave-run estate convinced him that
blacks were mentally inferior to whites . He thus refused to emancipate
his own slaves and favored various schemes for deporting blacks from
the United States .
1787"
Staughton Lynd provocatively argues in "The Compromise of
(12) that slavery was as central to compromises of the Constitutional
Convention as the traditional conflicts between big states and small
states, conservatives and democrats, and real property and personal
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Thus, on June 30, James Madison stated that `the States were divided
into different interests not by their difference of size, but by other
circumstances the most material of which resulted partly from climate
but principally from the effects of their having or not having slaves' .
It was "pretty well understood", said Madison on July 14, that the
"institution of slavery and its consequences formed the lines of
discrimination' between the contending states at the Constitutional
Convention. In short, according to Lynd, slavery was "an independent
force in the shaping and ratification of the Constitution" . The important
Compromise of 1787 was reached by men who mostly disliked slavery,
but who acted ambivalently on it because of their desire to keep the
Union together, their belief in the sacredness of private property, and

their "inability to imagine a society in which Negroes and whites could
live together as citizens and brothers" .
Regarding the early decades of the new republic, Robert McColley's
Slavery and Jeffersonian Virginia (Urbana, 1964) broadens the concept
of slavery's centrality to American politics . Whereas most liberals
did not question the theory that slavery was moribund until the cotton
boom after 1815, McColley believes that "the slave-based plantation
system was . . . fundamental in the large economic affairs of Virginia".
Describing Jefferson as "the father of slavery in Louisiana", McColley
argues that "the Virginia dynasty in national politics . . . pressed the
claims of American planters for wider access to world markets and
opened up the rich lands of the lower Mississippi Valley to plantation
agriculture .' Moreover, Jefferson's vision of an "Empire for Liberty"
in the Southwest actually led to an empire for slavery. "The Virginia
influence on the Old Northwest was a pro-slavery influence, and nothing
was done by the National Government under Jefferson and Madison to
restrain the pro-slavery efforts of their migrated countrymen" to also
capture Indiana and Illinois . (Of course, the Jeffersonians refused to
extend diplomatic recognition to the new black Republic of Haiti, or to
appear at international conferences with black diplomats .) Refuting the
myth of Jeffersonian liberalism on slavery, McColley concludes that,
along with the axioms of democratic republicanism for whites, the
Virginians worked out and transmitted "the model theory of American
racism" .
Continuing this line of re-interpretation, Richard H. Brown's The
Missouri Crisis, Slavery, and the Politics of Jacksonianism' (13) in
turn contends that "the central fact' of American history from the
inauguration of Washington until the Civil War was that "the South was
in the saddle of national politics' . From the outset, Southern partaking
in national affairs was governed by "one single compelling idea' which
united all Southerners in spite of their diverse social and economic
interests . This was that the institution of slavery, whatever its faults,
should not be handled by outsiders . "The presence of the slave was a
fact too critical, too sensitive, too perilous for all of Southern society
to be dealt with by those not directly affected . Slavery must remain a
Southern question.'
Like Lynd, Brown stresses that slavery and Southern power underlay
the framing of a constitutional government with limited powers . Then,
in the 1790s, Jefferson and Madison sought to protect that constitution
from "change by interpretation' by creating a national party based
mainly on an alliance of Virginia planters and New York farmers whose
requirements from the Federal Government were then minimal. With
almost all early Presidents-like Washington, Jefferson, Madison,
Monroe, Jackson, and Polk-being large slaveholders, a Southern
white minority was converted by the Jeffersonian formula for political
ascendancy into a national majority which assured the pre-eminence
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of the slave states until the Civil War.
The Jeffersonian Republican success was also, however, its undoing
as the Jeffersonian Republicans became an "amalgamated" party of the
whole nation. As a result, they became unresponsive to the South. This,
according to Brown, invited the Missouri Crisis o.° 1819-1820 over
whether or not the Federal Government had the constitutional power
to exclude slavery from the territories . White Southerners believed
that this debate as well as the "pernicious* influence of Haiti caused
the Denmark Vesey slave conspiracy in Charleston, South Carolina in
1822.
These crises led to an urgent and ultimately-successful attempt to
revive the old Jeffersonian party with its political formula for Southern
control . The new Jacksonian coalition rested on slave-owning planters
of the older South and the newer Southwest combining with the "plain
Republican' farmers and planters of New York and Pennsylvania. The
new coalition depended on the election of presidents who were either
Southerners with a Western image (Jackson and Polk) or otherwise
Northern "doughfaces' with Southern principles (Van Buren, Pierce,
Buchanan) . As before, the price of Southern participation was, first,
the suppression of any -discussion of slavery which might endanger the
white Southern interests by forcing the South into a permanent minority
in the Union ; and second, a stricter interpretation of the Constitution,
so that the Federal Government would never gain sufficient power to
deal with slavery.
According to Brown, the architect of the new Democratic party was
Martin Van Buren, who engineered Jackson's victory in 1828 . The two
most-important examples of Van Buren's policy were the veto of the
Maysville Road Bill, which had provided for federal support for a local
Kentucky section of a national highway, and the destruction of the Bank
of the United States . Despite their economic consequences, these two
vetos were political measures designed to consolidate the new party
on the basis of strict constitutional construction. Van Buren thereby
created a party predicated on limited government powers over both
the economy and slavery, but at the same time flexible enough to serve
the interests of its constituents. However after 1844 the growth of
Northern anti-slavery and free-soil sentiment forced Van Buren to
relinquish leadership, and compelled the Democratic Party to sustain
itself solely by territorial expansion .
William W . Freehling's Prelude to Civil War : The Nullification
Controversy in South Carolina, 1816-1836 (New York, 1966 likewise
demonstrates that the suppression of debate on slavery was crucial to
the politics of the Jackson period . In the 1820s most South Carolinians
were experiencing their first and longest economic depression, while
the low-lying parts of the state were nervous about recurrent malaria
epidemics . In 1822, the Denmark Vesey slave conspiracy severely
distressed most low - country planters . Then, in 1831, Nat Turner's
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Virginia slave revolt frightened the whites all over South Carolina .
To these causes of unease, Freehling adds the feeling of guilt among
white Southerners resulting from the discrepancy between Jefferson's
declaration that "all men are created equal" and the existence of
slavery, as well as from the contrast between the harsh reality and
the myth of the mellow plantation.
These tensions in the Carolina mind and economy caused recurrent
uproars over slavery by coastal Carolinians in the 1820s . Partly for
economic purposes, but mainly to win constitutional protection against
the abolitionist challenge, they advocated tariff nullification . Freehling
contends that though the anti - slavery crusade remained "relatively
undeveloped" and a "distant threat" in 1832, the Carolina politicians
responded hysterically to slavery and delivered fire-eating harangues
at the least mention of abolition. They decided to fight the abolitionists
indirectly by fighting against the tariff. "Put in simple terms, the
nullification crusade was produced by two acute problems : protective
tariffs and slavery agitation, (which) had long since intermeshed in a
single pattern of majority tyranny" over the state . Freehling concludes :
Nullifiers, then, considered protective tariffs to be not only an
inherently-onerous economic burden, but also an integral part
of a pattern of sectional exploitation which would lead to slave
revolts, colonization schemes, and ultimately the abolition of
slavery. The nullification impulse was both a result of the
severe pecuniary distress which afflicted many Carolinians in
the 1820s and an expression of the anxiety surrounding the
discussion of slavery . . . . Depressed economically, frightened
by recurrent slave conspiracies, disturbed by nagging qualms
about slavery, threatened by rising world moral condemnation,
South Carolinians had every reason to dread an encounter with
the abolitionists . To leading Carolina nullifiers, the chance of
avoiding the encounter, lowering the tariff, and winning some
permanent security seemed worth the risk of provoking an
American civil war .
Another theme reconsidered by the new scholars is that "historical
perennial", the profitability of slavery, which bears greatly on the
importance of slavery to American economic development and on the
causes of the Civil War . Alfred H. Conrad's and John R . Meyer's
"The Economics of Slavery in the Ante-Bellum South" (14) argues
persuasively that most of the slave-owners could expect to receive a
reasonable rate of return on their investment in slaves . Not only was
it profitable to grow cotton with slave labor, but slavery's intermediate
product-marketable human offspring-could be efficiently sold to
newer regions of the South. Similarly, Douglass North's Economic
Growth of the United States, 1790-1860 (Englewood Cliffs, 1961) shows
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that slave-grown cotton exports were the main stimulus to economic
growth during most of the ante-bellum period, despite the expansion of
the domestic market. Slavery was therefore essential to the rapid
"take-off' of the national economy. If-this is true, then there was good
reason for the South's being, as Richard Brown says, in the saddle of
national politics .
The radicals have also re-examined the relationship between slavery
and territorial expansionism . Rejecting the traditional interpretations,
Eugene Genovese's Political Economy of Slavery (New York, 1965)
holds that slavery had not reached its natural geographical limits of
expansion by 1860 ; its growth was not limited by the expansion of cotton
planting. Since bondsmen could perform a variety of tasks, slavery
could easily have spread to Mexican and Californian mining regions,
and the slave-owners were well aware of these prospects . Moreover,
Southerners attempted to annex Cuba in order to further extend sugar
production, obtain new slaves, and increase their political power. If the
Northern free-soilers had not interfered, slaves might also have been
used in hemp production in Eastern Kansas, in California agriculture,
and, according to my own study of Industrial Slavery in the Old South
(New York, 1970), in Western lumbering and in transcontinental and
isthmus railroad building. To the radicals, the traditionalist view that
the territorial issue of the 1850s was phony is therefore dubious. The
North fought the Civil War in part to scotch Southern and slavery
expansionism -a point stressed by Eric Foner's Free Soil, Free
Labor, Free Men (New York, 1970)-while Southerners left the Union
to protect their class, economic, and racial interests in slavery.
Concerning the origins and scope of racism, as well as the politics
of the Reconstruction period, C. Vann Woodward's formulations from
the 1950s, previously described, have come under close scrutiny by
radical scholars some of whom derive theories from W . E. B, Du Bois's
Black Reconstruction (1935). Woodward's account of the origins of
segregation in the 1890s has been challenged, for example, by Leon
Litwack's North of Slavery : The Negro in the Free States, 1790-1_860
(Chicago, 1961), which demonstrates that even before the Civil War
racist bigotry pervaded every sector of Northern society, and even
some of the moral abolitionists were prejudiced against blacks . Most
Northerners treated free Negroes with contempt, segregation originated
in ante-bellum Northern cities, and the "free states" had disfranchised
93% of black voters before 1861 .
"In virtually every phase of existence," contends Litwack, "Negroes
found themselves systematically separated from whites . They were
either excluded from railway cars, omnibuses, stagecoaches, and
steamboats, or assigned to special `Jim Crow' sections ; they sat, when
permitted, in secluded and remote corners of theaters and lecture
halls ; they could not enter most hotels, restaurants, and resorts except
as servants ; and they prayed in `Negro pews' in the white churches . . . .

Moreover, they were often educated in segregated schools, punished in
segregated prisons, nursed in segregated hospitals, and even buried in
segregated cemeteries ."
Litwack's thesis that racism was national, and not just Southern, in
scope has received support recently from several scholars. Eugene
Berwanger's Frontier Against Slavery (Urbana, 1967) argues that from
1787 to 1861 residents of the Old Northwest, California, Oregon, and
the Plains States opposed the extension of slavery and free Negro
emigration more because of their fear of black inundation and their
belief in white superiority than because of moral or humanitarian
purposes . As the question of slavery expansion became more significant
after 1854, according to Berwanger, the racial prejudices of most of
the Westerners so increased that they favored containment of slavery
in the South . Similarly, V. Jacque Voegeli's Free But Not Equal
(Chicago, 1967) concludes that Except for the South, the Middle West
(that is, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota)
. . . was the region most firmly committed to white supremacy." Indeed
the outbreak of the Civil War increased the virulence of racism, since
both Midwestern Democrats and Republicans feared inundation and
economic competition by Negroes should they be emancipated . To win
support from this racist electorate, the Republican Party championed
various colonization schemes designed to rid the country of blacks,
and made every effort to keep blacks confined to the South during the
War. Thus, according to Voegeli, "the chief reason most Midwestern
Republicans did not support full equality was that they did not believe
in it . . . . Upon this most-fragile foundation rested the radicals' hopes
for future equality and racial amity. Small wonder," concludes Voegeli
in contrast to Woodward, "they would fail during Reconstruction." (15)
Like Litwack's argument for the North, Richard Wade's Slavery in
the Cities : the South, 1820-1860 (New York, 1964) demonstrates that
segregation of free Negroes and slaves was already beginning in the
South's largest cities before the Civil War. " . . .,Even before slavery
had been abolished," writes Wade, "a system of segregation had grown
up in the cities. Indeed, the whites thought some such arrangement was
necessary if they were to sustain their traditional supremacy over the
Negroes . . . . Segregation sorted people out by race, established a public
etiquette for their conduct, and created social distance where there had
been proximity . Urban circumstances," concludes Wade, "produced this
system long before the destruction of slavery itself." Finally, in After
Slavery : the Negro in South Carolina During Reconstruction, 1861-1877
(Chapel 11111, 1965), Joel Williamson holds that 'the physical separation
of the races was the most-revolutionary change in relations between
whites and Negroes during Reconstruction" . Williamson admits that
"formal discrimination" was not practiced by railway operators, for
example, but he nonetheless strongly contends that "unofficial racial
separation did occur on a large scale" . In any event, he concludes :
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The real separation (of the races) was not that duochromatic
order that prevailed on streetcars and trains, or in saloons,
restaurants, and cemeteries . The real color lire lived in the
minds of individuals of each race, and it had achieved its full
growth even before freedom for the Negro was born . . . . Well
before the end of Reconstruction this mental pattern was fixed
. . . and South Carolina had become in reality two communities
-one white and the other Negro .

Two

recent publications by C. Vann Woodward-the 1966 revision of
The Strap e Career of Jim Crow and "Seeds of Failure in Radical Race
Policy' 1966
16)-attempt to accommodate the challenges to his
earlier views, and in the process yield some, but not all, ground to the
radical historians . Woodward incorporates the findings by Wade about
the beginnings of segregation of blacks in ante-bellum Southern cities,
but concludes that "the urban contribution to racial segregation in the
South would seem to be less impressive than the encouragement that
city conditions gave to interracial contact' . In response to criticism
that he mistook legal codes for actual practice, Woodward emphasizes
that "it is well to admit . . . that laws are not an adequate index of the
extent and prevalence of segregation and discriminatory practices that
often anticipated and sometimes exceeded the laws" . Woodward clearly
acknowledges that some segregation existed during Reconstruction even
in the absence of laws, but he severely criticizes Joel Williamson for
concluding "that the full-blown Jim Crow system sprang up immediately
after the end of slavery' . The experience of South Carolina described
by Williamson may have been "exceptional in some respects', contends
Woodward. "But in most parts of the South, including South Carolina,
race relations during Reconstruction could net really be said to have
crystallized or even stabilized."
Following Litwack's findings, Woodward then grants that racism
indeed pervaded Northern society before the Civil War, so that "the
constituency on which the Republican Congressmen relied in the North
lived in a race-conscious, segregated society devoted to the doctrine
of white supremacy and Negro inferiority" . Racial attitudes hardened,
instead of softening, during the War, and "on the issue of Negro equality
the (Republican) Party remained divided, hesitant, and unsure of its
purpose" -a position which Woodward admits "represents a change
from Oiis) views earlier expressed on this subject" . The Fourteenth
Amendment was thus equivocal on freedmen's rights, leaving the main
decision on Negro suffrage up to the Southern states while permitting
Northern ones to continue prohibitions against black voters. Following
William Gillette's pessimistic reasoning in The Right to Vote : Politics
and the Passage of the Fifteenth Amendment (Baltimore, 1965), rather
than Kenneth M . Stampp's optimistic opinion quoted earlier, Woodward
acknowledges that the Fifteenth Amendment "reveals more deviousness
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than clarity of purpose", since it was intended to assure bloc voting by
blacks for Northern Republicans, not justice for Southern freedmen .
Clearly, then, the Reconstruction era was not a time of great idealism,
burdened as it was by the previous history of racism in Northern and
Southern society.
The one overriding weakness of most of these works is that they tend
to treat white society as an undifferentiated monolith and to neglect the
importance of class factors in shaping white responses to blacks . Still,
the contours of the centrality of racism and of the black experience
have been delineated by the new scholarship . Clearly, white racial
prejudice was an important factor in colonial development, and slavery
was integral to institutional developments in the American political
economy at least as early as the 1780s. Slavery and the position of the
blacks determined important political decisions, party formations, and
diplomatic strategies down through the Civil War . Racism pervaded
American society before the 1860s, making equality for the freedmen
after emancipation the key issue of Reconstruction which would remain
unresolved . The radical re-interpretation of American race relations
thus does not inspire optimism toward the pastor the future, for as one
historian has concluded : "If (the white man) came to recognize what
had happened and was still happening with himself and the Negro in
America . . . faced the unpalatable realities of the tragedy unflinchingly
. . . then conceivably he might set foot on a better road . . . . But there
was little in his experience to indicate that he would succeed." (17)
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REVIEWS
Jeff Sharlet (Indiana University Chapter, New University Conference) :
Disorientation, 1970 (available from Chuck Kleinhans, 515 North
Washington, Bloomington, Indiana 47401, 500)
Manhattan Community College People's Handbook, 1970-71 (available
from Ruth Misheloff, 32 West 71st Street, New York, New York, "free
and to be shared")
Case-Western Reserve University Strike Community : Disorientation
Handbook, 1970 (available from Stu Greenberg, 1816 Chapman, East
Cleveland, Ohio 44112, $1 plus 250 postage)
These pamphlets represent an effort by campus-based radicals to
develop an overview of their respective schools and to provide students
with the means of survival and resistance within them . In contrast to
earlier handbooks published at elite universities, most notably Who
Rules Columbia? (1968) and How Harvard Rules (1969), these three
handbooks deal primarily with students and their experience rather
than with exposing the ties between the university and the nation's
corporate elite .
All three have common aspects : a critique of the university (which
is illustrated in various ways) based on its training of docile manpower
for the corporate system; an often-incisive discussion of how the
university fits into its immediate physical surroundings and what that
means in social terms ; a brief history of student protest at the school;
and a hodgepodge of tips about matters ranging from bookstores and
cheap restaurants to draft counseling and birth control . Beyond that,
there are a number of individual features . Worthy of note are a cartoon
history of the college in the Manhattan Community handbook, a long
discussion of grading and its implications in the Indiana booklet, and
an analysis of the relation between Cleveland's "welfare establishment"
(including many Case-Western trustees) and the real problems of the
city's poor . The Case-Western handbook also contains some amazing
graphics, one of which (done by Reed Thomason) is reproduced here .
Except for the Manhattan Community College People's Handboqk , all
the handbooks produced so far have been too vague in regard to the

particular types of jobs students at the college are being trained for,
and where those jobs fit into the corporate system . In a recent series
of articles in the Madison underground newspaper Kaleidoscope, George
Hanley described four "tiers" of American higher education . These are
worth summarizing briefly here because they help to provide a basis
for analyzing particular schools and their functions . Tier 1 consists of
elite private colleges and universities (Harvard and other Ivy League
schools, Stanford, Chicago, Swarthmore, Vassar, Amherst, et cetera)
which still have their traditional role of preparing a ruling elite for
national service . Tier 2 includes the best public universities (Indiana,
California, Minnesota, Wisconsin, et cetera) which contribute to a
substantially-lesser extent to this national elite, but which also produce
the future state-level political and corporate leaders . In Tier 3 are the
backwater state universities (many of which were normal schools not
so very long ago), from which emerge small -town school teachers,
newspaper editors, Chamber of Commerce officials, and others who
help enforce "the American Creed" at the local level . Finally, Tier 4
(the community Colleges) produces chiefly dropouts . A schematization

such as this is useful for understanding a myriad of aspects of colleges
-for example the extent to which graduates of a particular college
will be expected to take orders rather than giving them in later life
can be correlated with the prevalence of petty rules governing student
life on campus .
Nearly all the handbooks done so far, including these, have neglected
the question of academic content . Yet it is surely one of the primary
results of a standard university education (graduate or undergraduate)
in the United States that students are imbued with the notion that things
are hopelessly complex and/or working out for the best . Increasing
numbers of students over the past few years have been rejecting these
academic formulations out of hand as belied by their own perceptions,
but the issues need to be argued out . This is especially true since, with
the general tightening of university admissions and rules, students are
likely to be forced to take their courses more seriously than they have
in the recent past .
A few additional comments, based on information furnished by people
involved in producing these handbooks, may be in order . One is that
handbooks of this sort can be very useful in helping to build a sense of
community among dissident students, although the group publishing a
handbook will not necessarily find it a shortcut to recruiting members
into its own organization . Another comment is that giving handbooks
away free apparently does not mean that people will take them any less
seriously once they get hold of them ; the possibilities of advertising
and fund-raising ought to be fully canvassed before setting a price on
such handbooks . Finally, an attractive layout and appealing graphics
(especially cartoons) are extremely important.
People interested in doing these handbooks at their own schools can
get help from a number of sources . Chapters of the New University
Conference are involved in several of these projects, and the national
office of the NUC (622 West Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Illinois 60614)
can provide information about them. The NUC can also supply copies
of How Harvard Rules Women , an excellent booklet that affords a good
example of how a school can be analyzed in regard to its treatment of
women, including employees as well as students and faculty members .
The North American Conference on Latin America (Box 57, Cathedral
Park Station, New York, New York 10025) has material on how to do
power-structure research . How Harvard Rules ($1 from New England
Free Press, 791 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02118) lends
an example of an attempt to comprehend the academic liberal ideology
that pervades so many college courses .
Jim O'Brien
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Louis Aragon : Irene ( Le Con d'Irene ), translated by Lowell Blair
(Grove Press, New York, 1969)
The almost-total incomprehension of surrealism in this country is
at least partially attributable to the extreme paucity of surrealist
works available in good English translations . All but a handful of
surrealist works remain untranslated, and too many of those which
have been translated have been translated poorly. Only in 1970 did a
sound, accurate translation of Lautreamont's Les Chants de Maldoror
appear (Allison & Busby, London), finally enabling us to dispense
entirely with the execrable version published by New Directions . Even
the translation of Andre Breton's Manifestoes of Surrealism contains
absurd errors owing to the translators' obvious ignorance of Hegelian,
Marxist, and psychoanalytic terminology, so that Breton's precise
formulation "crisis of consciousness" becomes "attack of conscience",
et cetera.
In Nightwalker we have the first and generally acceptable English
translation of Louis Aragon's Le Paysan de Paris (another translation
is forthcoming in England), which should, however, have been titled
simply The Peasant of Paris (especially since the walks occur by day) .
The fact that the translator happens to be one of the more obstinately
obtuse of the academic cranks presently leeching off the history of
surrealism, one who generally loses few opportunities to impose his
own obscurities upon the material he pretends to elucidate, fortunately
interferes only slightly with his abilities as a translator . (Although he
once decided that the term "le merveilleux' (the marvelous) - a key
term in surrealism - should be translated as "the revelation", in this
book it turns up as "the wondrous", which is surely a step forward .)
But in his "Afterword' Brown reveals the depths of his intellectual
debility and dishonesty. Pretending that the surrealists "believed like
cultists in the unconscious, preferring to sanctify it (rather) than to
understand it, cherishing it as the locus of Being, in the theological
sense", he proceeds, easily enough, to discredit this straw man that,
indeed, exists only in the minds of critics such as himself . But this
critical platitude, which reduces surrealism to the literary reproduction
of the unconscious, constitutes a veritable fountainhead of the errors
of American critics of all persuasions in regard to surrealism. As a
particularly hideous distortion of the surrealist point of view, it was
capably answered by the Surrealist Group in England, who wrote (in the
International Surrealist Bulletin , September 1936), responding, in fact,
to attacks by the London Daily Worker : "They refuse to accept the
existence of the world of the unconscious, and their whole system is
built up on the simple plan of man and the real world . It is therefore

quite impossible for them to appreciate our strictly dialectical and
materialistic synthesis of inner and outer world as the basis of general
theory. Having no coherent attitude to the world of the dream, they
appear to be obsessed and governed by it. In our work they see only
the dream, while for the other element of our synthesis they have a
blind spot. Naturally, they see nothing of the synthesis itself.' And
Rene Crevel had reason to declare, in 1932, that "to draw frontiers
between the different psychic states is no more justifiable than to draw
them between geographical states . It is for surrealism to attack both,
to condemn every kind of patriotism, even the patriotism of the
unconscious." This dialectical conception lies at the very heart of
the surrealist project, and the failure to recognize it contributes only
to the perpetuation of the most pathetic misunderstandings .
Along with his A Challenge to Painting (a manifesto on collage) and
Treatise on Style , The Peasant of Paris is among the very finest works
of Louis Aragon, whose role in the foundation of surrealism, and
throughout its first decade, was considerable . Originally published in
1926, it is rightly considered a masterpiece of the first surrealist
generation. But not because of its literary quality, in which surrealism
has not the least interest, but because of its extraordinary and
prodigious unveiling of the mechanisms of the marvelous in everyday
life . Let it be understood from the startthat this is in no sense a novel.
It is a factual account - replete, to be sure, with theoretical excursions,
polemical assaults, and outbursts of the wildest lyricism-of various
surrealist expeditions through the streets of Paris and an outlying park.
It cannot be too greatly stressed that surrealism is primarily a way of
life and a method of knowledge, and that if this life and this knowledge
happen to coincide with the occasional publication of a book, this is
purely incidental . "Man tends toward poetry," said Aragon . Those who
do not understand that surrealism is lived more than it is written
understand nothing .
Irene (actually Irene's Cunt), one of several under-the-counter books
written by Louis Aragon in the 1920s (which he presently refuses to
acknowledge, however, so that this translation appears as being by
"Albert de Routisie"), admits of no easy classification. Billed by Grove
Press as classic pornography, it is notanovel, nor even truly fictional ;
not an essay, nor truly autobiographical : it is, rather, a sustained
eruption of poetic exhuberance interspersed with the particularly
ferocious sort of moralizing that characterizes much of Aragon's best
writing . A minor work according to most criteria, Irene nonetheless
reveals the unrestrained violence, defiant humor, erotic flare, and
meteoric intensity of surrealism in its earliest years .
But since it is Aragon who said "I do not admit criticism"-an
opinion for which I have the highest respect -I prefer, having called
attention to these translations, to say nothing more about them .
It should be added, however, for the benefit of those who are unaware

of it, that the Aragon who wrote these early works has nothing in
common with the later Aragon who around 1932 became one of the most
servile litterateurs of French stalinism, an exponent of "socialist
realism", and an author of sentimental patriotic verses . The surrealist
who wrote in 1928 "I shit on the French army in its entirety." is not
the same as the hack who wrote "I salute you, my France .' in 1944 .
"When the marvelous loses ground,' we are told in The Peasant of
Paris , "the abstract prevails." After 1932 it was Aragon's misfortune
to have succumbed, definitively, to the prevalence of abstraction in its
most rigidified, pestilential, and bureaucratic form.
Franklin Rosemont

A Review of Industrial Relations Research : Volume I, with essays by
Woodrow L. Ginsburg, E . Robert ivernash, Herbert S . Parnes, and
George Strauss (Industrial Relations Research Association, Madison,
Wisconsin, 1970)
This is one of several special review volumes which the Industrial
Relations Research Association has sponsored seeking to provide some
extensive bibliographical essays on the research in the field known as
"Industrial Relations" since World War 11. For radicals these volumes
(and this one in particular) can be helpful if used as introductions to
the literature on the economic, social, and organizational status of the
US working class since 1945 . A Review of Industrial Relations Research
(Volume I) reviews research in four areas from 1956 to 1970 : "Labor
Force Participation and Labor Mobility", by H. S. Parnes ; "Wages and
Benefits", by E . R. Livernash ; "Organization Behavior and Personnel
Relations", by George Strauss ; and "Union Growth, Government, and
Structure", by W . L . Ginsburg .
The quality of the work is mixed in that the theoretical concerns of
the writers are sometimes so obscure that the material is unusable to
non-"experts" . Parnes's essay, for instance, surveys the attempts of
modern economics -the model builders -to construct a "theory" to
explain labor-force mobility and participation rates within the context
of supply and demand . While this discussion isof little value for anyone
outside academic economics, it is followed byareview of the secondary
and primary works on the vast changes nationally and regionally in the
age, sex, and color composition of the labor force . The latter aspect of
discussion and the literature reviewed can be of great significance depending on the critical view with which it is approached.
Livernash's essay on wages and benefits is less dominated by such
abstract theoretical discussions, providing valuable reviews of the
literature on the unions' impact on wage levels, wage structures, and

the share of national income going to labor. The essay places this focus
in the context of the larger economic forces which also affect wages.
Strauss's review of organizational behavior and personnel relations
is limited by its subject matter . He surveys a literature whose purpose
seems to be to find ways to make workers work harder and also more
insidiously-and enjoy it. Of all the fields relating to the area known
as "Industrial Relations", "Personnel Relations" is the most completely
dominated by management perspectives, and openly so. However within
this context some very-revealing evidence is uncovered . Extensive
research on 'Needs and Motivation', for instance, has tried to find out
what motivates workers to work. Various systems have been employed
to get them to work harder. In thefailure which inevitably follows these
systems, evidence of workers' patterns of resistance emerges at every
turn.
The most-important essay is the last one, Ginsburg's review of union
growth. Here can be found a detailed discussion of where, when, and
how unions have grown; of the occupational and sectoral shifts in the
US economy which have occurred since the middle 1950s ; and of the
impact on unions which the growth of the white-collar work force in
the professions, service sectors, and government has had .
These four essays will be followed in 1971 by another volume which
will deal with patterns of collective bargaining ; labor and industrial
relations abroad; public policy and labor-management relations; and
public policy in the manpower field. Together these volumes will then
bring up to date two earlier studies covering the preceding decade
A Decade of Industrial Relations Research
p : 1946-1956, edited by Neil
Chamberlain and others 1958 , and Em loyment Relations Research,
A Summary and Appraisal , edited by Herbert G. Heneman Junior and
others (1960), Together these four volumes will provide a thorough
survey of research in the social sciences and (to a more limited degree)
in history which bear on the impact of industry and the economy on
workers' lives .
Paul Richards
Joel Seidman(editor) : Communism in the United States : A Bibliography
(Cornell University Press, Ithaca and London, 1969, 526 pages)
This useful but little-publicized bibliography is an updated revision
of Charles Corker's Biblio a by on the Communist Problem in the
United States, 1955. It covers -the-period 1919-1959, with the inclusion
of 178 "antecedent" (pre-1919) items as well as a number of items of
"unusual interest" published since 1959. The new edition contains 7,000
annotated entries (3,000 of which are new) of books, pamphlets, and
magazine articles that deal with material 'centrally concerned' with

the official Communist Party of the United States . All the items are
listed alphabetically by author, an inconvenience largely overcome by
an adequate index.
Seidman has excluded government publications and newspaper articles
as well as most unpublished material (such as dissertations) and most
fictional writing (at least self-consciously-fictional writing) . Although
over half the Party membership, in the early years, was attached to
foreign-language federations, the bibliography omits material printed
in languages other than English. There is the inclusion of much material
by non-communists and anti-communists which specifically criticizes
the Party (such as four critiques by the Reverend Billy James Hargis)
and the exclusion of material on or by "non-official" communists (such
as Trotskists and Lovestoneites) unless it deals directly with the CP .
Such idiosyncrasies, however, do not overshadow the outstanding value
and utility of the book.
Roger Keeran
Mitchell Goodman (editor) : The Movement Toward a New America
(Pilgrim Press and Alfred A . Knopf, 1970, 752 pages, 8 1/2 x 11, lots
of cartoons and photos, $5.95)
This book is serious history; that's the first point. (The second point
is that $5.95 in this case is NOT a rip-off. Most publishers would have
charged two or three times as much.)
It is serious history because Goodman, who along with Doctor Spock
was one of the defendants in the first anti-war conspiracy trial in 1968,
and his collaborators on this book have set out to do much more than
produce another "anthology" of the Movement in the 1960s . Numerous
anthologies have been done, Massimo Teodori's being the best, but they
have infinitely less' to tell us than does The Movement Toward a New
America . Starting with the premise that the Movement represents, in
the words of the book's subtitle, "The Beginnings of a Long Revolution",
the editors set out to capture the essence of these beginnings by molding
a great variety of materials (largely from the underground press) into
a coherent whole . Rather than compressing it all into standard book
form, which would have squeezed the life out of the documents, they
have used a creative, expensive layout which gives the writing added
force and makes it fun to read . The picture that emerges is one of the
Movement at its best : an immensely creative and positive response to
the social disintegration of present-day America.
One can, of course, fault the editors for not presenting a "balanced"
picture . They do not stress, for example, the manipulation that has been
endemic to most Movement groups nationally, the sheer boredom of
most political meetings, the penetration of speed and acid into the most

seemingly "together" youth communities, or (except in Marge Piercy's
article reprinted from Liberation) the way in which youth culture and
the Movement have provided new outlets for various kinds of destructive
individualism . But saying this is like criticizing Arthur Schlesinger
Junior for his books on Jackson and Roosevelt-these books are badly
unbalanced and uncritical, but they are good history in the sense that
they represent an honest attempt to make sense (from the perspective
of the writer) of a mass of factual data about a period of history. The
more-important question is whether the particular "unbalanced picture"
that Goodman gives us is a basically-sound one . My guess is yes, that
(a) there was and still is something that can be called a "Movement",
despite all the rancorous splits within and all the attempted co-optation
from without, and (b) the period we are now living in represents a
playing-out of the possibilities of capitalist culture and a premonition
of the revolutionary society which Marx foresaw as following upon the
historical stage of capitalism.
Whew! Having disposed once and for all of that question, there is
another criticism of the book that ought to be considered . There isn't
much of a self-conscious sense of the class base of the Movement in
the '60s : of the extent to which it was (among whites) predominantly
a phenomenon of the upper middle class, or of the significance of its
gradual fusion with traditional forms of working-class protest in the
neighborhoods, community colleges, armed forces, and factories . The
salient intellectual theme in this book is one of middle-class idealism
and quasi-pacifism, combined with a cultural critique butwith not much
sense of class .
Well, yes, that is a weakness of the book, but as Kathy Mulherin says
in her sub-introduction : "The Movement changes and grows every day .
This book, like all others, has to stop at some point and allow itself to
be fixed in black ink and enclosed in book covers .' Besides, the sense
of political moralism that has so-strongly characterized the Movement
(derived largely from pacifists and from the middle-class civil-rights
movement) has for a long time been an element of strength . Moralistic,
romantic, utopian thinking was what allowed the possibilityof a new and
better society to be broached in the 1960s, in spite of all the scholarly
"proofs" that advanced capitalism is the best of all possible worlds.
While many people may be reluctant to admit the importance of this
strand of thought, it is nice that this book recognized it - even though
in the process it blurred over important questions of class.
As a kind of postscript, the very fact that the book is so long and
comprehensive makes it hard to resist pointing out omissions . There
is nothing from the Washington Free Press , which at its best was the
best underground paper ; none of the excellent cartoons of Lisa Lyons
or of Nick Thorkelson ; no poetry by d . a . levy (and no credit to levy
for his collage on Page 368) ; and so forth . Obviously, though, no two
people
agree on what should have been included . (For example, the

will

lack of organizational materials regarding SDS, Progressive Labor, the
Young Socialist Alliance, the Student Mobilization Committee, et cetera
may annoy some people, but it seems to me that the importance of such
organizations is usually overstressed, and that it's better to err on the
other side .) The fact that anyone who was awake during the late 1960s
will find fault with some aspects of the book does not alter the fact that
it is an excellent piece of work.
Jim O'Brien

ROOT & BRANCH Number 2 contains articles on
Militant Truckers in New York
Automation, Capitalism, and Liberation
Italian Workers' Fights Against FIAT
(special attention to women workers)
US Living Conditions and Class Struggle
Three R & B pamphlets now available
Anton Pannekoek : Workers' Councils ($1)
Lessons of the Student Strike (100)
Mass Strike in France, May-June 1968 (750)
R & B is published bi-monthly as a magazine or pamphlet . Twelve-item
subs are $5, six-item subs are $3 . New subs begin with Issue Number 1
while still available (unless otherwise specified). Address : PO Box
496, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 . (All checks to "Left Mailings" .)
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CLR JAMES ANTHOLOGY
The first collection of writings ever by this well-known black Marxist
theoretician, West Indian nationalist, associate of George Padmore and
Kwame Nkrumah in the International African Service Bureau, British
and American political thinker, and author of The Black Jacobins, with
an introduction by Martin Glaberman . Contents include : "Revolutionary
Solution to the Negro Problem in the United States" ; "The Making of
the Caribbean People" ; excerpt from Nkrumah Then and Now, on Lenin
and the problems of Third World nations ; and writings on literature,
sports, philosophy, and workers' struggles to remake modern society.
Published as Radical America, Volume 4, Number 4 (120 pages, $1.50).
Special rates for bulk orders . Write for details .
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